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coturniz). Mentioned in E V in Ex. 1 6 1 3
Nu. l l 3 1 f . Ps. 10540 Wisd. 162 1 9 1 ~;t cp I>J iiv, Ps.
7827.
That the quail, not the sand-grouse (I)or
the locust (Hasselquist's alternatives, TraweZs, 443)or
the crane (Dean Stanley and H. S. Palmer, see
5 z , note z ) is meant, is generally recognised.
The AI. word for 'quail,' salwd which is a loan-word, was
found by C. Niebuhr(i774) to be still in use in Egypt. Another
word for it is sum&Z, grven to it because
1. Identification. of its 'htness; and Lagarde (Ueders. 81)
has ropsed to connect the name wlth
Eshmun-Iolaos, the god wgo restored Heracles to life by giving
him a quail to smell at. The quail was annually sacrificed
among the Phaenicians in the month Feb.-Mar. to commemorate
the revivin of Heracles (Athen. 947, referred to by WRS,
Rel. Sem.& 469). There is no trace, however, of the sacred
character of this bird among the Arabians or the Hebrews.
The Cofurnz'x communis or C. dactyh'sonans of ornithologists is well-known in the Sinaitic peninsula, where
it passes, migrating northward in spring, in immense
flights. Tristram found them in the Jordan valley
( L a n d of Israel, 460). They arrive in Palestine in
March and April-though a few remain there during
the winter--on the way to their breeding-places in the
plains and cornfields of the upper country. Even these
flocks are said to be surpassed in numbers by the
autumn flight when they return S. to their winterquarters.
The quail flies very low, which Dillmann
supposed to explain the important clause at the end
of Nu. 1131 (but see 5 z ) . It is soon fatigued, and
hence falls an easy prey to man. 160,000 have beeii
captured in a season at Capri, where their plump flesh
is esteemed a dzlicacy, as indeed it is all along the
shores of the Mediterranean. They were salted and
stored as food by the ancient Egyptians (Herod. 277).
MHTPA ;

A.

E. S.-S.

A. C .

There are two references to a supply of quails for the
food of the Israelites-viz., in Ex. 1612fi (scene, the
wilderness of Sin, on the way to Sinai),
2. The quails and in Nu. 11 18-23 31-34 (scene, Kibrothof the
hattaavah , after the departure from Sinai).
wanderings. The former belongs to P. He has just
made Moses and Aaron tell the Israelites that &the
evening they shall know that Yahw&has brought them
out of Egypt, and that in the morning they shall see
YahwB's glory (vu.6f.). The evening event is the
arrival of the quails ; the morning event is the lighting
down of the manna. The redactor has omitted P s
account of the fall of the manna, the passage from ' the
dew lay round ' to has given you to eat ' being J s (see
properly (see L. and S.) 'a bird which
migrates with the quails,' perhaps=rpi&, the land-rail, RaZ+
r e x ; but Photius and Hesychius explain as='a large Bpw&
(Di.). The right Gk. word for quail, BpruE, is given by Jos.
and Gr. Ven. On Rabbinical notices see ]om&, 75 6. Cp also
FOWL, I , col. 1159, and n. I .
1 bpruyapjrpa means
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Baentsch). The narrative in Nu.11 [J] is much more
detailed. The announcement of the quails specifies a
month as the period during which quails should be eaten ;
after this the flesh was to become loathsome to the eaters.
The coming of the quails is thus described (vv. 31-34).
1 And a wind from Yahwk [a SE. wind, Ps. 78 261 took
b '- n(tn ylJ1
and
up quails from the sea [read n ~ i ttio;
made them to fall by the camp, about a day's journey
on this side, and a day's journey on the other side,
round about the camp, like heaps of wheat ( o q + ? )
on the face of the ground.' The appropriateness of
the figure is clear from what follows. ' And the people
rose up all that day, and all the night, and all the
next day, and gathered the quails ; he that gathered
least gathered ten homers, and they spread them all
about for themselves [to dry them] round about the
camp.' But the result was a fatal malady. 'While
the flesh was yet between their teeth, ere it was chewed,
the anger of YahwP was kindled against the people,' etc.
The story (with which cp Ps. 7826-31) is told to account
for the name ' Kibroth-hattaavah ' (graves of lust) ; it
belongs to the large class of aetiological legends. The
more correct name, however, is probably Taberah.'
See KIBROTH-HATTAAVAH.
T. K. C .
The peculiarity of the incident needs some better
exdanation t h a n a reference to the statement of Aristotle
( d . Plant. 15 ; cp Bochart, ii. 115) that
3' The malady* auails eat ooisonous thines--e.P., hellebore-which are' harmful-to men. It -may "be more
instructive, therefore, to give a parallel case from
the Elizabethan voyages.
The ship 'Desire' belonging to Cavendish's last and ill-fated expedition
to the east by way of the Pacific, put back for home
from the Straits of Magellan in 1592. They came to
anchor at a harbour in Patagonia, named after the
vessel Port Desire, and found on an island near it such
numbers of penguins that the men could hardly go
without treading on them. A party of twenty-two
men was landed on the island to kill the birds and dry
them on the rocks. From 30th Oct. to zznd Dec.
1 [The traditional text contains two improbabilities-YD:,
applied to a wind (Pasek should piit us on our guard), and
(e, J&mipaucv), from 773, which occurs again only in Ps.
90 IO, where (see Che. Ps.P))it is corrupt. Both words spring
out of the reading Re;, which alone suits the sense. The
corruption, however, must be very old because of Ps. 78 26.-

v;!

T. K. C.]
2 [The text

has 'about two cubits ' ( V V F W ) , which the commentators suppose to refer to the very low flight of the quails.
Dean Stanley however (SP 82) thought that large cranes
(storks?) U i e k feet hi&
mikht he meant. Only our subservience to MT has prevented us from seeing that the true text
must he O*nlg-in?, a figure which occurs again in Ex.15 8

(??$?@aq).-T.

K. C.]
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QUEEN O F HEAVEN

QUARRIES
they killed and dried 20.000 ; the captain (John Davis),
the master, and John Lane, the narrator, were able to
make a small quantity of salt by evaporating sea-water
in holes of the rocks, wherewith they salted a certain
number of birds. ‘Thus God did feed ns even as it
were with manna from heaven.’ Only 14,000 dried
penguins could be got on board. The crew were put
on rations of which the principal part was five penguins
every day among four men. It was not until some
time after that disease broke out, the dried birds
having begun to breed a large worm in appalling
numbers in the warmer latitudes.
Various symptoms of the malady here described are
sufficiently characteristic of the acute dropsical form of
the disease called beri-beri (some derive the name from
the Arabic) ; there are, however, dropsical conditions
caused by parasitic worms apart from the special dietetic
errors to which beri-beri is commonly ascribed. But,
however this may be, the parallelism between the two
narratives is obvious. There is the same generic cause,
and the quail is a fat bird; like the penguin. which would
corrupt the more easily if it were drie.d with its fat, Is
St. Kilda. where the diet used to be of air-dried gannets
and fulmars, it was customary to remove the fat before
curing.
c, c,
A . E. S.-S.
A. C., § X ; T. 8. C., 5 2 ; C. C.,
3.
QWWIES ( R W ~ . graven images * : W)\PF;
TUN rhYTPTWN : idob. Judg. 319&).
The p2sPLfm
near Gilgal are a well-knawu lalldmark, Heb. usage!0f
pheZ favours the senss ‘scu\ptured sacred stones’ (w
Moore, Budde). Many schdars find an allusiQn to tho.
stones mentioned in Josh. 4820. If sa, ptsi&a is wed
in its original sense of ‘hewn stones.’ Cp Aw.$a.%flu,
a pillar ; Tg. Pesh. give ‘ quarries,’ a guess.
The view of the Ehud-story adv0cate.d elsewhere (see F R I C H O ~
8

5 s), which detects an underlying form in which d e placenames, now eorrupted, were of th0 Negeb, thmws dQubt an
both the above theories. A m w g the poasibla wrruptiow af
5*me’ (Ishmael) i s $ 0 or~ $a;
cp SYELBPH.
In ordsr to
esca e to Seirah (for the rcadiap, adopted by the resent writer
see
Ehud had to p a s an outpost of lshrnaelicgs
(=Jerahmeelites); for Qlon, the M@rite
was 8 Jerah.
raalek’ b t h meelrte (see v. 13. where ‘Amman’ and,
‘Jerahmeel ’). For
read therefwe. prqbably p‘$bsyw\
7. Josh.75 RVW&, seq B E B a R i M .
T. K. c.

XEIRAH),

&y

QUABTERXASTEB (npxp~k),jw.81 99 RTJW
See SERAIAH,
4.

QUARTUS ( ~ ~ y e p ~[Ti.
o cWHU adds Rir sdutation to that of rertius, addressed tQ the Christians in
Rome, at the close of Rom.16 ( ~ 2 6 ) . It has been eon.
jectured that he may have been one of those Jews who
were expelled from Rome by Claudiqs. See. further,
S IMON the Cyrenian).
I n the\ists of the seventy disciples by the Pseudo-Dorotheus
and Pseudo. Hippolytue he appeass a s bishop of Berytus.
In the apocxyphal Ads of Petcrratrd Pad he is a member of
the prztorian guard, one Qf the d d i e r s who !wave, charge o f
Paul in Rome.

QUTERNIQN (TeTpdAtQN : Acts 124). a

of four soldzers.

QUEEN OF mAVEN
hicca

(DW;?
n&F3; Q

H

guard

gather firewood and the fathers kindle the fire and the
women knead dough to make cakes,’ etc., Jer. 7 18 ; cp
4419). The cakes were offered to the deity by fire
(44151 7 8 21 25 ; k i f ? ~ ? ~
%?,
. erroneously translated in
EV, ‘ burn incense ’), and the burning was acconipanied
by libations (4417f: ). These rites were performed ’ in
the cities of Judah and in the streets of Jerusalem’
(717 4417) ; the worship seems to have been domestic,
and perhaps specifically a woman’s cult (see 4415 19 2 5 ) ;
that the men assist in the preparations ( 7 18) and assume
their share of the responsibility (4415f) is not inconsistent with the latter view, nor are the expressions
in which the prevalence of the worship is affirmed
(44 x7).=
The cakes ( R a m d n i m , n y , Jer. 7 18 4 4 r g t ; 3 6
XauDves, and in the latter passage Xauaves [Q”],
xaupwves [N*] ; Vg. pZacenta; Pesh. zautharj, a species
of sacrificial cakes ; Tg. ~ - D ~ T ? or
J
I~DITTJ, perhaps
Xov6piTar,6 Gen. 4016) were rightly compared by
Chrysostom and other early commentators to the a6irava
or r d p p a r a of the Greeks, of which there were many
varieties.6 Soma of these were made is the likeness of
a victim; otkars imaged w symbolised the deity to
whom they were affered.7
It has bwn thought by many that. the bem&xinz of the

queen of heaven represented the moon 8 or-upon a different
view of her nature-the planet Venus’(see below, 8 3). Jer.
4419 kw been understood M testify to the iconic character of
these cakes, the verb npptq$beiiconnected with iyjy(Ia01.,
$ 1Q.9 and translated. to image e r ’ ; but both t e text and
tbc inteppretatmn are extremety doubtful.

The translation ‘ Queen of Heaven ’ (EV) represents
tualkad kaSSdM@m ;and this’ interpretation-the only

~.Tihle, @ne which would

naturally suggest itself to
m e who read the words ~ ’ ~ n2$n
u n in an un.
pointsd text--is
su~pozced by the oddest exegetical
tradition (e). T h e vow&W text, however, gives naip
(mPEket). m t i n g n a b as a defrctive spelling of rurh
from na&n,lo ‘ work,’ aod this view of the derivation of
the word is represented by Pesh. pul+dlz Semayyd
(religious work, cultus).
‘The Jewish scholar3 with
whom this interpretation originated doubtless thought
that the. w w h i p of the p’wq n$D in Jer. 7 44 was the
same as the worship of the ‘host of heaven’ (QTWX wax),
er. 82 19 13Zeph. 1s DL4 ~g 173, etc.

’

.Tbisident&ation, suggested perha s h y a general comparison

OF the peferences to thew cults, woudseern to be confirmed by

n J b .appears
t o lw e.qu4vale.nt ta bureiag offerings w making hbatmns ‘to
other gods’ (sce 7 18 $4 a5 ;,cp 17-&
as though the cult were
addressed to a collective object such z
s the heavenly bodies. A
waxant for taking the word n J N b in this Sense was found in
Gen. 2 where
(God‘s ‘ work which he wrought’) in zr. za
is obviously paralle! to ~ > in
y P. 1.11
to Jerome who writes (Com&~i.
on Jer
‘quam l&m
debemus accipere, ve
ornnw stellas intelligamus,’ aad is given a plaee in the margin
d AV, ‘frame, or workmanship of heaven.’
t h passaga
~
in which the worship of the p’cqvt

Madern scholars, however, alniost without exception,
have adopted the older and more natural interpretation,
‘queen of heaven.’ This prevailing opinion was
vigorously assailed by Stade in 1886; he maintained

Bact-

oypanoy. except Jer.718 H CTPATIA TOY
o y p a ~ o y ’[Aq. Sym. Theod. Bacihicc~];
Vg. regina c a d i ; Pesh. puf+in Semayyzi.
except Jer. 4 4 19 mafkat Semayyd
Tg. K’DV n3alJ).
an object of worship to which offerings were made by
inhabitants of Jerusalem and other cities of Judah in
the seventh century and by Jewish refiigees in Egypt
after the fall of the kingdom ; see Jer. 7 16-20 4415-30.
The peculiarity of this worship appears, from
Jeremiah‘s description, to have been the offering of a
special kind of cakes which were made by the Jewish
women with the assistance of their families ( ‘ the boys
TOY

.

Robably reading N ~ Ya,g in 8 I19 13.
2‘ Contambation fpom @, which i4 otherwise $cmonstrabte in
this verse.
1

3S9=

436.~7.

8 Comparing the &.++Gnes
of Arternis a t the Munychia,
Athen. 14643 A ; F’sellas-Robert, Gm‘ech. MythoLagfk, 13’2.
Q So Sym., Tg., Rashi, and others
10 Omission of silent N. Examples of thig spelling occur in
Phcenician itscriptions-e-g. CLS 1 no. 86 A Zi. 6 9. On the
other hand, rnanv Hebrew’ MSS in our uassaze have introduced into the t&t.
11 A&rbmel on JW. 44 15, as the opinion of older inttrpretws.
Similarly Stade, ZATW 6 339 Sep also DZdririm d b & , 5 IO
end.
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QUEEN O F HEAVEN
that o’nw’n n h n (? malizit) was a collective, ‘ the rule,
that is. the ruling powers, of heaven,’ a more comprehensive term than ‘ host of heaven ’ ; at a later stage of
the controversy he was inclined to conjecture that n h n
( n x h . work ’ ; cp Gen. 2 ~ f) .
had been substituted for
82s by a scribe or editor to whom the word NXY was
offensive. Stade did not, however, establish his main
contention that the rendering ‘ queen of heaven ’ must
be rejected ; the result of the discussion upon this point
was rather to confirm the conviction that that is the
only satisfactory interpretation of the words.’
It is not probable that a deity invoked as queen of
heaven, to whose displeasure at the neglect of her
3. Identification. worship the contemporaries of Jeremiah could attribute the calamities
that had befallen them and their country, was a minor
figure in the Semitic pantheon ; the presumption is that
the rites described by the prophet belonged to a specific
cult of the great goddess Astarte. The title seems
also to indicate that the worship was addressed to one
of the heavenly bodies, and was one of the particular
cults embraced in the general prophetic condemnation
of the worship of the ‘sun and moon and the whole
host of heaven.’ From an early time it has been
disputed whether the queen of heaven in the sky was
the moonZ or the planet Venus.$ The former opinion
was probably in its origin only an application of the
general theory which in the last centuries of the ancient
world identified all manner of goddesses with the moon ;
in modern times it has appeared to follow from the
current though ill-founded belief that the Astarte of the
ASHTORETH,
western Semites was a moon goddess. (S,,
8 4.) In the Babylonian system, which was at the
height of its influence in the W. in the seventh century,
the star of IStar was the planet Venus, whilst the moon
was a great god, Sin. The traces in Syria and Arabia
of cults similar to that described by Jeremiah connect
themselves with the worship of Venus. Thus the name
Collyridians was given to a heretical Arab sect because
their women offered c‘akes to the Virgin Mary, to whom
they paid divine honour^.^ See also Isaac of Antioch,
ed. Bickell, 1 2 4 4 8
More than one of the questions discussed above
would be put beyond controversy if it were established
that malkafu, or malkatar Sa Sami, the literal equivalent
of the Heh. malkaf Raf&iadyim, occurs in cuneiform
texts as a title of IStar ; but that the ideogram A A
should be read mnalkalu is at best a plausible conjecture,
on which no conclusions can properly be based. IBtar
is called, however, Wit i a m i and Jarrat
the
latter exactly corresponding in meaning to the Hebrew
malkat hafSZnayzm, ‘ queen of heaven.’ In a catalogue
of the names of Venus in various regions and languages
preserved by Syrian lexicographers we are told that
Venus was called n a l k a t Sentayyd by the Arzanians,’
that is the inhabitants of Arzon, a diocese in the
province of Nisibis ( Z D M G 43 394n. 1. The list shows in
other particulars accurate information, and may be taken
as evidence that a cult of Venus with the epiklesis ‘queen
of heaven’ survived in that locality into Christian times.
Herodotus (1105) sets it down that the temple of
Aphrodite Urania in Askalon was the oldest seat of her
worship; thence it passed to Cyprus and Cytherz8
I

According to Pausanias (i. 367) the religion was of
‘Assyrian’ (Syrian) origin,’ taken up by the people of
Paphos in Cyprus and of Ascalon in Phcmicia; the
Cytherans learned it from the Phcenicians (cp iii. 23 I) ;
it was introduced into Athens by Egeus. W e may
take these passages as evidence of the belief of the
Greeks that the worship of the a heavenly’ goddess
(’AQlp061~9
Odpavia, more often simply i, Odppavia) was
of oriental origin. It is highly probable that in this
they were right,3 and that the epiklesis is in some way
connected with the title Queen of Heaven in the
Semitic religion^.^
The goddess of Carthage, in the inscriptions T-n-t
(pronunciation unknown), must have had a similar
title, since by Latin writers and in Latin inscriptions
she is called C m l e ~ t i s . ~
Milkut in Phoenician and Punic proper names, on
the other hand, is more probably the divine sovereign
of the city or community (cp Milk) than of the heavens.
G. F. Meinhard, ‘Dissertatio de selenolatria,’ in Ugolini
Thesaurus, 23 871 8 (in Thesaurus theologico -philologirus,
1808 j? this dissertation appears under the
4. Literature. name of Calovius ; the older literature very
fully given and discussed) ; Frischmuth,
‘ Dissertatio de Melechet caeli,’ in Thesaurus theolbgico2lologicus 1866 8; J. H. Ursinus, Qurestiones biblice,
$fi.z3 ; J. b. C q z o v , Ajjaratus antiquitaturn, 5iof: ; B.
Stade, ‘Die verm:intliche Kiinipin des Himmels,’ Z A T W ,
6 123-132 (1886) ; Das vermeintliche aramaisch-assyrisches
Aequivalent der O’nwR n&,
Jer. 7 44,’ Z A TW 6 2eg-339
(1886); E. Schrader, ‘Die paon &-j
und ihr Aramaischassyrisches Aequivalent, SBBA, 1886, 1477-491; ‘Die Gottin
Iitar als rnalkafu,’ Z A S 353-364 ; A. Kuenen, ‘ De Melechet
des Hemels Verslagen en mnede&eZingen der KoninRlijke
Akademie ;ax Wefernchapen, Afd. Letterkunde, 1888, pp.
157.189 (Germ. trans. [18943, Kuenen, Gesarnmelte AdhandZungpn, 186-2x1,; Eerdmans, Mekkdienrt, 5 d ; Scholz, G&?zendiemf und Zademesen, 3mJ, cp 2 7 2 8 ; Griinhaum, ‘Der
Stern Venus,’ ZDMG, 1888, pp. 45-51.
G. F. M.

QUICKSANDS (CYPTIC: Acts27 IT), RV S y r t i ~q.v.
,
QUILT (lQ?), I S. 1 9 1 3 16, RV‘W See BED,

§I 3, 4 (6).
,QUINCE. See APPLE, 5 2 (4). col. 269.
QUINTUS MEIYIIYIIUS ( z Macc. 1134). See MEM-.
MIUS.

QUIRINIUS ( K ~ P H N I O C[Ti. WH), Lk. 22). The
name of this official is e v e n in an inscription as P.
1. Life. Sulpicius Quirinius. The main facts of his
life are given by Tacitus, Ann. 348. A native
of Lanuvium, of an undistinguished family, he was
elected consul in 12 B . C . ; some years later he was sent
on an expedition against the Homonadenses in Cilicia,
who had vanquished Amyntas, king of Galatia. For his
successes against these mountaineers he received the
honour of a triumph. When Gaius Caesar was sent
out to the East in 2 A.D., Qnirinius accompanied him a s
his tutor. In 6 A.D. Quirinius was appointed as legatus
of the Emperor Governor of Syria, and in that capacity
took over J u d z a on the deposition of Archelaus, and
made a censns of the newly annexed district (Jos. Ant.
1 7 1 3 181). At this post he remained four or five years.
At a later time (Tac. Ann. 322) he caused some scandal
in Rome by accusing his divorced wife, Lepida, of having
long before tried to poison him. Unpopular at Rome.
he retained the favour of Tiherius, who in 21 A.D.
procured him a public funeral.

See especially Kuenen, Gesamineltc Abhandlungen, 186[cp, however, &
cr.‘
Bib.--T.~.c.]
Jerome, Olympiodorus, and very many down to our own
time.
3 Tg., Isaac of Antioch, and others.
4 Epiph. H e r . 78 c. 23 7Qc. I 18. Epiphanius recognises the
identity with the worship of the queen of heaven in Jer. 744.
I t is in fact one of those direct transfers of a Venus cult, to Mary
of which there are many examples. See Riisch, Astarteh.Iaria,’St. Kr. 1888, pp. 265fi
5 Schrader ; for titles see below,
4.
6 Eerdmans, Mer‘ekdiemt, 86.
7 Bar Rahlol, col. 244’ some codd. have Darnaye. See
Lagarde, GesamrnelfeAbhkzdlungen, 16.
8 See also Herodot. 1131.

To these facts one of importance is added by the celebrated
Lapis Tihurtinus (CZL 1 4 3613), which inscription, though much
mutilated, appears to prove that Quirinius’ proconsulate of
Syria in 6 A.D. had been preceded by an earlier tenure of the

3993

3994

1

211.

2

1 Cp CIA, 2168627 1588.
a Cp also Herod. 38 (Arabs). ‘Heavenly’ was originally
meant in a physical sense ; the ethical significance Plato gives
it (Symjos. 180 D) is arbitrary, and in conflict with what we
know of the attributes and cult of Urania.
3 Farnell Cults of the Greek States, I azo/ 6z9f: 7 4 6 8
4 See Th;odoret on Jer. 44 17.
6 Oirpavia Herodian, A b exc. diV. Marc. 5 6 ; cp Philastrius,
He?. I:.
See RBscher, 26148. : Cumont, in PaulyWissowa,
3 12473: ; cp PHCENICIA,
0 II (cot. 3 7 4 5 ~ 3 .

QUIRINIUS

QUIVER

same,office. The view of Mommsen is that this revious tenure
was In 3-1 B.c., and that the crushingof the Aonionadenses
who dwelt in Cilicia, at that time attached to the province d
Syria, was a n event of this first proconsulate. It cannot well
he dated earlier, because Sentius Saturninus governed Syria
9-7 B.C. and Quinctilius Varus from 7 B.C. to after the death of
Herod ITac. H i s t . 5 9). since he put down a sedition which
arose when Herod died.
Amid these facts, the statements of Lk. as to the
raise
date and circumstances of the birth of Tesus (21-5)
-,
2. The census. intricate questions. -The miraculous
events preceding the birth cannot be
discussed from the historical point of view ; but the
asserted census in Judaea and the journey of Joseph and
Mary to Bethlehem come within the field of historical
investigation.
Lk.’s statements are as follows :( I ) Czesar Augustus decreed a general census of the
Roman world. Of such a general census nothing is
known from other sources, though Augustus made a
census of Roman citizens only. However, we need
not delay over this statement, which is unimportant
for our purpose, and may be merely an exaggeration.
( 2 )This census was first carried out in Palestine in
the days of Herod, when Quirinius was governor of
Syria. Here several difficulties arise. From the abovecited testimony of Tacitus, it appears that Quirinius
was not proconsul of Syria until after the death of
Herod.
Palestine being not strictly a part of the
Roman Empire, but a dependent or protected kingdom
under Herod, a Roman census would not be carried
out in that district. On the other hand, we know that
when in 6 A.D. Archelaus the son of Herod was deposed
from his tetrarchy of Judzea, and the district was
annexed to the province of Syria, Quirinius, who was
then for the second time proconsul of Syria, carried out
a census in Judzea, which caused, as w e learn from
Josephus ( A n t . xviii. 1I ) , much disaffection in that
country. It is not unnatural to suspect that Lk. may
have misdated his census.
( 3 ) For the purposes of the census every man went to
the abode of his family or clan; thus Joseph went to
Bethlehem the town of David,’ and with him his
affianced wife, Mary. It is, however, pointed out that
in a Roman census every man reported at his place of
residence. No instance is known to us in antiquity in
which the citizens of a country migrated to the ancestral
home of their family, in order to be enrolled. In any
case, no ancient census would require the presence of
Women would
any but the head of a household.
certainly not have to appear in person.
These considerations have led many historians, such
as Mommsen, Gardthausen, Keim, Weizsacker. and
3. Ramsay,e Schiirer, to the view that Lk.’s statements
about the census of Quiriniusare altogether
mistaken.
On the other hand, some
writers, such as Huschke and Wieseler and many
English theologians, have adopted an apologetic attitude in regard to Lk.’s statements.2 The most recent
apologetic work on the subject is that of Prof. W. M.
Ramsay, Was Christ 8om a t Bethlekem? in which
work it is pointed out in regard to Quirinius that Lk.
does not say that it was he who conducted the census,
but only that it was made when he was in some position
of authority in Syria (+YEP&Y, not hv86ruros, proconsul). He may have been in command of troops of
the Syrian province against the Homonadenses at the
time. It is further maintained that a census conducted
by Herod in his own dominions might decidedly differ

from a Roman census, especially in the point that the
people might be numbered not by domicile, but by clan
or family.
A new element has been introduced into the discussion by the discovery from papyri published by Messrs.
Grenfell, Kenyon, and others, that an enrolment
occurred in Egypt at intervals of fourteen years from the
year 20 A.D. onwards, and probably from the time of
the regulation of Egypt by Augustus, that is, also in the
years 6 A.D. and 8 B . C . , and further that this enrolment was a census by families, not a mere valuation
of property. One or two definite, though not conclusive,
pieces of evidence, seem to indicate that this periodical
census was not confined to Egypt, but was, in some
cases at all events, extended to Syria.
Arguing on the basis of this new discovery, Prof.
Ramsay maintains that a census may probably have
been held in Syria in 9-8 B.C., and gives certain reasons
why, if Herod at the same time proposed a census in
Judrea, he should have postponed it to the year 6 B.c.,
and then carried it out on a different plan from that
usual in a Roman census. The date 6 B.C. Ramsay
accepts as probably that of the birth of Jesus.
To set forth Prof, Ramsay’sarguments at length is impossible,
and they are so minute as not to bear compression. But if we
grant their validity they leave unexplained several difficulties.
Why should a census in Judaea be dated by Lk. by the
irrelevant fact of a campaign being at the time fought hy
Quirinius in Cilicia? Even if a n enrolment by tribes was
carried out by Herd, would this be likely to involve a journey
of all Jews to the native town of their family? How could
the presence of Mary be required at Bethlehem, when it was a
settled principle in all ancient law to treat the male head of a
family as responsible for all its members? In Palestine especially
it is difficult to imagine such a roceeding as the summoning of
women to appear before an o&er for enrolment. On all these
questions the new discoveries shed no light.
The last difficulty is further increased by the use by Lk. of
the word &uqurevpdy) (unless, indeed, it he an early emendation of the text by some scribe). For this word implies that
Maryat the time was not the wife of Joseph, hut only betrothed to
him. In such circumstances her travelling with him to
Bethlehem is even more inexplicable. She would not go as an
heiress, or in her own right, as we have no reason to suppose
that she was descended from David, and indeed from the
context it is clear that she was not.
Josephus tells us that the census of Quirinius was a
great innovation, causing alarm and revolt ; it is therefore
not easy to think that a similar census can have been
held twelve or fourteen years earlier, and passed off
with so little friction that Josephus does not mention it.
It is true that Prof. Ramsay discriminates in character
the earlier census which he supposes from the Roman
census of Qnirinins of 6 A . D . ; but it is doubtful how far
this view is maintainable, especially as Lk. uses the
same word (droypa+Q) to designate the known census
of Quirinius and the supposed earlier census (Acts
537). Thus there can be no doubt that the supposition
of errors of fact in Lk. would, from the purely historical
point of view, remove very great difficulties. The
question which remains is whether our opinion of Lk.
as a historian is so high that we prefer to retain these
difficulties rather than to suppose serious errors in his
narrative of the birth of Jesus. See, further, C HRONOLOGY, 55 5 7 8 : G OSPELS , 5 22 (col. 1780, n. 2), and
P. G.
cp NATIVITY, N AZARETH .

QUIVER. 1. n r j s , ‘a@ih, cp Ass. Lipatu;
; pharctra ; literally in Joh 39 23 (e om.) Is. 22 6 ;
figuratively in Is. 492 Ps. 127 5 (6 ;ar@vpiav) Lam. 3 1 3 Jer.
5 I$ (e, om.)t.
I n Lam. 3 13 arrows are called ‘sons of the
$ap&pa

quiver.

2. *!?,
fcli, +ap&pa, plaretra; Gen. 27 3.t The sense, however, is uncertain. @, Vg., Tg., Ps.-Jon., Ibn Ezra, render
‘quiver,’ but 9k., Pesh., Rashi, ‘sword.’ Jn$? m e a n s ‘to
1 [On the birthplace of David, see DAVID, 0 I ; DEBIR;
hang suspend. Possibly 13n is a corrupt repetition (dittoJUDAH
S4.1
2 A & u n a r y , and refutation of their views will be found in
grak) of the preceding
which word (EV ‘ thy weapons’)
Schiirer’sGVZ (3 510-543 (ETi. 2 105-143).
would quite well refer to the quiver and arrrows. Cp WEAPONS.

i*s,,
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RAAMAH

R
RAAMfiE (3p!? ; perma [RADsilELl pErXMh
[A]), one of the sons of CusH [4.v.] Gen. 107 (but
Kp? ; I Ch. 19 RV Raama). Raamah is also grouped
with Sheba in Ezekiel’s list of trade centres (2722
apy? ; papa [B], paypa [AQ]). A SabEan inscription
(Glaser, 1155) refers to ‘ the hosts of Saba and HavilPn ’
as attacking certain people ‘on the caravan-route
between Ma‘Ln ( = Ma‘in, ? Bab. Magan) and Ragmat ’
(Hommel, A H T 2 4 0 ; cp ZDh’G301zz). Here we have
at any rate one Raamah.
Glaser, however, places
Raamah near RHs el-Khaima, on the Persian Gulf
(SKizze, 2252). Against identification with Regma, on
the Arabian side of the same gulf, see Dillmann. Cp
GEOGRAPHY, 23, and CUit. Bi6. on Gen. l o 7 Ezek.
2722 where ‘ Raamah’ is brought nearer to Palestine.
See CUSH,2 ; SARTA.
RAAMIAH (32?2ul,
‘ Yahwb thunders?’ cp 3 R,67,
46 c d, where Rammiin, the storm-god, is called the
god fu rim& Le., ‘of thunder’ [Del. An. H W B . 6051 ;
the Phcen. proper name K3ilDyl is no support, the
true reading being KJnDYl), one of the twelve leaders
of the Jews, Neh. 7 7 1 (baepra [K],p d p a [A], Iarpras
[L], vaapm [B]. va~p.ra[Bab] ; the last two readings are
due to the proximity of N AHAMANI [4.n.]).
Cp
G OVERNMENT , 5 26.
In Ezra 2 z the name is miswritten as R EELAIAH, and in Zech.
7 2 (probably) as REGEMMELECH
(q.v.). All these forms seem

.

to come from ‘ Jerahmeel
The race-element counts for much
in the later history of Israel [Che.].

RAAMSES (DD)?u?), Ex. 111. See RAMESESand
cp PITHOM.

RAB. The use of 27, rad, ’ chief, head, leader ’ in
compound titles descriptive of rank or office (corresponding to the Gr. apxl-) is sufficiently well exemplified
in Assyrian, Phceuician. and Aramaic.
Typical examples are :-m6 dup-far-ri ‘head scribe ‘ (see
SCRIBE), and ra6 nikasi ‘treasurer’ (cp Heb. O ‘ D W ) , see Del.
Ass. HWB6096, Phoen. w i n 21, ‘head workman’ (CIS164),
0 % ~21, ‘head of the scribes’ (i6. 86 14), ~ 3 n 321, ‘head of the
priests’ (ib. 119) Palm. ~5.n31 ‘general ’ Nni’w x i ‘leader
mvoddpxqp I),
of the caravan ’ {in Gk. bilingual; vrpan&r,
3itv >,,‘chief of themarket’*(cp ~ 7 21,‘fieadof
1 ~
theiyopi’);
hnd Nab. N ~ ’ ~ L 21,
> D ‘ chief of the camp(s).
This usage of 21 seems to be wanting in the S .

Semitic stock, and in Hebrew is not frequent. Here
the more coninion term employed is jur ( i w , peculiar
to Heb. ) which is frequently found in pre-exilic writings
(cp P RINCE ), and its occurrence in the later literature
shonld be looked upon in some cases, perhaps, as a
survival of a once popular idiom, and in others as an
intentional archaism.
In the sense of ’ great ’ the Heb. rab is not commons
in the early writings; the best instances being the
poetical fragment Gen. 2523 ( ’ elder ’ opposed to i y x ) ,
NU113? (J or E), I K.197, Am.62. In agreement
with this is the usage of the Heb. compounds of 31
which express a rank or office. Of foreign origin, on
the other hand, are the compounds Rab-saris, Rahshakeh, and Rab-mag, which appear to be titles borrowed
from the Assyrian. The rest occur in later literature
only, and are mere descriptions of office.
I t is very probable that they have been formed simply upon
Assyrian or Babylonian analogy ; (a)o’n?! 23, z K. 25 8 (in an
exilic or post-exilic narrative, see K INGS , $ 2 n. z ) ; cp K:”?s 21,
1 Puvo8rippls, apparently, only in inscriptions. Liddell and
Scott cite BBckh, 4489.
2 De Vogue, La Syrie centraze, nos. 6, 7, 15, 28, etc.
3 The exact opposite is the case, however, with 2>, ‘much,
many’ (as opposed to Den).
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Dan 2 r4t

EV ‘ca tain of the guard,’AVmg. ‘chief marshal’

(ipx;phy&~ 187 BAJL]),2see EXECUTIONER, I. Contrast with
this D’p3 l@
Gen. 3736
,39 I 41 12 ; (6) ”13 27, Esth. 1st,

officer of the household (oirov6poc [RNALB]) ; and (c) l’e’l! 27,
Dan. 1 3 t (see RAB-SARIS), but ll’p’l@?
le, Dan. 17-11 1st (dpxmuvoiixos [87 BAQl’l).
1W must probably be looked upon here
as an intentional archaism. The writer has modelled the narrative
of Daniel to some extent upon that of Joseph (Bevan, Dan. 31),
and remembers the O’?k;I
O’ppFc I’@, and o’n?p;1 le,
which recur in Gen. 39-41.
S. A. C.

le,

RABBAH. RABRATH of the Ammonites

timu

’13,
. .pa@ba,Josh. 1325 [AI, A m 114 6 z

I

(nq’l, lla3

Ch. 20 I [B dis,

oncepap,Bavasaccusative]; p.+,%e
2s. 11 I 122729
492 [AI, I Ch. 20 I [bis A]’; p @ p d uiiuv
appwv, z S. 12 26 [B], 17 z 17 [A], Ezek. 21 20;
pQ&d Jer. 49 3 [HI ; p p p w e Jer. 49 3 [Q*v~d.]; pa,BaO Jer. 49 z
[it*] ; papa0 u& A p p w 2 S. 1 2 26 [A], 17 27 [E]. In Dt. 3 11
6 translates I v
&pp k v u& Appwv and in Ezek. 255, i v
.rr6Arv 70; Aggwv. In Josh. 13 25, B reads ’ A p a . The Vulgate
has Rab6a or Rebbath according to the Hebrew construction,
except in Jer. 49 3 Ezek. 25 5 where we have Ruddath for
”2,. In Polyb. Hid. v. 7 4, it appears as paBparqaw).

1. Name. Jer.

Rabbah is mentioned in Dt. 3 1 1 as the location of
Og’s ‘ b e d ’ or sarcophagus (see BED, § 3) ; also in
History. Josh. 13z5,in connection with the borders
of Gad. In 2 S . 11f: I Ch. 20 we have
an account of the siege and capture of Rabbah by Joab
and David. In the oracles against Ammon by .4mos,
Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, Rabbah represents Ammon, as
being its one important city. Jer. 494 refers to the
treasures and the well-watered valleys of Rabbah, and
Ezek. 2 5 5 Amos l r 4 to its palaces.
These oracles
announce the ruin of Rabbah as part of the punishment
of Ammon.
In Ezek. 21 20 Nebuchadrezzar hesitates
whether to march against Jerusalem or Rabbah, but
decides for Jerusalem by casting lots. Thus Rabbah
was the capital of Amnion during the whole period of
the history of the Ammonites, and shared their fortunes
throughout (see AMMON). It has been suggested that
Rabbah may be the Ham (see H AM , 2 ) of Geu. 145.
Rabbah continued an important city in post-exilic
times.
It is not mentioned in OT in connection
with the Jewish history of the period ; but the Ammonites are referred to in Nehemiah, I Maccabees, and
Judith, and doubtless Rabbath remained their capital.
Ptolemy Philadelphus, 285-247 B . c . , gave it the name
of Philadelphia, and probably by erecting buildings and
introducing settlers gave it the character of a Greek
city; it became one of the most important cities of
the Decapolis, Eus. Onom. ‘Papa8 and ’Appav.
In 218 B.C. it was taken from Ptolemy Philopator by Antiochus
Epiphanes Polyb. 5 17. In the time of Hyrcanus (135.107 B.c.)

2.

wereadofaZenoCotyles, tyrant of Philadelphia, Jos. Ant. xiii. 81
15 3. According to a conjecture of Clermont-Ganneau, Rabbath
should be read for Nadabath in I Macc. 9 37 ; see NADABATH.
In 63 R.C. it was held by the.Arabs (Jos. 5Ji. 63), who were
defeated there by Herod o B.C. (i. 19 5 and 6). T h e extensive
Roman remains show th;:
it participated in the prospeiity of
Eastern Palestine in the second and third centuries A.D. Later,
it was the seat of a Christian bishopric. The city is said by
Abulfeda (Ritter, S ~ Y1158)
.
to have been in ruins when the
Moslems conquered Syria.

Rabbah (the mod. ‘Amman) was situated on one of
the head-waters of the Jabbok, about 22 m. E. of
3. site. the Jordan. 2 S. 1226-28 apparently distinguished between ‘ the royal city’ or ‘ the city
of waters,’ and ‘ the city.’ The ‘ waters’ referred to in
the second of these names may be the Nahr ‘AmmBn, a
stream rich in fish, which takes its rise at the site of
Rabbah (so Buhl, P a l 260 [g 1321). In that case
In Dan. also p D 22, 248 (see DEPUTY),
and N:FFlp 2%
MAGIC, g 2 a).
2 Compounds of 27 and lb are alike rendered in B by ~ P X L - .
1

4 6 5 I I (see
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RAB-SARIS

the first two names belonged to a lower quarter of the town
in the valley (cp § 4). The ' city ' may be a designation
of the citadel, which was situated on a hill N. of the
valley. One would naturally like to find some Ammonitish ruins. There are old rock-hewn tombs, and the
remains of the outer walls of the citadel seem very ancient,
being formed of great blocks of stone without any cement.
What is left of the city walls may belong to the time of
the Ptolemies. Conder even thinks that the remains of
a reservoir and aqueduct may belong to the subterranean
passage which enabled Antiochus to capture the citadel.
If so, they may carry us back to Ammonite times, and
show how the ancient citadel was supplied with water.
The great bulk of the ruins-baths, colonnades, temples,
theatres, and tombs-are Roman. There is a small
building, which Conder regards as Sasanian or early
Arab : and ruins of a Christian cathedral (5th or 6th
cent. 2) and two chapels.
Rude stone monuments
(dolmens, etc.) have also been found.

a form of address (cp Dalman, Der Goftesname Adonaj,
21)' whence Mt.237J appears to be an anachronism
(cp Gratz, Gesch. 4500). Ewald's argument (Gesch. Is.
525 n. 2), from the words of Abtalion in the Pirke
Aboth, 116 (nig?-ny N;?), that i? and p? must haye
been in use for a long time, rests on an erroneous interpretation of niiiy (lit. ' lordship' ; cp Strack ' herrschaft').
A fuller form is Rabboni (Mk. 1051 Jn.2016, pap~ O U Y E[B],
~ pappod [minusc.], pa&8wvec [A in Mk. and D
in In.]), cp the Aram. yibbfn ($3-1)another form of
rabb6n (ray), but with the retention of the i sound in
the first syllable.' p i rn Aram. is used by a slave of
his master, or a worshipper of his God, and is, like
Rabbi, explained as meaning 6t6duKahe (Jn. Lc. ).
According to 'Arhch (s. **zN), a 1x7 was more honourable
than a -13, and a 3 1 1 than a 11, but greatest of all was
one whose name alone was mentioned (inu p i D h i ) .
The title
was first held by Gamaliel I. (see
GAMALIEL).

Conder, HeU and M o d , 157-1157, Palestine, 175-7, and in
PEP Survey of Eastwn Palestine. 119.64 (a very full and
exact account of a thorough survey of
4. Literature. 'AmmSn, with many fine illustrations);
99.116 ; G. A. Smith, HG,
5
' L. Gauti$E5$
jourdain(?, 93 8 (1896).
[eheyne' (Exp.T, Ndv. 1897 : Feb. 1899) discusses the titles of
Rahbah in z S. 12 z6,f, and emends both n&n
y'y and p D j
into &n S y : Wellhausen, however, emends 83lk3 into
0 2, and cp C r i f . Bib.]
p*r)n. See TAHTIM-HODSHI,

2%2

W. H. B.

RABBAH (n;??,
as if 'the Rabbah'; cweHBa
[B],, apgBBa [AL], Arebba), mentioned with Kirjathjearim in Josh. 1560. Read most probably ' KirjathJerahmeel the great ' (Che.). See SOLOMON, J 3.
RABBI ( ~ A B B E I [Ti. W H I P many MSS paBBi;
Heb. 'p?), a title of honour and respect given by the
Jews to their learned doctors, more especially to their
ordained teachers andspiritual heads(cp H ANDS [L AYING
ON OF]).
+' I? (lit. ' m y great one,' with the suff. a s in
Heb.
Syr. era; cp Fr. monsieur, etc.) is
from 1 2 (see R AB ) which at a later period aniong the
Jews was frequently used in the narrower sense not only
of a master as opposed to a servant, but of a teacher
as opposed to a pupil (cp Ahith, 1 6 and Bey. 6 3 6
where 11 and -p&n are used of Yahwk and Moses
respectively); see D ISCIPLE , 5 I. Rab (an older
pronunciation is Rib) was especially used as the title
of the Babylonian teachers, and designatespar e.rcelZence
Abba ArEkH, a noted exegete of the beginning of the
third century A.D. Rabbi, on the other hand, was the
title given to Palestinian teachers,' and, used alone,
applies to Jehudah HannHsi, the chief editor of the
Mishna.
In the NT, Rabbi occurs only in Mt., Mk., and Jn.
It is once applied by his followers to John the Baptist
(Jn. 326), but everywhere else is used in addressing
Jesus ( M t . 2 6 2 5 4 9 Mk.95 1121 1445 Jn.138 32 431
6 2 5 Q Z 118).a Lk. and Mk. both favour the use of
G ~ ~ U K U X(see
F D ISCIPLE , T EACHER), which in Jn. 138
is the Gr. translation of pap@, but 8rr~mdraoccurs
only in Lk. (e.g.. 5 5 845, etc.). Almost synonymous
with papper are the terms rrarljp and K a O ? J y p j s (Mt.
23910) which are probably equivalent to the Aramaic
NJN and (so Wunsche) ~ 1 1 n . ~
From its use in the N T it is evident that Rabbi had
not yet come to be employed as a title, but was merely

ai!,

s-

7 -

1 The Targ. on a K. 2 12 makes Elisha call Elijah Rabbi ; cp
Targ. on Ps. 55 14.
2 The AV frequently has MASTER ; cp Mt. 262549 Mk. L c . ,
and in Jn.
Jn. 4 3 1 9 2 118. The Pesh. renders by &$

138 3 26 4 31 6 25 9 2 11 8 by

e'.

is!

For the Jewish use of these various titles, see EB(B),S.V.
'Rab, Rabhi,'and for NT usage, Dalman, Die Worfc/esu,272fl
S. A. C.

RABBITH (ma75 : A A B E I ~ ~P NI , paBBw0 CALI),
a city in Issachar, properly hH-Rabbith, Josh. 192o.t
Identified with RAM, N. of Ibzik (Buhl, 204). C.
Niebuhr (Gesch. 1367 ; cp 6.) reads "97, D ABERATH
; cp Josh. 2128. But perhaps the true reading is
niih!, and P s original authority related to the Negeb
T. K. C.
(cp SHUNEM).

[?".I

RABBONI. See R ABBI, end.
RAB-MAG (Q'37; rub-mag), a title applied to
N ERGAL - SHAREZER [P.V.] (Jer. 3 9 3 ; pAB&M&e [B],
Name. -AK [AI; - A r [QI, PA'MAT W"1, BAMAT
[Kc.a9]; v. 13 poBoMor [Theod. in p"'g.1
om. 6); see R AB . Older critics explain 'chief Magian' ;
but the Magians (Marof)are a Median tribe according
to Herodotus (1101). and have no place in Babylonia.
Rad-mugi is said to be the title of a physician referred
to in an Assyrian letter (tablet K 519)respecting a sick
man (Pinches in RPPJ2182 ; cp Wi. OLZ. Feb. 1898,
col. 40).
Schrader (KAT(*)4 1 7 J ) and Homniel
(Hastings, DB 1 zag a ) , however, derive mag from emku,
e m p , 'wise,' and Frd. Delitzsch (Heb. Lang. 13 f.)
from ma&@ ' prophet, soothsayer ' (=eSrepu, ?*E).
From a text-critical point of view these suggestions
have no probability. There is strong reason to believe
that i r ~ - i yis corrupt. See NERGAL-SHAREZER.
T. K. C .

The Assyrian term referred to is generally rub mup',
also rab mugu. There is nothina in K. q1q to connect
a. Assyrian this officer even remotely with a physician :
see Harper's Ass.-Bab. L e t f e n , 97, for
text, and Chr. Tohnston's EPistolarv
L i f e r a f u r e o/: the Ass-yrians and- Babylonians,-r6j, f&
transliteration and translation. The writer, Ardi-NanH,
is the Court Physician (as Johnston shows). The m b
mugi only reports, or brings the report of, the sick man's
condition. He is likely to have been an express messenger. There was a rad mugi of the bif&alli and
another rab m u g i of the narkaddti (on Rni. 619, no.
1036, see Johns' Assyrian Deeds and Documcnfs, 2, no.
1036). Hence the ' R u b - m a g may have had to do
primarily with chariots and horses, and bee? the master
of the horse in the Assyrian Court.
T.K.C.,§I; C.H.W.J.,$2.
I

I

I

_

eauiva1ent'

RABSACES (Ecclus. 48 18), RV RABSHAKEH.
RAB-SARIS (b'?P'>?), the title (so RVmE., and see
R AB ) of ( a ) an officer sent by the king of Assyria to

Against this see Dalman, Die WorteJesu, 276, 278f: V ~ N
1 Pressel in PRB S.V. ' Rabbinismus,' explains the a to be a
as a term of address seems to he unknown to the Targumists.
Galilean provincialism ; cp Kautzsch, Gram. BQL Aram. IO.
It is rather a title of respect. ra6?Jmwjs according to this
The change of ri and i is similar to that in Syr. pesfui and
scholar is a Gr. variant to GrGd5~ahoc-&. IO being another
rauxa.
recension of v. 8.
9
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punishments rkfwwd to t a n s from that awarded hy a
Hezekiah ( 2 K 1 8 x 7 ; pa@&te P I , pa8cApFiC CAI,
mere local court ( ' Beth-din ') to that by the Saahedritl,
p a y r a , ~[L] ; rabsaris), arid (8) an officer present a t the
and finally to that of the fiery &henna.
Holtzmann,
capture of Jerusalem (Jet.393, NaBoycapeic [?I,
- C A ~ I C[KQI.
-CFEIC[S'] and PAZBC&PIC
[Qmg. ~ 8 % however, understates the offensiveness of Raca and
and Theod. in 8. ~3 where &YA om. ; rabmms). In bo€h exaggerates that of flap&. Raca (cp Jn. 94) involves
moral more than intellectual depreciation. and S;(O@E
passages, however, we should possibly read either a2e
nowhere in the NT ham the sense of 'impious' (the
y>&+, 'Arabia of Asshur' (cp T A k s H r s H ) or a * ? y ip,
0T $a;see FOOL). Nor is it at all probable that
' the prince of the Arabians' (see NGRGAL-SRARELER) ;
Jesus would have recggnised the provisional institution
indeed in the case of Jer. (Z.C.) the probability is very
of the Sanhedrin side by side with the Messianic punishstrong. As to z K. (Z.C.) a doubt is permissible (cp
ment of Gehenna, and assigned the punishment of one
S ENNACHERIB ,
s), and we therefore offer the views abusive
expression to the former, and of another to the
of Rab-saris which are possible on the assumption that
latter. The text must have suffeted a slight disarrangean Assyrian invasion was really referred to in the
ment : the clause about Raca should be parallel to the
original narrative. The title has Often been 'Interpreted
clause about murder. Read probably thus. ' Ye have
' chief eunuch,' and Schradet ( K A@J3x9) think6 that
heard that it was said to the ancients, Thou shalt not
it may be the translation of a mt'responding Assyrian
murder, and whosoever murders is liable to the judgphrase (so Dilh-Kittel, l'esaid, 3fz). This, at any
ment, and whosoever Says ' Raca' to his brother, is
rate, is not very probable.
liable to the Sanhedrin. Bdt I say ttnto you, Every one
Winckler cun'ectured (UntZrs. 138) that it was a tapmdhcrioh
\t.ho is angry with his brother is liable to the (divine)
of an artificial i s s . phrase ~d-&%&-&
learned bcnbe's h e r pretation of .&-sag (KAB.SHAE&B~),
Which
half Sumeffan'
judgment, and whoever says, Thou fool, is liable to the
while, accortlng to Pinches (letter tn ~ r u aJune 05 1891j
fiery Gehenna.' The Law as expounded by the Rabbis
ru6.Sa.ueJi chief of the heads' was the t$Ie OF the'speciai
treated libellous expressions as next door to murder.
officer wh; had charge of the royal princes (cp h n . 1 3 ) .
Rut such gross offences a% murder and calling another
Finally Del (Ass. HIVB 4 4 u ) registets fu~a-ris
illthe title of h
court-ohcial'of uncertain meaning. We ma plausibly hold that
Raca ' could never occur if on the one hand anger uwe
the second element in rah-saris is both H&ew and Assyrian
nipped in the bud, and on the other even such seemingly
but primarily Asmyriati (see EUNUCH), and that rab-xaris [= Hcb:
)
harmless expressions rts a thou simpleton ' ( ~ w p l were
rab-salii) means thief captain. i f so,it harddly differs 8om RABS H h K E H (P.U.).
scrupulously avoided.
So first J. P. Peters (JBL
How YOW a i in Dan. 1 3 (cp 9. 7 ) is to be undentood,
10131f. [t891];15f03 [1896]),except that he prefers
is not quite clear. The context suggests that the wtitef
to repeat ' I t was said,' etc., and ' But I say,' avoiding
misunderstood the phrase wAich he found already cotrearrangement. See FOOL.
T. K. C.
rupted in 2 K. 1817 ; for eunuchs, Raving the charge of
RACAI,, AV k A c H A L .
roral harems, were frequently employed in superintending the education of princes. See E UNUCH . Even if
&AM,BACE4OUBS.E. See generally HELLENISM. 3 5 (nith references), WRESTLING.
the story of Daniel h s beeii recat, this explanation may,
' Race is an apt lleiidering of ~+&&ev in I Cor. 9 24 (RVmg.
at any rate, serve provisionally.
T. K. 6.
'race-course') and of by& (lit. contest) in Heb. 12 I . In E's.
19
5 KV preferably m n d m '8r@ fny*) by 'eonhe.' In Eccles.
RAPI-SHAEEH(3p.t@7; p a y a c~[BHAQFOCL]
~
;
9 xt, 9, @( f7%)
i ~i* pmperIJAn abstrUt='mhning' @V's rea.
mdsaces), the title (so RVW ; 8ee RAB)of the officer
&ring of n&,
z S. 18 41).
sent by the Assyrian kill$ to Pfa&tah (a K. IBt)-18 ;
RACBAB (bit 151, RV R A B A ~ .
I s . 38 J:, and in the Heb. oeiginal of Ecclus. 48 k8, AV
RALSACES; PABCAKN& Is. % ~ [ E ] ~ Z P%7+[3@%]
CS
&ACRAL, RV, RACAL. For ' in Rachal '
in
36 r 3 [Qw.] 37 8 [B? Qrng.]). In its Heb. form it has heen
f S. 3029 we ought, probably, following WL (EN
taken to mean 'chiefcup-bearer'; but aeup+earer would
K A P M H ~ W , but E N AXH HA [A]). to read 'in Carmel
not have been intrusted with important pofiticsl business.
so all critics-'A ne&ssaty emendation' (Bu.,
The word is the exact reprodaction Qf the Assyr. rabsBOT). See C A R ~ E 2,
L ,mi. 704.
&fie 'chief of the high ones' ( ; . e . , a~cets)-for so the
Rah S A G or Rab SAG)^. of the insceiptions should be
RBCREL
ewe,' see W R S Kin. 219,~
~ ~ X H A
read (Del. A s s . HW'B, 6 8 5 ~ ) .This w a s the title of a
[BNADHQL]), the 'mother' of the tribes of Israel
military officer, inferior to the Tartan, but of very high
me^ settled in the highlands of West Palestine,
la,
rank. A rad-fake was despatched to Tpre by Tiglathbetween the Canaa'iite stnps of territory
I
l
~ ~
.
pileser 111. to arrange about tribute (KB223, cp Del.
at Ekdraelon
and Ailalon. Rachel died
r'.c.). Just so the Rab-shakeh goes (with the Tartan,
when Benjamin or Benoni was born (Gen.35163)).
according to z I;. to Jerusalem. He is acquainted boths a ' $% there, we may ask, at some remote period, a distinct
with Hebrew ( ' the Jews' language.' a K. 1526) and with
clan with the ewe ' RahEl' as its totem, and the ' ma*-4ramaic : such a leading diplomatist needed no drago$bah of Rachel's grave ' (see RACHEL'S SEPULCHRE)
inan. Since the time of Tiglath-piker 111. there was
as its chief sacred spot? The members of such a clan
a large A m i n a m population in Assyria.
Cp Schr.
would be bnE RXhEl. They all lived in Ephraim ; but
/i,4 7P)320 : A RAMAIC , 5 2. If, however, the original
in time some came to be banded together, as Jeminites
narrative referred to a N. Arabian rather than an
( B E N J A M I N , 5 r). Then, perhaps, the others began
Assyrian incursion, the name underlying Rab-shakeh
to drop the name b'nE RlhEI in favour of something
may very possibly be 'ArHb-kOS, 'Arabia of Cush.' C p
else (cp JOSEPH i., 8 2 ; EPHRAIM,
f 5 ii, ; MANASSEH,
RAIMAKIS.
T. K. c.
§ a). Rachel, certainly, as far as we can see, was
no mere name, as in historical times was Leah. In
RAGA ( P A X A [Ti.]. AKA [Trcg. WR]: prsbably
Jer. 31 r 5 (cp Mt. P 18) we hear of Rachel weeping for
an abbreviated form of the Rabb. n p i ; rp Kau. Gruths.
2:ibZ. Avam. 10 : D a h . Arrttn. Gvaam. t 3 8 , n, 4 ; for
1 On the importance attached to words like Raca, cp Koran,
interchange of K and x cp Dslm. ib. 304, n. a , and see
I 7 2 4 , 'And sa not to them, fie,' and GhazBli's description of
ACELDAMA,
r ) . a teem of abuse in the time of Christ,
the weighing o i a man's actions ; ' But the angel hringeth yet a
Art. 5 2 2 1.. Whether it conveys a more or a less offensive
leaf which he casteth into thb scale of the evil actions. On this
leaf is written the word " Fie f " Then the evil actions outwei !€
meaning than pwp! (EV, 'Thou fool') is dispoted ;
the good. . . The order is given to cast this man into he%
indeed, the whole passage, as it stands, is obscure.
(Lajerlejrecieuse de Ghazrili [Gautierl, 1878, p. 80.)
According to Holtzmann, there is B double climax in
2 Gntneisen (Alrsiencxltars, 2 5 7 ) proposes to read Aharhel for
thejudahife name AHARHEL,
comparing @BAL &A$&
Pq,ya@
the clauses introduced by 'But I say to you' ; ( I ) from
(also
the Benjamite A HRAH , ninn, & impeqh). [Amtding to
wrath in the heart to its expression in a word, and ( 2 )
Cheyne Rachel may be a fragment of 5r~n.l. erahmeel ; see
from the denial of the intellectual capacity of a brother
Jncoi?, 8 3, SHAPHAN, and for E similiarly ddutjtful nBme, s8e
to that of his moral and religious character. while the
L EAH .]
d

(52%)

($n'l>>);

(h?,
6

7

.
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RACHEL

RACHEL’S SEPULCHRE

her children (although there is- no explicit indication
who these are understood to be) ; and at a later
date, in the story of Ruth, Rachel and Leah are
the builders of the ‘house of Israel’ (Ruth 411). According to the legend as we know it (both J and E)
Rachel was the beloved wife, a feature that it is natural
to connect with the acknowledged superior splendour
and power of northern Israel. There is a remarkable
passage in J , however, where Jacob seems to speak as if
he had had only two sons (Gen. 4238). The question
therefore arises whether there may not have been an
older form of the story where Rachel was the only wife,
just as Rachel‘s ‘ double,’ Rebecca, was the only wife of
Isaac. This question Steuernagel answers in the affirmative (Einzuunderung. 39). He also makes the interesting
suggestion that there may be a monument of the
importance of Rachel in the name Israel. As the men
of the Gad tribe were called Ish Gad (see G AD , I),
so, Steurnagel suggests, the men of the Rachel (or
Jacob, or Joseph) tribe were perhaps called IS-Ra’-el
(on i see SHIBBOLETH, and on the change of h to ’ in
words containing a liquid, see REUBEN, col. 4092,
n. 9.
W e must now consider Rachel’s relation to Bilhah.
Rebecca has no such attendant (D EBORAH rq.v., 21
Ib. Relation is not represented as a concubine oi
other wives.to Isaac). Sarah, however, has Hagar ;
and in Sarah’s as in Rachel’s case, the
son of the wife is not born till after the son of the concubine.
This is obscure (cp MANASSEH, § 3). I n
Rachel’s case the most natural conjecture would be that
‘Joseph ’ was not born till after the sons of Bilhah were
settled in Canaan. So Guthe ( G V I 41). Steuernagel
thinks that Rachel (or rather Jacob-Riih8) entered
Palestine from the E. just in the rear of Bilhah ( E i n wunderung, 98 ; cp Guthe, GVZ 42), and that it was
because the Bilhah tribes (Dan and Naphtali) came to
be treated as ‘ brothers ’ of Joseph that their ‘ mother ’
Bilhah came to be called a concubine of Jacob. Why
only Rachel was a full wife is often explained by the
importance of the Rachel tribes in historical times.
There may, however, have been religious grounds (so,
for example, Steuernagel, Einwunderung, 45). Of
what race her maid came we are not told (on the statements in later writings, see ZILPAH, § I ) ; but Rachel
herself was a daughter of Laban, which appears to point
c
t a belief in the presence of Aramaean elements in N.
Israel (differently, LABAN,REBEKAH). If Rachel was
the chosen wife of Jacob, she was not the only one. The
surreptitious introduction of Leah seems a n important
feature of the story. Quite as difficult of clan-historical
interpretation is the representation of Rachel as Leah‘s
sister.’ Are we to infer that there were once actually
two tribes, a Ewe tribe and a Wild-cow tribe, living in
association? If so. where and when? Or is it that
when the northern Ephraim tribes came to be associated
with the southern tribes they came all to be regarded as
brothers, and therefore as having a common father
though different mothers? The theory is attractive.
It explains, however, why Rachel and Leah are fellowwives, hardly why they are sisters.2
The points that remain are the stealing of the teraphim,
the initial barrenness, and the story of the dUd8’im.
Other The stealing of the teraphim by a woman
as a feature in this quaint story tells us
points. something of the light in which the teraphim
came to be viewed (Gunkel compares the case of Michal,
cp HPSm. Snm. p. xxxiv.). It is through the initial
barrenness that Dan and Naphtali come to be older than
Joseph (see NAPHTALI, 5 2). The real origin of the

story of the dUd8’im is not clear (see I SSACHAR , 2,
R EUBEN , 5 3, NAPHTALI,
2). E does not mention
them ; but in the original J they no doubt cured Rachel’s
barrenness. This is now obscured, as the birth of
Zebulun precedes that of Joseph.
According to the
dates assigned to the births in the present text of
JubiZees, 2823 f:, however, Joseph comes immediately
after Issachar, before Zebulun, although it is Joseph
and Zebulun, not (as it ought to be) Joseph and Issachar
On the general
that are born in the same year.
question of the order in which the tribes are enumerated,

--

see TRIBES.
n. w. n.
The death of Rachel is related in Gen. 35 16-20 ( J E ) ;
the narrative throws much light on the earlier phase of
a. Rachel,s the tribal traditions, but needs perhaps to
be studied in connection with a compredeath.
hensive textual criticism.
As pointed out in JACOB 0 3, the phraseology of Gen. 29 I
suggests that according to :very early form of the tradition the
home of Labin was among the Jerahmeelites of the S. Evidkce
which was not in the writers hands when that article was
written or at least was not fully appreciated by him is now
hefore h m in abundance showing that this was indeed’the case
-z.e.,
that Lahan was inAeed originally regarded asan Aramaean
or Jerahmeelite(oix=sxDni~)of the S. Laban’s Haran was
however, not Hehron but a district of the Negeh khich ais:
:upplied to Sanhallat (1) the designation ’jin (MT Harani),
It was there that Rachel and
Haranite’ (see SAWBALLAT).
Leah-a distinction without adifference,if sni and nxs are both
corrupt fragments of Jerahmeel--dwelt, according to the early
tradition and the ‘ Bethel,’ where the divinity appeared to Jacop
was, if not, strictly speaking, in ‘ the land of the h’ne Jerahme’el
(29 I), at any rate, at no very great distance from it, for, like
Haran, it was in the Negeb. In the Negeb, too, was the Gilead
of the famous story of the compact between Jacob and Laban
and of not a few other much misunderstood OT passages, and :i
the Negeh was ‘ Shechem’-i.e., Cusham (see SH~CHEM,
2).
It
therefore became superfluous to emend the Ephrath’ of
Gen.35 1617 into ‘Beerotb,’ a change which on a more conservative. view of the tribal traditions (see EPHRATH, I ;
OSEPH I.,
3) was helpful, and indeed necessary.
The
’Ephrath’ of the story of Rachel’s death is the Ephrath of the
Negeb (in Gen. 2 1 4 p 1 3 4 8 it appears to he called Perath;
cp PARADISE, 5 5 ; HIHOR) ; its other name, according to the
gloss in D. 19,was ons-n.3, a popular distortion of h m m v n*q
‘ Beth-jerahmeel.’ See RACHEL’S SEPULCHRE. Thus ’ Rachel
(the vocalisation is of course relatively late, and not authoritative
for the early tradition)-i.e., Jerahmeel-=as fitlyenough buried
at one of the leading centres of the Jerahmeelite race in the
Negeb. Before her death she gave birth to a son variously
called Ben-oni and Ben-jamin. ‘On’ is one of the place-names
of the Negeb (see O N i.) and ‘Jamin’ is, in its origp, a opular
corruption of an ahbredated form of ‘ Jerahmeel. (Tiere 15,
in fact, enough to warrant the surmise that Benjamin’s original
home was in the Negeb). The early tradition also made a
statement respecting the distance between the place where
Rachel died and Ephrath or Beth-jerahmeel.
3
to come to
There was but kidruth hi-a‘rer ( ~ 1 x ni32)
Ephrath when Rachel travailed.
None of the explanations of kibmth in Ges. Thes., or elsewhere is
satisfactory,l and in the Psalter y i x and nix have a
tendency to get confounded. Probably we should read
kim‘uf hi-~?ruh,nlk? c)yp?, ‘ a trifle (left) of the way.‘
See RACHEL’S SEPULCHRE.
H. W. H.,
I U - C ; T. K. C., 5 2.

RACHEL’S SEPULCHRE. The biblical references
are (u) Gen. 35198 (JE), ( b ) 487b (R). (c) I S. 10 z f:
( d )Jer. 3115, ( e ) Mt. 216-18. It is generally supposed
(see Buhl, PuL 159, and Dillm. on Gen. 3519) that
either (i.) there was a double tradition with reference
to the site of Rachel’s grave, one (a.b , e ) placing it
near Bethlehem in Judah, another ( 6 , d ) ’ in the border
of Benjamin ’ towards Ramah (so Nold., Del. P), Dillm. ) ;
or (ii. ) the gloss ‘that is Bethlehem ’ in ( u ) and ( b ) .which
( e ) appears to follow, is based upon a geographical confusion and is to be disregarded (so Holzinger, Gunkel,
and Ox$ Hex.). The weak point in i. is thought to be

Naph. I, etc., Bilhah and Zilpah also
See ZILPAH,
t I. .
a Perhaps they were sisters sim ly because of the frequency
of such a marriage of sisters in tge society in which the story
was told (see MARRIAGE, g a, (I).
[For a different view, see
RIBEKAH.]

1 3133 is conventionallyregarded as a measure (a Innd6popas ;
Pesh. a parasang). Of course, the Ass. kibrriti ‘ a quarter of
the world,’ can hardly, by any ingenuity, he mahe illustrative.
It is clear that the text is corrupt. So also in 2 K . 5 19 y i x ni33
(no article before yxi) is shown by the context to be corrupt (see
NAAMAN).
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1 In Test. xii. Pair.,

are sisters.

RADDAI

RAHAB

that Rachel has nothing to do with the S. kingdom, and
the weak point in ii. certainly is that a N. Ephrath is
undiscoverable.
Before proceeding further we must
criticise the text (see Crit. Bib.).
(a)and (6) on$&
is a popular' corm tion of ',Kpn,* nq.
'Ephrath' and ' Beth-jerahmeel ' are bot{ place-names of the

Negeb. We have no reason to doubt that the gloss in Gen. 35 196
and 4876 is correct, and that Beth-jerahmeel eitherhad Ephrath
as its second name or was in the district called Ephrath: We
must remember thLt Ephrath was traditionally the wife of Caleb
(I Ch. 2 19).
(c) The geographical descrip:ion has suffered serious corruption. The text should run, When thou departest from me
today, thou shalt find two men by Beth-jerahmeel in Shalishah.'
ZELZAH.
See SHALISHA,
(L,)Jer, 51 being most probably of late origin, we could not be
surprised if it contained a statement based on a misunderstanding
of the Rachel tradition. It is quite possihle however, that the
Ramah spoken of is the same that is mean; in the underlying
origizal of er 401
which probably referred to a Ramah
(=Jerahmeel) i i t h e g l g e b , which was the starting-point of the
captives who went to a N. Arabian exile. If so, the writer may
also conceivably have known of Rachel as having died and been
buried in the Negeb. Taking, as was sup sed, a profound
interest in the fortunes of her descendants, &he1 had never
ceased to grieve over the tribe of Joseph, which had gone into
exile with other N. Israelites in N. Arabia (see Crit. Bi6. on
z K. 1761). When, however, the Jerahmeelite setting of the
early Israelite legends, and the N. Arabian exile of the two
sections of the Israelite race, had passed into oblivion (partly
through corruption of the texts), it was natural that thesepulchre
of Rachel should be transferred to the N., in spite of the fact
that no Ephrath was in existence to impart to this transference
a superficial plausibility.

According to JE, the site of Rachel's tomb was marked
by a sacred pillar (see MASSEBAH),
which existed in the
writer's time (Gen. 3520). The tomb known in our own
day as Rachel's has plainly been restored, though the
tradition has attached to the same spot throughout the
Christian period. It is a short distance from Bethlehem,
on the road to Jerusalem. According to ClermontGanneaq2 it may perhaps be the tomb (cenotaph) of the
Jewish king Archelaus (cp HEROD,5 8) referred to by
Jerome ( O S 101 12).
T. IC. C.

RADDAI ('VI), son of Jesse, and brother of DAVID
il 10,n.] (I Ch. 2 v t ; Z ~ A A A I[B], ZABA. [Babl,
pbAAai [A], pshai [L]). Ewald identifies with him the
corrupt 'y, (Rei) of I K. IS, see SHIMEI 2. T h e name
[4.v.

is more probably a corruption of $731(see Marq. Fund.
25 cp d Bab) ; see ZABDI.

(nhg?), K. 423[59].

RAFT S
RAGAU.
2.

(payau

I

See RAGES.
[TLWH]), Lk. 3 35, RV R EU .

See SHIP ,

5 I.

I.

See GENEALOGIES,

ii. $ 3.

RAGES ( p a r a c . - r W N , -roic [TH -rH B A 6 r o i s
uncertain ; in Tob. 420 K ~ p r o i c ] ,ruga p g . ] , rdgii
[Syr.]), an important city in NE. Media, situated in the
province of Rhagiana, near the celebrated Caspian Gates,
and hence a place of great strategical importance. It is
frequently mentioned in the above form in the Book of
Tobit (1144120 55 61392). In Judith (1515) the name
appears as Ragau(payau,rugau [Vg.], 'plain of D b 8 , ' 3
and rpgZi [Syr.]), which is apparently identical with
REU [p.v.].
This city, which is frequen:ly mentioned by classical
writers, occurs as RhagZ in the Avesta (Vend. ch. l),
and also in the Behistun Inscription of Darius Hystaspis
2 13). After suffering various changes, it fell into decay;
but the name may perhaps survive in the huge ruins
of Rhey, situated some 5 m. SE. of Teheran. See
Rawlinson, Monarchies, 2 272 J ; Curzon, Persia,
1345-352 ; Smith's Did. of Gr. and R m . Geog.. S.V.
RAGUEL ($K.)V7). ( I ) RV REUEL. See J ETHRO ,
R EUEL . ( 2 ) a man of the tribe of Naphtali (Tob. 6 TZ ;
cp 1I 7 4). related to Tobias ; husband of Edna, whose
1 I t is there shown that there has been a confusion between
two captivities of N. Israel an Assyrian and a N. Arabiin.
2 RecueiZ darchdo2. or&tale,
21348
3 Cp ~ 2 8 7ny?? Dan.S I, and see D URA . Dum was not an
uncommon Babylonian name.
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only daughter

Sara became

the wife

of Tobias

P A r O y H h , 3 7 1 7 ; -HAOC).
I n Enoch 20 4 Raguel is the name of one of the archangels.

Perhaps this was suggested by Tob.317, where the name
Raguel occurs in connection with Raphael (both names may
have a similar origin; see R EUEL , R APHAEL). That thq
name has any reference to this angel's r&le as a 'chastiser
(Charles on Enoch 20 4) is hardly probable.
T. K. C.

RAHAB (2?7),a synonymous term for the DRAGON
( 4 . v . ) in post-exilic writings, sometimes also applied to

Egypt (or, as may plausibly be held, to Misrim, the N.
Arabian foe of Israel; see MIZRAIM,§ 26), Job913
( K d 7 1 ) 7?& h' O f i p V b V ) , 2612 (76 K?)ZOE), PS. 8910 [I.]
(6?rep<+u~ov), Is. 519 (LXX om.), 307 ( hpurala
~ a p d ~ h ~6pGv
p ~ aihv),
~ s
Ps. 874t (paaP).I
From Job 9 13 26 12 we perhaps learn that Rahab was
another name for TiHmat, the dragon of darkness and
'God,' says Job in his de*'
References' $ t z e n c y , ' will not turn back his fury;
[even] the helpers of Rahab bowed beneath him.' On
the 'helpers of TiRmat,' see D RAGON , 5 5. Later, Job
again refers to the fate of Rahab (or is it Bildad,
following out J o b s suggestions in his unoriginal. way?).
By his power he threatened (lp)the sea,
And by his skill he shattered Rahab.

Here 'sea' and 'Rahab' are coupled, as 'sea' and
' Leviathan,' probably, in Job 38 (see L EVIATHAN), acd
in v. 13 the ' dragon' is referred to. In Ps. 899J [rof.]
the same parallelism is observable, and since v. I I proves
that the psalmist has the creation in his mind. the view
that Rahab is a synonym for Leviathan or the dragon
again becomes plausible. The passage runs,Thou (alone) didst crush Rahab as a dishonoured corpse.
With thy strong arm thou didst break down thine enemils.

The invocation to the arm of Yahwb in Is. 519 also
refers to Rahab. Here, however, though the allusion
to the Dragon-myth is obvious, there is also a special
reference to n*im (see D RAGON ), or perhaps to the
people called MiSrim in N. Arabia. How this was
possible we seem to learn from Is. 307 (on the text see
SBOT, ad Zoc.). It has been held (cp Duhm, ad Zoc.)
that the latter half of the verse is a later addition.
Living in an age when the mythological interest had
revived, a reader was struck by the resemblance between
the characteristics of the dragon of chaos and those of
09im.
Both were pre-eminent in strength; both in
the olden time had rebelled against Yahw&; for D ~ U ,
therefore, as well as for the dragon, the fate of abject
humiliation (cp Is. 19) was reserved. In Ps. 874 Rahab,
according to the exegetical tradition, is simply a synonym
for Egypt (as the Targum already explains it), though
even here this is not beyond critical questioning.
Rahab in Hebrew would mean ' raging,' ' insolence.'
This would be not unsuitable as a title of the chaosdragon, a reference to which is plainly
2.
intended in all the above passages except
the last. It would not be strange, however, if Rahab
were a Hehraised form of some Babylonian mythic
name. In the third of the creation-stones mentioned
elsewhere (see CREATION)-^^^^ which begins cities
sighed, men [groaned] '-the dragon is gepeatedly called
by a name which Zimmern and Gunkel would like to
read rebbu (for *mhbu),and to consider the Ass. equivalent of Rahab. The name, if it means 'violence,'
would be specially appropriate in the story of the
tyranny exercised by Tiamat. Unfortunately the reading is uncertain. The polyphonous character of the
Assyrian script allows us equally to read RaZbu, ' dog,'
and h b b u , ' lion ' (Gunkel, Schopf. 29418). For another
theory of the origin and precise significance of the title
Rahab we may be allowed to refer to Cn't. Bih.
T.K. C .
1 In Job 9 13 26 rz Is. 51 g, Symm. has iAa<o&
LAa<ovdav,
in Is. 51 g 30 7 Aq. iippqpr, Theod. rAa'7oc, in Is.
Symm. has
r a p a x a i or - x i , in Ps. 87 4 Aq. has bppGparoc, Symm. ~ r r r p ~ c v ; a v .

$
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RAIN

RAHAB
The
story of Rahab must not be taken literally. She is
clearly the eponym of a tribe, and the circumstances of
the tribe are reflected in her fortunes. The statements
in Josh. 623 1 5 apply to no tribe known to us so well 89
to the Kenites, who were admitted among the Israelites
on relatively unfavourable terms-as sojourners ; hence
the term mindh. The name sn? is best accounted for as
the equivalent of i q ~ ‘, Heber,’ the second name of the
tribe of the Kenites.’ See J E RI C H O , 9 4 : RECHABITBS.
In Heb. 113r Rahab is praised as an example of faith.
This is suggested hy the edifying speech of Rahab in
Josh. 29-11, of which, however, only v. ga is recognised
by critical analysis as belonging to the earlier narrative
(see Oxy. Hex. 2311). I t it no doubt startling that
Rahab should be a worshipper of YahwB-ty Rahab is
to be viewed as a Canaanite. If, however, Rahab is a
symbolic term for the Kenites, all becomes plain, for the
Kenites were worshippers of Yahwe: (cp KENITES).
The attempts of (later) Jewish and Christian interpreters
to explain away the term zdndh, ‘ harlot,’ as ‘ hostess,
innkeeper,’ also now prove to be doubly unnecessary
(see above). On Rahabs good works (James 2 2 5 ) , cp
the Jewish view in Weber, JCd. Theol. 332.. The
mention of her in the genealogy of Jesus (Mt. 15) rests
on the assumption that she became the wife of S ALMO N
[ q . ~ . ] . No less a man than Jeremiah is stated in
MepZZah 146 to have been a descendant of Rahab on
his mother’s side. This passed for an edifying belief,
T. K. C.
RAHAM (On?), son of SHEMAb. HEERON,b.
M ARESHAH , and father of JORKEAM ( p p . ~ . ) : I Ch.
2 4 4 (phM86 [Bl, p&€M’ [A], -hM [L]). See RFMEM.
RAHEL (Jer. 31 IS), RV RACHEL.
RAIN. That at the present day rain is considered
in Palestine as one of G o d s best gifts, is undeniable.
Moslems, ChristiaGs, and Jews can
units in imploring heaven for the
‘showers that water the earth’ (Ps.
726). But it is a question whether the fertilising operation of the Baalim was associated in early times with
the rain of heaven, or only with springs, streAms, and
underground flow (cp B AAL , I ). Robertson Smith,
wh:, discusses the subject fully in h’el. Sem. lect. 3,
comes to the conclusion that originally the Baalim were
gods of the streams and fountains, but that, as
husbandry spread, the ‘ gods of the springs ’ extended
their domain over the lauds watered by the sky, and
gradually added to their old attributes the new character
of ‘lords of rain’ (p. 106). Yahwb in the OT is
certainly the rain-giver ; Jer. 1 4 2 2 , ’ Can any of the
vanities of the heathen cause rain?’ In Ps.659[10],
according to the traditional text, the early rain is
called ‘ the river of God.’ The word used
is remarkable.
Generally it occurs in the plural for the
artificial streams used in irrigation (Is. 3 0 a j 3 2 1 Ps. 1 3
310136 Prov. 516 211 Lam. 348). Here, if MT is right,
there is a similar conception. The rain is imagined
as water which ha5 been drawn from the great heavenly
reservoirs (Gen. $11) and sent down on earth through
the solid dome of the sky.
This is illustrated by
Job 3825, ‘ Who has cZ@ a channel for the waterflood‘
(so RV : J”@ph, rpg, ‘ torrential lain’). With this cp
v. 28, where the ‘rain’ (miti?, T E D ) and the ‘parted
streams of dew’ (read $y *>in. for ’?a *$YM ; see D EW )
are parallel expressions.
Naturally, rain and rain-mist (@Z, $P) are prominent
in poetic benedictions. In Dt. 38 13 the precious things
of heaven above ’ (reading
for $an) are the rain,
the rain-mist, and the dew. In Gen. 2728 the fine rain,
or rain-mist, of heaven stands first among the blessings

W A B (3??; p a a ~ ) Josh.
,
22 3 6 17 23 2s.

’’

(~i?)

$m

1

*

For a less probable view see C. Nicbuhr, GtscL. I 3 5 3 f i
combine the readings $ 9 and
~ 5p)d).

2 Tg., Onk. and +h.

The former therefore 1%no modern conjecture.
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called down upon Jacob’s lsnd by f w c , In Dt. 2812
Moses promises to obedient Israel that YahwZ will
open his good treasury, the heaven, to give the rain in
its season’ : to this treasury the Book of Enoch refers
(6020f; 89 23) : cp DEW. The I self-springing plants of
Yahwe ’ in Is. 4 1 (SBOT)are those which depend LXI
the moisture which God sends from this heavenly storechamber. Notice, too, that in Pa, 10413 God is said to
‘water the mountains from his upper chambers.’ It is
a $lightly different mythic symbol which a poet in Job
uses-‘ W h o (but Yahwk) can tilt the bottler of heaven?’
(Job 3837). T o be able to bring rain through prayer
WRS one of the greatest proofs of eminent piety.
Elijah
‘ prayed fervently that it might not ram, and it rained
not,’ etc. (Jas. 6 t 7 ) : and Joiephus ( A d . kiv. 2r)
relates that, in the time of King Aristobulus, there was
a man named Onias, righteous and beloved of Cod,’
who by hls prayers could bring rain to the parched
earth. Cp P RAYER .
Palestine is well described in Deut. 1111 (in contradistinction to Egypt) as ‘ a land of hills and valleys,
and-whch drinks water, when rain f i l h
1.
rain, from heaven.’ Shortly afterwards
( v . 1 4 ) a fuller description is given.
See also Hos. 03’Joe1’293Zech. 10if;’(sec N o k k ) ,
Job 2!413# and Ja. 5 7 (np6i;uau ~ a li$cpov
l
: BW insert
bcr6v, giving the sense rightly). The distribution of
rain is very unequal. On one occasion Thomson found
the ground in the Jordan valley like a desert, while at
Tiberias the whole country war, ‘ a paradise of hetbr
and flowers.’ Just so it wag in ancient times. ‘ I
caused it to rain upon one city, and caused it not to
rain upon another city : one piece was rained upon, and
the piece whereupon it rained not withered’ (Am. 47).
The prophet continues, ‘So two or three cities wandered
unto one city to drink water, but they were not satisfied,’ on which Thomson remarks that this is ‘ a fact
often repeated ’ in Pa1estine.l The variableness of the
climate help8 to.account for the frequent failure of the
crops, both in ancient and in modem times, and gives
point to the promises of regularity in the seasons on
condition of obedience to the divine commands.* The
former or autumnal rains ( ; 1 i ~n
, i r ~usually
)
begin about
the end of October. In Lebanon they mfly begin A
month earlier ; but no dependence can be placed upon
this, and according to Thomson (LB 90) the winter
rains are sometimes delayed till January. They are
usually accompanied by thunder and lightning (Jcr.
10 13). The next four months may he called the raihy
season. In April rain (the latter rain, w\,&p JW;J!+, ‘ to
be late’) falls at interval!,; in May the showers srt
less frequent and lighter, and at the Cl63e of that month
they cease altogether.

It a pears from Glaisher’cr obeerwtions (PZFQ, rBgg,.p. 7 9
that tga heaviest monthly rainfall in 1897 wns ~ I . P I in. in
; the next, 6.74 in. in December and that the totn<fall
or the year was 27.71 in. This refers t o ‘hberiar. At eruaalem
the total fall was 41.61 in. At Tibeti- no rain fell i o , May
2 5 , to Oct. q,making n period of 156 consecutive days without
3‘3111. At Jerusalem, none fell from May 26th to Oct. 20, makinp
a period of 146 consecutive days without rain.
I . B3a, g&enr, a violent downpour, I K. 1841 Ezek. 13 I I ;
contin;&,
Ezra 109 r 3 ’ such as the early or latter rain l e v .
2G4 Jet.> 24 Joel 2 a3 ; accompanied with’wind,
9. Hebrew a K. 8 17 Ptov. 24 14.
teas.
a. lp?, rndtdv, a more general term, e.g.,
’the rain (‘Q) of heaven,’ Df. Ylrr. A torrential rain is ‘ a *weeping rain‘ (Prov. 28 3); or the two words
ne1 and
may be combined, Zsch. 10 t Job a7 6.
3. OT, &ern, a rain-storm, Is. 2 5 4 2 5 2 8 2 2 Hab. 310 Job
24 8 ; sometimes accompanied by hail, Is. 28 2 30 30. The supposed occurrences of a verb denom. (Ps. 77 s8 90 5, MT) are
probably due to corruption.
4. and 5. n$*, y & d , and nlin, nzZveh, the former rain, and
d p > Q , nra@uf,the latter ruin,.are 8 a.
6. P’?’?!,
rJbihirn, EV ‘showers,’ Jet. 8 3 14an Mi. 56[71
Dt. 32 2 Ps. 65 I I [IO] 726t.

fanuary
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The Land and the Book, 395.
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RBMBTH-MIZPEH

RBINBOW
7. C ’ p ’ m , ririsrm (from .v‘DDl, ‘sparsit, stillavit’), sprinkled
moistiire. In Cant. 5 2 t (EV ‘dro s ofthe night’) of the nightimst (see DEW), hut probably app8cnble to rain in general (see
px’>+.
In Dt. 32 2 Lagarde and Gritz correct p1.w into
m m i . In Ps.1M 13 also s’p’plg should perhaps he read for

9‘Fm ’y?.
RAINBOW.

T. K. C.
I.

n$g, @&eth [rb.$ov), Fen.

9138

Ecclur 43 11. On Gen. 9 1 3 8 see DELUGE, S XI.
Rev. 4 3 10I.
RAISINS. I. rips, +amukim, see FRUIT, 5 4.
2. ~ T ~ * DZiZim,
N,
Hos. 3 I , RV. See FRUIT, $ 5
RAKEH (a??), I Ch. 7 16 EV, pausal form for
REKEM. 4.
RAICKATH (l7>7, bank,’ an Aramaic word?
hAK& P I , P E K K A I ~[AI9 pa. [L]), a ‘fenced city’
of Naphtali, mentioned between Hammath (S. of
Tiberias) and Chinnereth (on the upper part of
the E. side of the Sea of Galilee), Josh. 1935. Two
identifications of Rakkath are offered in the Babylonian
Talmud in the same context (Meg. 56, 6n). According
to R. Johanan, Rakkath was the important city of
Sepphoris. But the etymological midrash attached to
this identification is such as entirely to discredit it.
Raba, on the other hand, refers to a generally received
opinion that Rakkath is Tiberias, and according to
Neubauer (Gkog. a‘% Talm. 209) the use of the name
Kakkath for Tiberias lasted into the fourth century AD.
Certainly the position of Rakkath in the list of cities
at least permits this view.
Only, ( I ) we must not
suppose that Tiberias stood exactly on the site of
For, as Josephus informs 11s
the ancient Rakkath.
(Ant. xviii. 2 3), the land upon which it was built had
been occupied by tombs, which implies that the ancient
town (however it was named) had lain at a short distance
from the site of the new city. And (z)it is possible
enough that npi is a fragment of n’ip (city of), and
should be prefixed to niJ3 (Chinnereth).
T. K. c.
RAKKON
not in
48L HPEKKWN),
Josh. 1946 (probably a vox nihiZi). See ME-JARKON.
RAM (a?; PAM [BAL]).
I. The name of a
Judahite family, whose eponym is variously described
as the second son of Hezron the grandson of Judah
( I Ch. 29 : pap and apap [BA], apap [L] ; v. IO, appav
IS, cp j?k v. 251, apap [AL]), and as the firstborn son
of Jerahmeel the firstborn son of Hezron (v. ng, par
[B]; v. 2 7 . apap [B]). The same supposed person is
also named in the (late) genealogy of David, as the son
ol Hezron, R u t h l r g (appav [BA], upap [L]). and consequently in Mt. 1 3 4 (A RAM [AV]; Ram [RV] : Apap
[BS etc.] : see also A RNI, Lk. 333). Doubtless Ram is
a shortened form of some well-known name, hardly
Jehoram (Nold.) or Abiram (Klost. Gesch. IIZ), but
rather the name from which both these names probably
sprang-Jerahmeel (Che. ).
2. Name of the supposed family of the Elihu of Joh (322 ;
pap [BK] : pawn [AI ; apap [C]), certainly not a shortened form
of the ethnic name Aram, unless there was a southern Aram.
Ezek.
z.

128

;PIS,

(fl??,

RAM ($!@), Gen. 157, etc. See S HEEP.
RAM, BATTERING (YZ), Ezek. 4 2 21 ~ 7 [ 2 z ] . See
S IEGE, 21:
RAMA (p&Ma [Ti.\VH]), Mt. 218, RV RAMAH.
RAMAH (TIP?, Jer. 31 15 Neh. 11 33, elsewhere
?Ip?l, ‘ the height ’ ; usually PAMA [BAL] ; gentilic,

’np?,

Ramathte; see SHJMEI.
9). I. A city of the
om.),
tribe of Benjamin, Josh. 1825 Neh. 1133 (BN*=\
incidentally referred to in Judg. 19 13 (om. @ A ) Is. 10 29
Hos. 5 8 (hiTDY S+?XDu [BAQ]), E z r a 2 2 6 (apap [B],
75s papa [AL]). and stated in I K. 1517 (paapa [B],
paqqav [XI, paua [L]) to have been fortified by Baasha
king of Israel in order to isolate Jerusalem (cp AsA).
Near it lay the grave of Rachel, according to Jer. 31 15
b + ~ X ? j[E(*.4]), where the tribal ancestor is poetically

(i
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repFesented as appearing on her grave, and uttering a
lamentation for the exile of her children.’ Near it was
also, a later writer believed, the palm tree of the
prophetess Deborah (Judg. 4 5 T ? ~ papa
E
[B], rapa [A]).
This Ramah is no doubt the mod. e r K d n , a village
with ancient remains, 2600 ft. above the sea-level,
Its rediscovery is due to
5 m. N. from Jerusalem.
Robinson (BR1576).
2. The home of Samuel and his father Elkanah ( I S.
1 1 9 2 1 r 7 1 7 8 4 1 5 3 4 1 6 1 3 1918fl 251 2 8 3 ) . alsocalled.
or rather miscalled, in EV of I S. 11, RAMATHAIMZOPHIM [p.~.]. It was in the hill-country of Epliraim
and more particularly in the land of ZUPH [y.~’.].
According to Eus. and Jer. who call it appaOep uer+a
Armothcm Sophim ( O S 225x1; 9 6 1 7 ) it was near
Diospolis, and Jer. adds that it was ‘in regione
Thamnitica.’ This addition agrees with what is said
in I Macc. 11 34 of RAMATHEM[p.v.] as having
originally been reckoned to Samaria. and suggests
identifying Ramah with Beit-rima, a place mentioned
in the Talmud (Neub. GJogr. S i ) , situated a little
to the N. of Tidnah (Thamna). This is the view
It accords
of Buhl, PaL 1 7 0 ; Kittel. Hist. 2107.
with the route of Saul described in I S. 9 1 f i ; cp
Wellh; TBS 70. See also PEFMem. 311 1 4 9 8 (On
6 ’ s readings, see RAMATHAIM-ZOPHIM. )
3. a K. 8 2;; : pcppo8 [Bl, pa(lo0 (AI, papa@‘yAaa8 [Ll. See
RAMOTH-GILEAD.
4. RAMAH
[AV RAMATH
OF THE SOUTH ; Josh. 198 (B r@
# a d Ai& [Bl, p w r d [Ail, r w r 8 K n d AiSa
. IA?LI).
.. T e e
RAMATH OF THESOUTH.
~. ’
5. A ‘fenced city’ of Nephtali (Josh. 1936; apaqA [B]
[AL]), the modern Rtsrrrk 1295 ft. above sea-level, W. of
on the southern slope of ;he ridge (here rising to a hei ht of
3480 ft.) which forms the boundary between Upper and fower
Galilee. Cp GuCrin, Gal. 1453J
6. A place mentioned in the delimitation of the
temtory of Asher, Josh. 1929. According to Robinson
beyond all doubt to be identified with the village of
Rum& ( P E P Sumey :--Rbmia), in the latitude of R d s
en-Nikzira, situated ‘ upon an isolated hill, in the midst
of a basin with green fields, surrounded by higher hills ’
(BR 463). Buhl (Pal. 231) accepts this identification, whilst admitting that the frequent occurreme of
the name prevents a final decision. Apart from the
name, indeed, one might prefer to locate Ramah a
little way to the W., at or near the ruins of Relic, on a
hill which commands a grand prospect. The language
of Josh. 1928f., however, does not seem to favour
either view. The border of Asher is traced in v. 28
from Hammon ( f l i m P 2 ) to Kanah ( K i n a )and thence
to Sidon ; then in v. 29 we are told to turn back southward to Ramah, and draw a line thence to Tyre
and to Hosah (near Hds eL‘Ain) ; somewhere on the
coast to the S. of Hosah (at the mouth of the river
SHIHOR-LIBNATH)
the border ends. Can the meaning
be that the territory within the first of these lines belongs
to Tyre and Sidon together, and that within both lines
taken together (the second modifying the first) to Tyre,
both territories being theoretically possessed by Asher ?
If so, Kamah would seem to be not very far from Tyre ;
indeed, this is the natural inference from the Hebrew of
Y. zga.
Its true site may perhaps be lost.
(Since this was written, an abundance of similarly perplexing
phenomena have been noticed by the present writer which can
only be explained on the hypothesis that t h e original document
referred to districts in the Negeb. Cp SHIHOR-LIRNATH;
T YRE ; ZEMARAIM,
last par.)
T. K . C.
~

~

$yz

U T H I T E (’ng?),1 Ch. 2727. See S HIMEI, 9.
RAMATE-LEE1 (’n) ng?),Judg. 1514. See L EHI .
RBMATH-MIZPEH (TIQyp;!
A p A B w e KATA

no?;

THN MACCH@A[B]. paMae K . T . M A C @ A [ J ~ ]pAMEe
~
K.T.M. [L]), a place on the northern border of the

Gadites, Josh. 1326f.
(4j, MIZPAH(2).

Probably the same as MIZPEH

1 On the discrepant traditions respecting the site of Rachel’s
grave, and on Rft. 2 18, see EPHRATH,
RACHEL.
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RAMATH OF THE SOUTH

nnK?;

RAMATH OF THE SOUTH (32;
for d
see RAMAH,4), and (in I s.)R AMOTH OF THE SOUTH
(22; nlD?; PAM& [BLI-e [AI NOTOY, PAMA npoc
MECHMBPIAN
[Sym.]), apparently the most remote of
the Simeonite towns (Josh. 1 9 8 ) ; mentioned also among
the towns in the Negeb to which David sent presents
from Z IKLAG (HaluSah), I S. 3027. The full name was
Baalath-beer-rama(o)th-negeb,
i . e . , ' Baalah of the well
of Ramath (Ramoth) of the Negeb,' or ' Baalah of the
well, Raniath of the Negeb ' (see BAALATH-BEER). The
name, however, needs correction by the help of v. 6f.
and Josh. 1532. The lists of the Simeouite and Judahite
towns are disfigured by errata, nor do they agree as
they should. The opinion of the present writer is that
the most remote of these towns was most probably
called Baalath-beer-ramah (also Baalath-en-rimnion) ,;.e., Baalah of the well (also, fountain) of Ramah or
Rimmon,-and that both Ramah and RIMMON (p.v.) are
popular corruptions of ' Jerahmeel.' Consequently in
I S. 3027 the second of the names in the list should be
See ENnot Ramoth-negeb, but Jerahmeel-negeb.
RIMMON, T AMAR , NEGEB.
I n Josh. 1532 Lebaoth ( 1 ~ 3 5 )and in 196 Beth-lebaot!
('+n*l) are miswritten for n$y,. In I Ch. 4 33 'Baalath-beer
becomes shortened into ' Baal.'
T. K. C .

RAMATHAIM-ZOPHIM
€him c(€)i@a[BL] ; ap.

(n'eiu n:np?

; APMA,CW@IM [A])8 the name of
the city of Elkanah in the hill-country of Ephraim, I S.
1I. The text, however, has Ha-ramathaim-Sophim, the
article being prefixed to ramathaim. The difficulties of
this supposed compound form, and indeed of M T s
reading, however viewed, are well set forth by Driver
( TBS ad Zuc. ), who, with Wellhausen and W. R. Smith,
following 6 ' s U ( E ) L @ U , reads 391s ' a Zuphite,' which is
explained by a reference to I Ch. 620[35], Kr. a s = ' a
member of the clan called ZUPH ' [ p . ~ . ] . Haramathaim
is also plausibly explained by Wellhausen (TBS34J )
as the laterform of the name Ha-ramah (see R AMATHEM ),
which was introduced into I S. 1 1 from a tendency to
modernisation, and stands ( a p p a h p ) , in 6, not only
here, but also wherever nnin has the 1'1 of motion
attached to it. With the form appflarp we may rightly
compare the apapaOa or appaOa or papaOa of Josephus
and the apcpaOara of the NT.
T h e name Ha.ramah in the Hebrew text almost always
occurs in the augmented form a??.;!
The exceptions are I S.
19 18-20I 25 I 28 3. Here we constantly find
except in
19 18 22, where 1'1;73>? occurs. @A accordingly represents the
former word by Bv papa, the latter by a k appa8aip-a new
distinction suggested perhaps by the occurrence of n in nnnin,
The Same correction has penetrated once into @BL, for in 19 22,
where ;main and 7 ~ 7 occur
3
atditferent points, @EL gives first
rls appaoarp and then ;v p a p a (cp z. 18 in. X).
The objections to the above plausible explanation of
Ramathaim-zophim a r d i ) that Ha-ramathaim occurs nowhere
else in the MT, (2) that the Chronicler is an insufficient authority
for the existence of a clan called Zuph, (3) that 'land of Zuph
occurs in a passage ( I S. 9 5) which ha5 all the appearance of
corruptness (see ZUPH),and (4) that I S. 1I itself is obviously no
longer in its original form.1 The probability is that i n H w
(EV, 'a certain man') should be [,5rnlni. W - K , a Jerahmeelit:?
and that n'im i n n n'ws o m m n p s h o u l d b e -hxmi~lnl
'imn In
inn nBsnn so that the whole sentence becomes (omitting
the superfluous variant 9SNnni. at the beginning and certain
variants a t the end), 'And there was a Jerahmeelite of the
family of the Maprites, whose name was Elkanah.'
(Magi)
however, like ' Tamar ' and ' Ramath,' is only a corruption df
*5uoni. ' Jerahmeelite,' and 'mount Ephraim' is in southern
n i t in c;ntral Palestine (so Judg. 17 I 19 I, etc.). See C*%. Bi6.

The ARlMATHWA of the N T is identified by Eus.
( O S 225, 12) with the city of Elkanah, and said to be
situated near Diospolis (Lydda). This situation is
beyond question suitable for the Ramathaim of I Macc.
1134. and perhaps too for the Arimathaea of the NT.
See JCSEPH,col. 25958 ; R AMATHAIM (on meaning
of form); NICODEMUS,5 3.
T. K. C.
See Marq. Fund. I Z ~ ,and cp other corrupt passages in
S. having proper names ( C r i t . Bib.).
1
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RAMESES
RA~THEM,RVRAMATHAIM(pae&M€IN[ANY]),
the seat of one of the governments formerly belonging
to Samaria which were transferred to Jndaea under
Jonathan by king Dernetrius, I Macc. 1134. On the
name, see NAMES, § 107,and RAMATHAIM-ZOPHIM.

MESES

(Dnp!'l;

~ A M E c C H [BAFL], ~ A M E C H

[LI, Gen. 47 IT ; or Raamses, DDp77, Ex. 111, p a p a q [FL],
12 37 Nu: 33 3, paprocw [BaAl, 5 p a p e u q s [Bab] ; also Judith
19 [RAMESSE,AV]; see also Redpath; RAMESSES). For
kings Rameses I. and 11. see also EGYPT, 8 57f:

In Ex. 1 1 1 Raamses is one of the cities built by the
Israelites as Egyptian serfs ; in 1237 they march from
Raamses (eastwards) to Succoth (cp also N u . 3 3 3 5 ) .
In Gen. 4711 the family of Jacob receive from Joseph
' a possession in the land of Egypt, in the best of the
land, in the land of Rameses, as Pharaoh had comnianded. ' The land of Rameses is, according to w . 4 6
etc., a part of Goshen, or, more probably, is synonymous with Goshen.
In 46 28 @ has indeed for the Goshen of Heb. 'to Heroopolis
(i.e., adding PITHOM,
or ETHAM
[pz.]), into the land of
Ramesse' (KaV 'Hp&v a6Aw e k y+ Papeoq). [For various
views of this passage, with discussion, see JOSEPH (in OT), col.
25871 n. 4.1

It is usually assumed that the land has its name from
the town, the administrative centre of that province.
1. The
The present writer would, however,
to understand Rameses here a s
and the prefer
having preserved the original sense,
town.
namely, that of a royal name. Goshen,
or a t least its eastern part, still recalled by its name
that the great Pharaoh Rameses 11. had been its opener
and coloniser (see GOSHEN). In the name of the
town, on the other hand, the original sense, which
must once have been ' house, place, city (or similarly)
of Rameses,' seems to have been forgotten, owing to
the popnlar abbreviation which omitted the first part.
It is not necessary to derive the combination 'land of
Rameses,' which looks very archaic, from that secondary
use
The ro a1 name which the Hebrew has preserved here was
Ra'-m(e?$-su 1 or following more the later pronunciation Ra'
(this can, of ,bur<,, be writtqn in many ways)-me(?)s-s(r)$ 'the
sun-god Re' has borne him. The classic transliterations are
PaptJqr, Papcvqs (in varying the Manetbonian fragments
etc.), Ramses. From these Greek forms the Massoretic scholar;
seem to have taken their vocalisation; whether the Hebrew
consonants are intended to render the name as Rae-mes-(E)s,or
in a seemingly more archaic form, Ra'-mesh (the verbal root
was originally masy, fertireJodh),can, therefore, not be decided
from the biblical punctuation. I n the rendering of the consonants, the preservation of the 'Ain deserves mention as a sign
of antiquity.

The Pharaoh meant is the famous Rameses 11..
called also Osymandyas (this is the official name;
Urer-mu'(t)-ri') or Sesostris by the
2' Pharaoh Greeks, also Ram(p)ses (etc.), Meianiiin
('loving Amon') ; see EGYPT,
58.
His reign of nearly sixty-seven years is less remarkable
for his military achievements in Asia (which were very
modest) than for his paramount activity as a builder.
For his great work of irrigating and colonising the
WSdy TiimilZt. see GOSHEN,§ 4. This enterprise seems
to have been completed before the twenty-first year of
his reign.
Gen. 47 might anticipate a later name
for the region E. of Goshen proper. The building of
the city of Rameses (as m-ell as of Pithom), however
points unmistakably to that earlier part of the reign
of Rameses II.--i.e.,
to the end of the fourteenth
century B.C.

3 On the reason of the confusion of this name with a king of
dyn. 12 in hfanetho, different opinions prevail. A popular (but
already contemporaneous) abbreviation of the name Rameses
seems to be a t the root of the Greek form.
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RAMOTH-GILEAD

It must be accidental that the expression 'land of
Rameses ' has not yet been read on the Egyptian monu3. The citJr ments, although we find allusions to $he
merits of Kameses 11. a5 a coloniser
Baamses. (which characteristically are wanting with
other kings). A city, or rather cities,-bearing thename
of this king are, however, mentioned repeatedly.
In the twenty-first year (see above) of his reign,
Rameses received ambassadors of the Hittite king
bringing the treaty of peace and alliance ' in the city :
house of Z<u'-mes-su, Mey (or old Mer)-umlin, doing
the commands of his father Amon, of Harmachis and
Atum, the lord of Heliopolis, the Amon of Rn'-mes-su
Mey-amtin, the Ptah of Rd-mes-su Mey-amiin, and
Set.' This list gives to us the names of the official
gods of the new city, confirming its position in eastern
Goshen, where Atum of Heliopolis was the chief god.
L D 3 194 says : ' thou hast made for thyself a splendid
residence to fortify the frontier of the country, The
House of Rdmessu Meyamiin;
a royal palace is in
it.' Pap. Anastasi 2 1 46 gives a poetical description of
a residence,' 'the castle: '(Great of Victory (or
Strength) is its name, between Phoenicia( !) and Egypt.'
The local gods are Amon, associated with Set, then
Astarte and Buto. These gods and the name do not
agree with our house of Rameses mentioned above;
indeed, the city ' great of victori(es) ' (mentioned also in
the great text of Abydus, in Pap. Leyden, 1348. and in
the expedition of Sety I. against the Bedouins (?) does not
seem to be identical (as is usually supposed), but must be
a later foundation of Rameses, N. of Goshen. Anast.
iii. 1 1.3 ' the house of Rdmessu Meyaman ' appears as
identical with the place 'Great of victori(es) ' (32 etc.).
Its description seems to point to the countryw. of Tanis,
not very far from the sea. Thus a monument which
has led Brugsch considerably astray becomes intelligible.
In Tanis was found a statue of a priest who had among
other titles that of a 'prophet of Amon of Rameses of
(the city?) House of Rameses (and ?) Amon (of the one)
great of strength.'j Brugsch (Dict. Geogr. 418, etc.)
concluded from it that Rameses and Tanis-Zoan were one
and the same city, sought consequently for Goshen far
in the N., and came thus to his strange Exodus-theory,
considering the Sirbonian bog as the ' sea' through which
the Israelites passed. The statue furnishes rather the
confirmation that we have two different Rameses-cities.
Consequently, we have to be very careful in distinguishing them ; L D 3 194 refers possibly to the later foundation,' as it dates from the year 34 of Rameses.
The biblical Rameses can, of course, he only a city
in or near Goshen. That mentioned in the treaty with
4. Situation. the Hittites seems to be identical, if we
may judge by the local gods alluded
to. Compare the granite group found at Tel(1) elMaskhiifa which represented Rameses 11. between Atum
and Harmachis, the principal gods of that district.
From this group Lepsius concluded that Tel(1) elMaskhiita was the biblical Rameses (see PITHOM).but
on insufficient grounds. The excavations of Naville
have shown that the names Pithom and Succoth are to
be associated with that locality, but not Rameses. The
latter city remains to be determined. In accordance
with Ex. 1237 Nu. 333 5 it should be sought for in the
western part of Goshen, E. of Pithom-Etham. There
are not many points hearing traces of ancient cities in
that region ; Lepsius described the place (Tell) AhuSoleimHn (or IslEmHn), as showing extensive ruins, and
thought of Pithom. Naville (Pithom, (3) 3 6 ) disputes
the existence of town-ruins at that spot. H e marks

Shugafieh (in which he believes he finds the Roman
garrison place Thohu or Thou) and Tell Rotab as the
only ruins, W. of Pithom-Tel(1) el-Maskhfita. Both
localities exhibit extensive ruins of the Roman age, and
seem to have been Roman military stations ; it is not
improbable that they were settled before that period.
If so, we may expect the settlements to go back to the
time of Rameses' colonisation ; but nothing certain can
be said until a thorough
-~ exploration of those ruins has
been made.
For the various attempted identifications of Rameses, see
Ebers art. ' Ramses ' HWBP) 1 2 5 4 ~and cp Durch Gosen zwm
Sinni:@)5.12.fl; idaville, LLnd
Goshen (188)), 18, 2 0 ;
Brugsch, Jteznschrift und Bihelworl, 1891,p. 154. [The question of identification assumes a fresh as ect if we hold that
primitive tradition represented the early fome of the Israelites
as not in Mizraim but in Mizrim. In this case we must suppose that here as eisewhere the geographical setting of the story
has been transformed on the hasis, probably, of corrupt texts.
Possible corrections or restorations are indicated in col. 3211,
n. 2.1
W. M. M.

...

"

1 See Erman Egyjf chap. 9,for a translation.
2 This ('u-zr;seems io he synonymous with 'great of strength
(or victory) or victories,' 'u-n& or 'a-nhtw. If not, it might
point to a temple (not a city) of Rameses 11. Has a '(loving)
Amon ' been mutilated?
3 There may he more Rameses-cities. It seems that a Nubian
colony near Ahusimbel was one. Cp (with considerable caution)
the essay of Lepsius, 22, 1883, p. 4 (on Pithom and Rameses).
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RdMIAH
'Yahwb is h i g h ' ? or rather a
transformed ethnic, RSmi = Jerahme'eli ? [Che. I), a layman who joined in the league against foreign marriages ;
EzralOnst ( ~ A M I A [BKA], -EIAC [L])=I Esd. 926
HIERMAS( I E ~ M A[B], IEPMAC [AI, ~ A M I A C [LI).
RAMOTH
I . I ~ . 4 1 3 . see RAMOTH-

(nin?).

GILEAD.
2.

Ezra 10 29, Kri. See JERIMOTH,

RAMOTH (JljDK?;

12.

AaBwp [Bl.

AMWC [?AI.
Ch.673 [58]), Or REMETH
p & M & e [AL]; Josh.1921), also called
(n3Dll) in Josh. 2129 ( I a p M w e [AL]. where
however bB has p E M M & e ) , a Levitical city within the
territory of Issachar.
p A M w e [L];
PEMMAC [B],
J ARMUTH

(ng?;

I

RAMOTH-GILEAD (lg$$ nb?, Le., 'heights of
Gilead'), otherwise RAMOTH I N GILEAD (7&32 n b m ,
H pbMwe EN ( T H or r H ) rah.,
OT References*Dt. 443 [ p & M M W e A], Josh. 208
[ h p H M W T € J B] 2138 I Ch. 665 [80] [PAMMUN
B,
P A M A 0 L]), RAMOTH(I K. 413 [EPEMAe B, - E P M A e
L]), but more correctly RAMAH( z K. 829 [paMMwe
B, p A M & e L]) or Ramath-Gilead (cp AHAB), a fortress
on the E. of lordan. the administrative centre of one
of Solomon's prefectures ( I K. 4 13). hotly disputed by
the Israelites and the Aramzans in the reigns of Ahab,
Ahaziah, and Joram ( I K. 2 2 3 8 [ p E M M b e BA, paMae
L], 2 K. 828 914 [ P E M M W e B, P A M & L], 2 Ch.
1 8 3 8 [ P A M M U 0 A, p A M A e L], 225f. [PAMA B.
p s M M W e A, paMae L]); also one of the so-called
'cities of refuge' (Dt.443 Josh. 208 2138, where it is
assigned to Gad). Largely on account of the striking
narrative in I K. 22, the name of Ramoth-Gilead is
extremely familiar to readers of OT, and yet, after all the
researches of scholars, no one is able to tell exactly where
the place was. It is the object of this article ( I ) to
record the chief opinions which have been held as to
the site of Kamoth-Gilead, and ( 2 ) to offer what, in the
opinion of the present writer, looks like the true solution
of the problem.
Let us begin with the Talmud, according to which
Ramoth-Gilead lay over against Shechem INeub. (;!OF.
is, zsi),&hile, as Eusebiusand Jerome
2' sites(a)-(d). tell us ~OS2870r1 4 h ) . it was known
to them as a village,'^^ R.m. W.- of Philadelphia
These views are irreconcilable.
( Rabbath-Ammon).
Most scholars till lately preferred the authority of
Eusebius, and identified Ramoth-Gilead with the modern
es-Sal!,' I O m. S. of the Jabbok, and 11 E. of the
Jordan. Cp GILEAD, § 7.
The town acquired some importance during the Crusades,
1 The name is a corruption of Salton Hieraticon, which occurs
in the NotiCt. Vet. Eccks. as the name of a trans-Jordanic
episcopal city (Reland, Pal. 315) ; the epithet Lieraticon may
be explained by the rr6h~s+vA<tis y d ieparrmj of Eus. in the
~~

~

~~~~

Onom,
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RAMOTH-GILE&D

RAPHAH

when Saladin fortitied it with other towns on the E. of &e
Jnrdan; it is now the capital of the Bd&Z, hut cannot claim to
represent Ramoth-Gilead. The place could not be approached
by chariots (see I K. 22 34x). It ' han s on the steep sides of a
M
~ gorge,
W
entirely shut in on the I$.
and
, opening out on a
narrow @atof garden-land a t the other end; and even this open
extremity of the ravine is blocked by a high ridge a t right angles
to the town, closing up the on1 outlet.'l I t is also far too
southerly; a place easilyaccessihre from Jezreel andnot far from
the Aramaean border is imperatively required.
Ewald (Gesch. 3 500 note) and Conder (Heth and
Moab, 175 ; Smiths DBizJ l r r g r ) do more justice to

to ha referred to in the account of the Aramzan wars. But i t
was not the place which was meant in the original narratives
(e
PROPHET, $ 7). It was a t Cusham, not at Damascus (as
the traditional text represents) that Ben-hadad, or Bir-dadda,
dwelt ( I K. 13 1 8 . see TAB-RIMMON),
and it was the great
achievement of J;rohoam 11. that he recovered Cusham and
Maachath-jerahmeel for Israel. I t must have been a fortress on
the border of the Negeb, towards Arabia, that the Aramaeans
(= JerahmeeBtes) and the Israelites so hotly contested. Ahab
fell when endeavouring to r e p i n it.
oram won it back for a
time from the N. Arabian king Hara!ilu (Hazael), and JFhu
(himself of Jerahmeelite extraction 1) was serving in the garrison
when Elisha (a prophet of the Negeb- zee PROFHET
$ 7 ) sent
to anoint him king. Both 'Ramah'add 'Gilead' are) when S.
Palestine and the Negeb are concerned, corruptions df ' Jerahmeel,' byt while ' Ramah' or ' Ramath' is a mere popular distortion, Gilead' seems to be a transcriptional corruption of that
ethnic name. The ptace intended is probably the 'Tamar
('Iw=nL)'I) fortified by Solomon, according to I K. 9 18, cp z Ch.
8 4. Cp TAMAR,TOMOR.
T. K. C.
U O T H OF TEE SOUTH. See RAMATH OF
THE SOUTH.

the biblical narratives by fixing the site of RamothGilead at Reimiin, a lofty and ancient site a few miles
W. of Jerash (Gerasa), in the Jebel'Ajliin. The place
was quite open to Aramaean incursions, and could be
reached by chariots up the valley of the Jabbok. Sir
G. Grove (Smith's DH'J 21003) and Merrill (East of
the Jordan. 28481) urge the claims of Jerash itself;
Oliphant too ( L a n d of Gilead, 213) thinks RamothGilead must have been either at or near Jerash.2 This
view is supported by the Arabic Joshua (208 2138
RHmat al-Jara9). G. A. Smith, however (HG 588) is
not satisfied with any of these identifications, and thinks
Ramoth-Gilead, being so hotly disputed by Arm and
Israel, must have been farther N., near the N. limit of
Gilead-the Yarmiik (so G. A. Cooke. L.c. ). Irbid and
Ramtheh [er-ReintM], he remarks, are both of them
fairly strong sites. Er-RenithB has been very recently
favoured by Smend ( Z A T W , 1902, p. 153). who finds
in the name er-Remthe an echo of an Aramaic form
NCP~*. Buhl combines Ramoth-Gilead with the mod.
Jal'Bd, N. of es-Sal!. (see G ILE A D , 2), and whilst Smend
identifies Ramoth- Gilead with Mizpeh-Gilead, BuhI
inclines to distinguish between them.
To get beyond Prof. G. A. Smith's acute but vague
conjecture, we must look a t the Hebrew of 1K.413.
Removing the accretions on the original
3. lite text we find it stated that one of Solomon's
prefects called Ben-geber (nothing depends on the
correctness of this reading) was over the region of
Argob, and resided in Ramoth-Gilead. Is the latter
circumstance probable? Surely his residence must have
been in Bashan, unless indeed we prefer to omit the
statement about Argoh and Bashan. and make Bengeber the prefect of the swcalled Havvoth-Jair. which
Nu. 323941 places in Gilead. Possibly for i p h nay,
' Kamath-Gilead.' we ought to read -&
'the
is probably the true name
Ramah of Salhad.' S+d
of the fortified city on the extreme SE. of Bashan, which
protected that fertile land from the invasions of the
nomads; it is called in MT SALEC.4H [ q . ~ . ] . The
objections raised to the other sites certainly do not spply
to Salhad. For other supposed traces of the name see
G ILEAD , 1 8 . SUCCOTH.
ZHLOPHEHAD.

~ z ,

Salhad is situated on an eminence forming one of the southernmist heights of the Jebel HaurSn (see Driver D1. 53). That
the district to the N. of Ed& (Der%) and Saliad fell into the
region of Argoh, will hardly he doubted (cp Driber, in Hastings'
D B 1147). I t was also probably Salhad (Ramath-Salhad) that
Betihadad kept hack, contrary to the' agreement in I k. 2034,
and the Israelitish kings therefore sought to recover ( I K. 223
etc.). Holding it, the Aramaan kings had the fertile district
Argol, at their mercy. The harmonising process of an editor
corrected ,n$r nni, ' Ramath -Salbd,' wherever it occurred,
into 7 ~ 5 1nni, ' Ramoth-Gilead.'
It i s probable that no better explanation can be found

on the assumption that the current view
Site
respecting the Arameans with whom the
kings of Israel were so often at war, and respecting the
region of the legendary Og, king of Bashan, is correct.

4.

The assumption in question is at first sight a reasonably safe
one, and it receives support from the legend of the meeting of
Jacpb and Lahan, in the earlier form disclosed to us hy textual
criticism of Gen. 31 17-54.
We may even go farther, and
pronounce it not improbable that Salhad really was the place
which the editor of the Book of Kings in its present form thought

RAMPART, in AV sometimes, and in RV generally
$95, See F ORTRESS, § 5. col. 1557.
RAWS HOBN (h?
ll& Josh. 65). T RUMPETS OF
RAMS' H ORNS (&@;? nh$d, Josh. 6 4 6 8 13). See
Music, $5.
BBMS' SKINS
(n+g
h.255, etc. See
TABERNACLE, $ 4 .
RANGE (Lev. 1135), R V W 'Stewpan,' see COOKthe rendering of

nv),

ING UTENSILS,

§ 4.

RANSOM (from Lat. rrdem~tioxtwz\.

1. h i , g d k l .
Cp GOEL.
2. 'I?)& &rp@r. C p ATONEMENT (Ex. 21 30 Rr,AV 'sum of
money'; Lev. 2T.7 AV 'redeem,' RV 'rany$&;ru.3531$
AV 'satisfaction, ;I S. 123, AV and R V w .
, RV and
AVw. 'ransom ; Ps. 69 186 Job S6 18h
3. n u , #aZh, Ex. 94 20, Gc.

(NB?). I. See RAPHAH,2.
I n genealogy of Benjamin (g.~. D g ii. a)

EA=
2.

fBAl

e-;

+a

I Ch. 8 z @+
[Ll)' but the name may he cordpted e.g from

JQR i l x o g I 8). 01 c i correct) cp R ~ P H A L H [4i
u\d the dan-name B&H-UPH~.
3. See IZEPHAUH,+
W E A E L (kcD7. 'God heals'; the name, however. has possibly gmwn out of something very different ; see REPHAEL[Che-] ; p a t $ ~ ~ h one
) . of the most
sympathetic figures in Jewish narrative literature, is
introduced to us in the Book of Tobit, where under the
name of AZARIAS( ' Yahwb is a help ') he accompanies
Tobias in his adventmoils journey and conquers the
demon ASMODBUS[q.v.] (Tob.317 82 91 1127). H e
is, however, a disguised visitor from heaven, being
really 'one of the seven? angels [archangels] who
present the prayers of the saints and enter into the
presence of the glory of the Holy One' (1215). In the
Book of Enoch ( 100m ) Rufael ( = Rafael) is called ' the
angel of the spirits of men ' : it is his function to ' heal
the earth which the angels have defiled,' as a preliminary
to which he has to place AZAZEL (g...) in confinement.
This view of the essential connection between a name
and the person bearing it is thoroughly antique ; it has
strongly coloured the story of TOBIT ( q . ~ . ) ,and is
endorsed in the Midrash (Bemidbay mbb., par. 2).
according to which Raphael is to heal the iniquity of
Ephraim ( i . e . , the ten tribes). The later Midrash also
represents him as the angel commissioned to put down
the evil spirits th& vexed the sons of Noah with plagues
and sicknesses after the flood, and as the instructor of
men in the use of simples; he it was who was the
promoter of the 'Book of Noah,' the earliest treatise
on materia medica (Ronsch, Buch der / u b i & % , 385
q.).See ANGELS, 4,note.
RAPHAH (;I??).
I. AV RAPHA( I Ch. 8j7).
See
REPHAIAH
(4).

G. A. Cooke, in Driver, Df.PJ, p. xx. ; cp L Gautier, A u
de&?du Joura'aidz) (1@6), 30.
a Schumacher (Miffh.DP?', 1897, Sa) places Ramath-Gilead

1 'Jehoshaphat' is probahl
a modification of SephHthi
(Zephathite) and ' Nimshi' of & n e " e l i (Ishmaelite).
2 But Syr. and Heb. z omit ' seven.' The number of the chief
angels Varied. See ANGEL, 4, n. I ; GABRIEL; MICHAEL,11.
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a t el-Man%ra,W. of Jerash.

RAPEAIM

REBEKAH or REBECCA

z. Four giants are described in 2 S. 21 16 x$ ZQ 21 (,cp I Ch.
90 4 6 8 ) as descendants of 'the Raphah' (EV 'the giant ; RVw.
RArHAH ; AVmg. RAPHA;"??$, in Ch. Np;?). See ISBIBENOB, S?PH. (48'9 readings in S. PW$R[BA], L in mf.
16 18
. y q a w o v , n. so . . Tcs~ivar, n. 22 adds the words
. TY O L K ~P, ~ Rin, Ch. yiyavws [BAL ; hut in D. 8 also ~ W $ Q
BA, ~ W $ Q C V LI). Is "913 correct? The sing. form occurs only
here. See REPHAIM.

The raven has always been regarded as a bird of
omen, aiid excited superstitious awe which is not even
3. charaotar. yet entirely extinct. To the ancients
it was one of that class of livinrr
creatures which were at once venerated and shunned.>
It is not surprising, therefore, ta find the raven in the
list of (so-called) ' unclean ' birds (Dt. 1414 ; cp CLEAN,
5 9). Besides the. Midianite chieftain's name OKEB.
the Ar. clan-name Gorab indicates that the bird did not
always possess an ill-pmened character ; and it is a
significant fact that Gorib was one of the names of
heathenism which Mohammad made its bearer change.*

..
..

.

RBPHAIM (pt&.i N [A], BKom.), one of the ancestors of Judith ; Judith 8 1.
RAPHON ( p a @ w [AN],
~
pacbsh ,[vi.*]
: I Maw.
5 3 7 Jos. A n t xii. 8 4 ) . an unknswn city
I Macc. 5 3 7 RS I beyond the brook ' ; it

mentioned in
was besieged
by Timotheus and relieved by Judas the Maccabee.
From the context it obviously lay not w r y far from
Carnaim (Ashtewth-Karuaim).
It is no doubt the
Raphana mentioned by Pliny (HiV v. 1874) as one of
the cities of the Decapdis. and may possibly be identical
with the Capitolias of ptol. ( v . ~ ~ z z16
) , m. irom Edr*
(Derkt). See Schurer, G / Y Z93.

U P H W (CrlQ, as if 'haled' : paeoy [BAF];
p+~$ay [L$ father af PALTI( 2 ) (Nu.lag?).
On
origin of name see PALTI,a ; REPHAEL.

RASSES, CEXLDREN OF

(pgcceic [BAI, PAMC E I C [K]; thnrsir [Vp.]; fAdrus et rasis [Vet. Lat.,
cod. sangerm.1; w
j,
-A!.
~syr.1).
n people mentioned along with Put, Lud, and the children
of Ishmael (Judith 2a3). That g&(r)ros,a mountain
range and town S . from Amanus on the gulf of Isms,
is intended is imprabable ; others prefer T ARSUS Cq.v.1.
The mention of a town ill accords with the enumeration of such peaples 2\$ PUT and LYD,aXld the name is
passibly a corruption of TIRAS Sw ROSH.

..

A. E.

S.--S.

A. C.

RAZIS (p@s]lc

[AVYYid.]
raxius [Vg.]), ' an elder
of Jerusalem, ' called Father of the Jews for his goodwill toward them.' His story is told in z Macc. 1 4 3 7 8
The name is possibly from an original '!?=?I!?,' to
be lwn.' The Sye., however, gives his name as r-f-sh.
RAZOR
etc.), Nu. 6 5 , etc. See B EARD.

(vn,

BJZAIAB, (W6(7, ' Y&wB has Seen ' ; but cp JORAH).
1. A C a l e h ~ tson
~ , of SHOBAL;
I Ch. 4 z @.sa
[BI, p a [AI
[LII Realah ought aka, perhaps, to be read far H A R O
(q.v.) in I Ch. 292, but both forms ma be corruptions.
a. A Reubanite; I Ch. 5 5 (AV € & ~ B A I A ;~ ? X Q[BA], para

pfaa

[Lib

3. The family nnme of a company of (pastexilk) Nethinim :
&a247 ( h [B], ~ X C Q[A], a CLI); Neh. ?so (paea [BN],
[ALIVE Esd. 5 31(raetpor bl,m p o r [AI, p r a [Ll ; AIRUS
A\ I, JAIRUS [RVl).

p";a

REBA (Us?,probably by trampasition from X7J,
'Arabia,' cp REKEM[(%e.] ; ~ O B O K . -BE [Bl. pOBolc,
p6BEK [A], POBEK, -8 [L]), one of the five chiefs of
Midian. slain after the ' matter of Peor ' ; Nu. 918 Jash.
1321.

REBEKAR w: [NT]REBECCA (n@?; PGBEKKA
[KADEL] ; Rebecca; on the name, see belaw, a), sister
RAVEN (>iU, from 2lU, ' ta sink' [of the sun], ' be 1. Tradiuans. of Laban, and therefom daughter of
Nahor. according to J (see Di. on
black' ; ~ o p a ;t carvrs), It is notewarthy that the
asPemcar lilies and the ravens passes the Gen.241~).but daughter of Bethuet. according to P
(see Gen. 25~0). Far the idyllic story of her betrothal
same reprewntative character in a
and marriage, which is not only beautiful in itself, but
famow saying Qf Jesus. a t least aceording to the
a valuable record of Israelitish sentiment in the time of
vepsian in Lk. 1 2 (but
~ in
626 TL+ r m v u ) ; in the
the writer or writers, it is enough to send the reader to
O T too they are r e f 4 to in euidmce of Gods provitiit original narrative. Gunkel. it may be observed,
dential care (Jab 3 8 4 ~Ps. 1479). In C a n t 611 their
glossy black plumage (cp deriu. above) i s rekrreci tQ. thinks he can trace a double thread ( J uand Jb) in this
narrative. It is certainly possible that more than one
In Prav. 30x7 Is. SCrr Zeph. 2.4' (crit. emend. with
hand has been concerned in the story; at the same
@BNc'aAQJ'),
other hahits of the raren are mentioned,
time the narrative wouM hardly gain by being reduced
and in G 1 1 . 8 7 the raven is stated to h a w been the
to the limits of the assumed J a. Another critic (Steuerfirst bird let aut of Noah's a r k 2
nagel, Einwanderung. 39) draws a weighty critical
[The feeding of Elijah hy tho r a w s (I .K, 17 4 6) bas been
inference from the parallelism between Gm. 24 and 29.
regarded as a supernatural feature a pmprlate to the circumstances of the prophet but if as &yne swggests, Elijah's
Independently, a larger inference of the same kind is
hiding-place was at Reioboth {n the extreme S. of Palestine a
drawn in z of the present article.
reference to 'Arabians ' w0uU gain camidelably in plausibildy,
It has been thought that there is a discrepancy
nor can it he a loss to adification that human instruments should
take the place of 'uuclean' birds like the rweaa(see MIZRAIM, between J and P as regards the original home of
B z [h]). An analogy for the emendation referred to is offered by
Rebekah. J brings her from Aram-naharaim, from
Jer. 3 z in B Pesh., which give 'Iike a crow' (mi>,
~ o p i r v ~ , the city of Nahor (24I O ) ; P from F'addan-aram (25 20 f.;
m2'64 for 'like an Arabian' ('??yh This i s an error, bur in
cp 28zf:). The discrepancy, however, did not always
Bar. G 54 thq crow is no doubt mentioned. Tho gods of the
exist. I. It is possible to hold that both in J and in P
Babylonians ape there likened to the crows (crspPmc) that fly
Rebekah had a traditional connection with the northern
between heaven and earth.]
Jerahmeelites of H a W n (for niN most pmbahly has been
It is. probahle that the. Heb. 'CrZM included all the
worn'down from &n.r., and iim may have come from
members of the family Comi&-&. e., the crows, choughs,
a aww. m k s . lap. andjackdaws, as well its the
1 Having been originally mrshipped, they were honoured
true raven. Tristram &numerates eight
and their presence was considered lucky; bot their specifil
species of Corvidre at present found in Palestine;
'holy' character made them 'taboo,' and as such they were to
be avoided. For this paradoxical conception, see C L E A N , 5 7.
among which the C. rn*brinw or bmwn-necked raven
The raven
2 See WRS, Kin. 2ry) 301, We. Ueid.P)203.
may he specially mentioned, as it is almost ubiquitous.
was intimately associated 'with Ap0110 and Bsculapius ; see
They f&d to some extent on carrion, but will also
Frazer, Parrs. 3 p,? Coronis is said to have been transformed
attack animals of some size, though usually only when
into a raven. In Rome, a flight of ravens on the left hand was
considered lucky, on the right hand unlucky. In northern
these are weakly or injured.

MI.

A comparison of Zeph. Lc. G t h Is. 34 II s h o w that >>itin
the famots passage shwId be 21X.
2 I n the cuneiform account the ramlathn k ;ueRuuor,
and cp Jastrow, B d &a&.d A= $03.
5%
1

40x7

Europe one is reminded of the ravens o f Odm, and those of
Flokki, by whose aid he discovered Iceland. Similarly the
Viki s are said to have carried ravens in their ships to he able
to f i 3 t b e bearing of the nearest land (cp CASTOR, and tW the
painting or carving oE a totem on a boat, F r a ~ e r ,Tadn*isn.

30~f)-
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RECAH
-in, w h i l e p maybe miswritten for Iin-Le., pin). See
LABAPT,
N AHOR , P ADDAN- ARAM. 2. It is also plausible to hold the view set forth in J ACOB , 5 3, where it
is shown that there was possibly a still earlier tradition
which put Laban’s home at Hebron. At any rate, both
narrators have distinguished themselves in the delineation of Rebekah’s character, which has some strong
points of affinity to that of her son Jacob. She was
accompanied, according to MT, to Isaac’s home at
Beer-lahai-roi ( L e . , Beer-jerahmeel) by her nurse (2459),
who, from the corrupt text of 358, is supposed to have
been named Deborah (see D INAH , col. 1102, n. I).
Probably, however, the ‘ nurse ’ is not referred to, but
the ‘ precious possessions ‘ (fi?;n, cp v. 53) of the newly
won bride. In thc view of the present writer Laban
was originally a southern Jerahmeelite, originally, it
may be, placed in the Negeb, so that he may also
have been called T UBAL (q.v. )-a name which seems to
underlie $ K i n 1 (Bethuel !). See, further, RACHEL, 5 2.
Possibly, Rebekah is a personification alternately of
the southern and of the northern Jerahmeelites. She
has been, one may almost say, created as a true woman,
with beating heart and planning brain, by J and E.
The explanation ?IC??, ‘cord’ (8 71) is linguistically attractive ;
cp pa?, and the aorpivroc eVy&.nlp of one of the Onomastica
(OS 204 29). But we cannot get to the bottom of
2. Origin such names without considering the tribal relations
of name. of the patriarchs. wives and husbands alike are
tribalpersonificatibns. I t is probable that Abraham,
Rebekah, and Leah-Rachel represent a tribal name. Abraham
(from Ab-raham)meansprohably'fatherof Jerahmeel’. Leah and
Rachel (doubles) come from worn-down forms of jerahmeel.
Rebekah, or ratder Ribkah, probablyalso comes from the latter
name ; n n i = 3 p i = p 3 i , cp, perhaps, the clan-names or trihenames Becher Heber and the local name Hebron.1 Observe
that Rebekahi fathe; Bethuel (perhaps=TGBAL [q...]) is the
son of Nahor-i.e., the southern Harau, by M i l d [Jerahmeel].
The same ethnographic traditions are repeated over and over
T. K. C.
again genealogically.

RECAH (nql),I Ch. 4 12 RV, AV RECHAH.
RECJX!7ER ($@), Is. 3318, RV ‘ h e that weighed
[the tribute].’ Cp S CRIBE and TAXATION.
RECHAB (2?-1,‘ charioteer,’ perhaps short for Benrechab[-el]-Le., son of Rekab[’el] ; but more probably
an ethnic of the Negeb[Che.], P H X A B ; but in I Ch. 255.
P H X A [B], and in Jer. 3514 ~ H X O B[W”].
On p?lxa/3 in
Judg. 119, see Moore’s note).
I. One of the murderers of Ishhosheth (2 S. 4 2 3 : p c q a [B,

in m. sf: 91). His father was RIMMON
(q.v.).
E. The eponym of the RECHABITES
(2 K. 10 15 Jer. 3568).
A ‘son of Rechab ’ is a ‘ Rechabite ; so even in Neb. 3 14 (see
MALCHIJAH, 7).

RECHABITES [HOUSE OF THE] (W?al? nr3;
APXABEIN [BHI, AAXABEIN of X A ~ A B E I N[AI.
paxaB[E11~[Q], P H X A B I T ~ I [Sym.]). The Rechabites

OlKOC

have usually been considered to be a sort of religious
order, analogous to the NAZIRITES [F.v.], tracing its
origin to the Jehonadab or J ONADAB , son of Recbab,
who lent his countenance to Jehu in the violent abolition
of Baal-worship. In Jer. 35 we meet with the Rechabites
as continuing to observe the rule of life ordained by
Jonadab their ‘father,‘ abstaining from wine and
dwelling in tents in the land of Judah till the Babylonian
invasion forced them to take refuge in Jerdsalem
(J EREMIAH ii., 5 17). According to Ewald ( C VZ 3 543),
Schrader (BL5 46), and Smend ( K e l -gedz.(2) 935 )
they were an Israelitish sect which represented the
reaction against Canaanitish civilisation, and took the
Kenites-the old allies of Israel-as a model.
In
1 Aconnection between the names Hehron and Ribkah has
been already suspected by G. H. Bateson Wright (Was ZsraeL
Ever i n E U j f ?, 180).
2 So, in the main Hommel, Das p a j k i s c k e ;
I, p. 23.
Bar-rekabL’el1 was a ‘royal name at Sama’l in N. Syria ;
Rekah‘el (or REkWel) was probably a charioteer-god, the
r6ps8por of the sun (cp ‘chariots of the sun z K. 23 XI).
See
Hoffmann (who reads Rakkab-’el), Z A , 1856,p. 252 ; Sachau,
A r a n Inschriften,’ in SBA W, 1896, 41.

F.
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RECHABITES [HOUSE O F THE]
I Ch. 2556,

however, the *houseof Rechab’ is represented
the
as belonging to the Kenites, and in I Ch. 4 12
ddpes pqXa/3,(MT i 1 3 i *WIN, bA6. pq$a, RV ‘ the men
of Recah ’) including T EHINNAH (perhaps Kinah=
Kenite) appear among the descendants of Chelub’
(=Caleh). We have no right to set this statement
aside on the ground of the late date of the Chronicler.
It is perfectly credible that the Kenites who dwelt in
tents among the Israelites long continued to feel tbemselves the special guardians of the pure religion of
YahwB, and were honoured as such by Jeremiah. Budde
assumes that in the time of Jehu a Rechabite named
Jonadab formally reimposed the old obligations on his
fellow-clansmen, at the same time perhaps offering the
privileges of fellowship to those from outside who
accepted the Rechabite rule of life, and thus converting
it to some extent into a religious order.2 This is a
plausible hypothesis, and rests upon the assumption
that the Jonadab spoken of in Jer. 356-1014 16 18 is the
Jonadab who had a connection with Jehu. I t is possible,
however, that the true name of the reputed father of the
Kenites was not Hobab but Jonadab (see H OBAB ).
This hypothesis is, at any rate, simpler than the other
for the Recbabite laws are those characteristic of nomad
races--e.g., the Nabatzans (Diod. Sic. 1 9 g 4 ) - a n d we
cannot help expecting the legislator of the Kenites to
stand, like Moses, at the head of the history of his
people.
The notice in I Ch. 2556 is therefore most probably
to be accepted, except in so far as the corrupt name
’ Hammath’s there given to the ‘ father’ of the
Rechabites is concerned. Rechabites and Kenites are
synonymous terms.
No doubt this second name
‘ Rechabites ’ is puzzling ; nor is it easy to believe
that YahwB, the God of the Kenites, had Recab-el
(charioteer-god) as a title. It is a question, therefore,
whether the readings 03337 ‘ Rechabites,’ and m? n g
‘house of Rechab,’ ought not to be emended in
accordance with many analogies elsewhere, unless
indeed we assume that the popular speech, which
uses transposition freely, fluctuated.
In Judg.
411 we meet with ’ Heber the Kenite,’ and in v. 17
with ‘the house of Heher the Kenite.’ It is highly
probable that 327, nq37 should he either i l n , or mi,
pmi. In the former case, Jonadab comes before us
anew as ‘ a son of Heber,’ and the Rechabites become
‘ Heberites.’ In the latter ‘ Rechab’ gives place to
‘ Rehob ’ ( = REHOBOTH) and ‘ Rechabites ’ to ‘ RehoPerhaps the former view is
bites ‘ ( =Rehotwthites).
preferable. We can now see the full force of Judg.
411, ‘Now Heber the Kenite (the eponym of the
I ’ Heberites,” miscalled ‘ I Rechabites ”) had severed himself from Kain, even from the b’ne Hobab (Jonadab ?).
The Heberites (Rechabites) of Israel are a branch of
the Heberites (Rechabites) of N. Arabia, equally with
whom they honoured Jonadab as their ancestor and
legislator.

(aBL)

Possibly 23n 93 in Judg.411 (cp Nu.lOz<) bbould rather he
’3Ji.e., the Heberites. Whether ‘Heber’ (cp nyn3 i>n,
had originally a religious sense and marked out the
Kenites as a priestly tribe (cp er. 35 19, Lnd see MOSES I ),
or whether it is connected w i d the mysterious @abiri’of.the
Amarna Tablets (see HEBREW LANGUAGE and cp HEBER) IS of
course uncertain. Another form which tde second name of the
Kenites has assumed by corruption is almost certainly the
R AHAB [ q . ~ . ]of legend. Very possibly, too, the Danite placename BENE-BERAK should be Bene-recha&i.e.
Bene-heber ;
indeed the famous Barak (Jud 45) was periaps redly a
Heberite (=Heber the Kenite). s e e KENITES.
Later Jewish tradition said that the Rechabites intermarried
with the Levites and so entered the temple service. Hegesippus, in his account of the death of James the Just, even
speaks of Rechabite priests, and makes one of them protest

13n

~ : s . 6;)

1 See Meyer Enfst. 147.
2 See Budde: ‘ The Nomadic Ideal in the NT,’ New Fi’odd,
Dec. 1895. p. 729, not overlooking the interesting note on the
possible Kenite origin of Yahwism ; also Religion of Zsrael to
fhc Exile, 20, 44, IM (1899).
3 Read perhaps np! (=southan Maacath). Cp HEMATH.

against the crime (Eus. HE 2 23). Recent writen have tried to
find the descendants of the Rechahites in this or that modern
tribe. Such attempts could not hut be illusory. C p L. Gautier,
‘ A proposdes RCcabites,’La Zibertichritienne, June 15, 1901.

ILECHm*

(-lo@),

RV ‘ h e that voucheth for me,’
See W ITNESS .
RECORDS (Esth. 6 I Ex. 17 14) ; see H ISTORICAL
L ITERATURE, § 5.

Job 16 191..

RECORDER (V?Tp-i.e., ‘ one who brings to mind,’

or ’ writer of chronicles.’ The sense in which the w-ord
was taken by @ and Vg. is obvious. The Hebrew title
might suggest that of the ‘magister memork ’ at the
Ronim Imperial court (Smith, Dict. Gr. and Rum.Ant.,
S . V . ‘ Magister ’), or that of the king’s remembrancer,
whose duty formerly was to remind the judges of the
Exchequer Court ‘of such things as are to be called
and attended to for the benefit of the crown ’ (Bouvier,
Law Dict., S . W . ) . But the ofice of the mazkir was
almost certainly much more responsible than either of
these. It might perhaps more aptly he compared to
that of one of the chief advisers of the crown or of the
‘ keeper of the king’s conscience.’ See GOVERNMENT,
5 21 ; cp HISTORICAL L ITERATURE , § 5.
On the ‘story-writer,‘ RVmg. ‘recorder’ pya 5p,6 r b
O. 21 (&) yp+v
rd rp.), of I Esd. 2 17, see
REHUM, 5, where ‘governor (lit. ‘man of command’) is
suggested as a more likely equivalent.

wpoumirrsowa, cp

RED ( V V J D ) ; see C OLOURS,

8

( P l K , ’31DlK,

yDn,TDD), and for Reddish (D-lDlK),
RED CORAL ( D ’ ? B ) ,

Job2818.

see i6., 5 IO.
RVmg. : see

CORAL.
1 According to Strabo (797) the 6rropqpam p+os was one
of the four native officers recognised in the l o m a n province
of Egypt-the others being the e $ m n j s , the &.pxpXL8i~aumjs,and
the m ~ ~ e p i vorpanlyis.
bs
2 The senator whose duty it was to compile the acta diurnn
of the Roman Senate received the title a b actis [or a conimentnriisl senatus. Under the empire the office was usually
held as an annual one, after the questorshi but before the
rzetorship or zedileship (Smith, Dicf. CY.a m h o r n . A d . , S.O.
’Acta ’).
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REDEMPTION.

See

RED =PER
(fiyye n??), p ~1g2
~ 8
, [p,].
T. K . C.
See CLEAN A N D UNCLEAN, $17 ; and SACRIFICE, 38.
RV Recah (n?l)9
I Ch. 412 (pH@& [A]0
On the symbolism of the red hue see CLEAN A N D

I. k&er,
ls?, d&h&Kopac,
Lev. 630 815 1620 Ezek.
45151720-where RV always has ‘atone’ ‘make atonement’
(cp A TONE ); itlhaurs Nu. 29 lit, dtihaupa, I S. 1 2 j Ps.
497 (488)t, itrhaupds Wisd. 1821 Ecclus.55 1611 1729 181220
(BNC ; Heb. & twice).
2. Irithrqgih, ?lv?p?, Gr&duuopai
I S.294.
I n 2 s.2423
accept,’ in Gen. 3311 ( d . 0 fb)Mal. I8 (rrpou8SCXcdar) ‘be
;leased with ’ ; GLahAayi (EccIus. 2222 2721).
3. fii???‘,
NBn, ;(rh&KopaL, z Ch. 2924, AV ‘make reconciliation,’ RV ‘make a sin offering.’ See SACRIFICE, 11 z 8 a , 4 4 3
The N T words are :
4. Grahhdrrwdar Mt.524 (cp 2, and 2 Macc. 829 [VI).
5. KaraAAiuuew Rom. 5 IO (cp 2 Macc. 1 5 7 33 8 29 [A]), rarahha^ Rom.5rr l l r j 2 Cor.SiBrg(cp 2 Macc.520).
6. dTOKaTahh&UUCtv Eph. 2 16 col. 1z o J f
7. ihduKeu&LrLk. 18 ‘3 Heb. 2 17, RV ‘propitiation’ (Ps. 653
141, etc.), cp ;hau& I Jn. 2 z 4 IO E V ‘ propitiation ’ ; c p Ecclus.
1820 [AI 353 [ N * ; ; P A . BNcaA] z Macc. 333 ; see also M ERCY
SEAT. Deissmann (Neue Bi6zlsfud. 52) brings forward a parallel
to the construction ihLumuBat G a p r k s (Heh. 217) in an inscription relative to a sanctuary in Asia Minor, ijv (Gpapriav)
o ; ” + i 8 d v s a r ;&rAduadBar (sic). I t is noteworthy, as regards
the use of the idiom, that ih&uKruBar is employed alternately
5 to represent the conception
with KaBaprupbv rroreiu08ar in 6
of atonement. The latter phrase regards the act with reference
to its effect upon men, the former with reference to its significance in relation to God.

RECORD

REDEEI, UDEEWER,
G ~ ~ ~ , ,
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of the most remarkable oceanic gulfs on the dobe.’ is
divided by the peninsula of Sinai into two gulfs, the
western or Gulf of Suez, now about 130 geographical
m. in length, with an average width of about 1 8 , and
the eastern or Gulf of ‘Akahah, about 90 m. long, and
of proportionate narrowness. On the question as to
the extent of the Red Sea in early historic times, see
EXODUS i., 5 15.
D

D

~

~

~

Whether by the statement in Ex.10 19 that the W. wind
‘took up the locusts and drove them into the “Red Sea”
(77D3?;, e k T+V dpuB,&v Bdhauuav), the whole of what is known
to geography as the Red Sea is meant, or only the Heroopolitan
gulf (Gulf of Suez), cannot be decided from this pasage alone.
I t is evident that the western gulf is meant in 13 18 (the way of
the wilderness of the Red Sea-which the Israelites followed
leaving Egypt). In 154, Pharaoh’s captains are drowned in
the Red Sea (parallel : ‘sea,’ the expression generally used in
the chapters on the passage through ‘the sea’), in u. 22 the
Israelites leave the Red Sea. Similarly Nu. 14 z j 33 IOJ Dt.
1I (after 8 ,correctly EV) 4 0 114 Josh. 2 IO 423 246 Judg. 1116,
etc., mean the Arabian gulf of the ancients the modem Gulf of
S,ez
The eastern gulf the sinus A?l&icus
or Gulf of
Akabah, seems to be m e k t in Ex. 28 31 (?)(frontier of Israel)
Nu. 21 4 (S. of the territory of Edom) Dt. 2 I (to the S. of Mt.
Seir) I K. 9 26 (ships built a t Ezion-geber, on the Red Sea)
Jer. 49 21 (adjoining the Edomites). Consequently, the name
seems to apply to the Red Sea in general.

The rendering of the English version goes back
through the Vulgate to the’EpuBpb Bdhauua of @*A=
where only Judg. 1116 has BdXauua Z~q5).
I . ipueph he expression is common to classical
eMacrcra.
(Bschvlus. Pindar. Herodotus) and biblical

&

kt’mef, ‘black land ‘--i.e., cultivable ground or Egypt

proper (see E GYPT , 5 I ) ; also the Edomites as alleged
‘red men,’ or the ‘apury around Goshen ( 5 6 1 ) . ~ Unfortunately, none of these names is ever found connected
with the Red Sea ; on the Egyptian name ‘ water’ (or
sea) ‘of the circle’ (or circuit?) and the hypothetical
explanation of this expression, cp WMM Ar. u. Eur.
254. Thus the origin of the Greek name is certainly to
he sought for not in Egypt, but among the Semites.
Some misunderstanding of a Palestinian or Syriac expression by the Greeks is quite likely. It must be
recalled, in passing, that the Greeks used the name in
a much wider sense than we do, extending it over the
whole sea between Africa and India (cp Herod.%Ir,
etc.).%
The Hebrew name yam s@h, I?D-O;--~. e., sea of the
water-plant sliplr-is also mysterious. The sziflh (see
FLAG, I ) belongs specially to Egypt ‘(cp
a.
Ex. 23 5 Is. 196) and the Nile ; only in
“ph* Jon. 26 is it used of seaweeds, probably by
poetic license. The word seems to be identical with
the Coptic L;ooy+, papyrus, which is not found in
the earlier language but appears as tu-+’ in texts of the
1 See Wiedemann’s Commentary on Herod. 2 IT (who quotes
Strabo, 16779, Mela, 38, Nearchus, 30. Eust. Dion. Perieg.36)
The statement that the expression is found in an Egyptian
inscription is Incorrect.
2 Wiedemann, Lc.
3 The Persian gulf also thus belonged to it. The tradition
that the Phcenicians came originally from the Red Sea-i.e.,
Lower Babylonia-has been strangely misunderstood by scholars
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nineteenth dynasty.’
Whether it be a foreign or a
vernacular word cannot be determined ; consequently
it must remain an open question whether it was borrowed
from Egyptian by the Palestinians or vice versd. It is
remarkable that the Coptic version, which otherwise
in Exodus renders ‘Sea of f a r i ’ which
strictly follows 6 ,
seems to be sari, uapr-according
to Theophrastns,
Pliny. and Hesychius, the name of an Egyptian waterplant (see Peyron, Lex. Copt. 304, who, however,
prefers an impossible etymology).a It would therefore
seem that the Coptic translator here consulted the
Hebrew, rendering ‘ sea of papyrus-plants ’ (Luther
renders Schi&eer).
These aquatic plants, of course,
never grew in the salt water of the Red Sea ; modern
travellers have found, not without difficulty, some
chimps of reeds on spots not far from Suez where fresh
water mixes with the Red Sea (see Knobel-Dillmann,
on Ex. 1318): but the derivation of the name from
these would be more than improbable. Others have
thought (after Jon. 216) of seaweeds which are said to
he plentiful in some parts of the Red S e a ; but the
common, early use of the word sZr@ is against this.
W e can understand how Brugsch (TExode, 11, etc.)
was led by these freshwater plants to assume the
swamps of NE. Egypt as the locality of the Exodus ;
he quite forgot, however, that the name yam sziph
applies also to the Blanitic gulf.3 The freshwater
Timszlh-lake with its large marshes full of reeds, exactly at the entrance of Goshen, would fulfil all conditions for the Exodus and for the Hebrew name (see
E XODUS i., § 16). The word ’ sea’ is used of lakes in
most oriental languages, especially in Hebrew (cp Nu.
3111, ‘Sea of Chinnereth,’ etc.). Still, it would be
very strange if the Crocodile Lake, or other swamps on
the frontier of NE. Egypt,. should have furnished .a
name to the whole Red Sea, including the Elanitic
gulf which was nearer to most Palestinians than the
Egyptian lakes. On the connection between the present
bitter lakes and the Gulf of Suez, which most scholars
assume for biblical times, see EXODUS
i., 5 15. In the
opinion of the present writer this theory must be rejected, and thus the Hebrew name remains obscure.
W. M. 1%.

With wonted precision and discriminating use of authorities
BDB’s Lexicon (s.z. 1’0) gives the following, on which it is not
superfluous to comment, because it is one of the
3. IS the oblects of the present work to intermix the old and
eolution the new, and by a junction of the forces of all
hopeless critical students, to make definite advances whereever this is possible. ‘ li0-0: probably = sea of
mshes or Fee& (less probably sea of[cityl Suph) which Greek
includes in wider name B d . ;pvBpa Red Sea (ci Di. Ex. 13 18
and especially WMM As. u. Eur. ;zJ, who explains as name
originally given to upper end of Gulf of Suez, extending into
Bitter Lakes, shallow and marshy, whence r e d s [probably
also reddish colour]) ; name applied only to arms of Red Sea,
most often to Gulf of Suez, sometimes to Gulf of ‘Akaba. It is
noted also that q?D-n;n should possibly be read for ’0$jD in
Dt. 1I. BDR also points out (s.w. 0:) that in Ex. 142 (ais) 9
Is. 51 IO (6is) 63 11, etc. V
D
,;
and in Is. 11 15 probably n;l:F-n:
=the ‘ R e d Sea.’ I n the latter statement, however, ‘probably’
seems to be an exaggeration. ‘ The tongue (bay?) of the sea of
Egypt’ is astrange circumlocution for llO-0: ; indeed, to render
n q m , ‘Egypt’ in nw. 11 15 is only plausible if 1 1 1 ~ may be
rendered ‘ Syria’(cp Stade, Z A TW2 291). That there are errors
in the text of 1111-16)is certain ; that ]i&is sometimes a corruption of s~yns*
(cp Ps.0 on ps. 120 3). may also be assumed ;
that -,)WN sometimes stands for i i i l v ~
(Ashbur), a synonym of
spmni? (Jerahmeel), is also difficult to gainsay. Mqthodical
criticism, therefore justifies us in reading, n+ty$v:
’ n’inni
[P’?fp], ‘And Yahwe shall place a ban upon the Ishmaelites’
(cp w. 14); D ’ ? C is an archaising gloss. Even alone, this

rould suggest the view that 1ID-P: may he an early textual
orruption, nor could it be said that ‘Sea of Snph ’ was improb
ble except on the ground that the correctness of the supposed
lla&-name ‘ SGph’ In Dt. 1I was open to question. But when
re have recognised that nyao, Neh. 7 57, is a corruption of
I+75-!-Le.,
Zarephath in the Negeb (see SOPHERETHhit at
Snce becomes a plausible view that 190 or 70 in the M T are
ometimes corrupt abbreviations of the same place-name Zareihath (Sarephath).
ust as the ‘Dead Sea ’was called n k n 07,
I popular corruption
many text-critical considerations suggest)
if sxnnlv p*, so q!~-? ad a name for the Gulf of ‘Akabah, may he
I corrupt abbrevlation of nm’fD;,
where ’Y is to be taken as a
ace-name= the Zarephathites (see ZAREPHATH).
A similar
:xplanation may be given of SUFHand S CPHAH . Prof. Sayce
Crit. Mon. 2 5 5 8 ) is of opinion that Yam SBph, wherever the
)hrase occurs means the Gulf of ‘Akahah. This however
nvolves the firther statement that the’identification’of the sei:
:rossed by the Israelites with the Yam SOph (Ex. 154 1 2 ) is in:orrect. This is surely too bold. I n Ex. 15 4 22, as elsewhere,
he best course is to read n a i y p‘ (cp MOSES, 0 12)) unless,
ndeed, we prefer to read nDiq ’p All difficulties are obviated,
f we ado t the view of the primitive tradition respecting Israel
rdvocatex in col. 3 2 0 8 8 and suppose that the place of sojourn
)f the primitive Israelite‘: was in the land of Mimim, adjoining
.he land of Jerahmeel, on the border of the Negeh (see NEGEB).
It is possible that the legend spoke of a great deliverance of the
Israelites in nsix p, where in’ (sometimes corrupted into
77
1 ‘, ‘ Javan ’)represents jRDni3 (Jerahmeel).
Quite early, the
nark of abbreviation in ‘ ~ 3may have been lost, and ‘Y have
lecome corrupted into 1 9 1 and
~ 1:~. Then, floating mythic
;tories may have led to an alteration of the old legend. One
such possible story is referred to elsewhere (MOSES, 5 IO).
4nother may now be added. W e know that pixn (Minim? or
Mizraim?) was regarded as the antitype of the primitive ]’!e
lr ‘dragon’ (see D RAGON, 5 4). There was also, in the Creationstory, a statement of the production of the dry land by the with3rawal of the water from a part of the Ocean’s bed (Gen. 19).
This may very well have been regarded as a type of the deliverance of the Israelites, the story of which (so soon as textual
corruption made this possible) was adjusted so as to fit this intuition. On Jon. 2 6 (‘stijh, was bound ahout my head ‘), see
Crit. Bi6. On the whole, the closing sentence of $ z seems t o
the present writer to be perfectly correct ; but a special biblical
scholar ought hardly to rest without trying some fresh avenue
to the truth.
W. M. M., $ I f . ; T . K . C . , $ 3 .
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nJp,&neh,

I

K.1415

K & ~ & M O C( z

K.

1821 Is. 366, etc., Mt. 1 1 7 1220,etc.), is a word which
is common to Heb., Syr.. Arab., and Ass., and
has passed into Gr. and Lat. as ~&“A-CUnlta,
and into Eng. as ‘cane.’ T h e name is probably of
Semitic origin (Lag. Uebers. 50 ; Barth, 1VominaO. $ g c ) ;
but the nature of its connection with the root n3p is
obscure.’ Besides the general meaning ‘ stalk ’ (Gen.
41 5 2 2 ) or ‘ shaft ’ (Ex. 37 17, etc.),2
is used more
specifically of ( a ) reedgrass, ( a ) sweet or aromatic cane(?).
( a ) Reedgrass is frequently mentioned, though there
is little to help in determining the particular species
intended. It was distinct from sziph (see F L A G ) and
g6me’ (see R U S H ), but like these grew by the banks
of rivers (e.g., the Nile, Is. 196) and pools (Is. 357).
It appears to have been somewhat tall (Job 40 2 1 ) and
thick (to justify the metaphor in Job 3122: E V
‘ bone,’ AVmg. ‘ chanel-bone ’) ; and the jointed nature
of the stalk appears to be indicated in the repeated
references to the broken or bruised reed ( z K. 1821,
etc. ).3
Perhaps the most probable identification
is with the tall Arundo Donax, L., which grows
abundantly in S. Europe : though other species may
have been included under the name.4 In Ps. 68133131
n:? certainly cannot be rendered ’ the company of
spearmen ’ (as AV) ; such a phrase can only be rendered
’ the wild beast of the reeds’ (cp AVmg., the beasts of
the reeds ’). The animal intended may be the crocodile
1 The ~ ’ (lance)
i,
of z S.21 16,may be a kindred word, though
the correctness of the text is very questionable.
a So of the beam of a balance (Is. 46 6), and of a measuring
reed or rod (Ezek. 403, etc.), on which last see W EIGHTS A N D

See WMM As. u. Eur. 101. S&e(t), ‘reed,‘ which was
formerly compared with 110, is different.
a Ebers, D u ~ Gosen,
h
519, makes it probable that this word
is s‘rin hieroglyphics. This, however, could not well be
identical with the above Coptic word.
8 The Sirhonian bog would, however, justify the name as
little as the Gulf of Suez.

With these references cp the Talmudic phrase ‘push with a
reed’--of a feeble ar uer L ~ w344):
,
4 The evidence o t t h e Lyriac lexicographers is somewhat in
favour of A m d o Phragmitcs, L. (Liiw. 341).
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REHOB

(cp Ps. 7414. etc.), or the hippopotamus (cp Job40z1).
A symbol of Egyptian power seems to be required, and
this the hippopotamus nowhere is. See CROCODILE.

REGEM-MELECH (l$g-O??; apBacaep [ B W ,
-csp [KC.al, -cscap [AI. -ces [QI. o B A C I ~ E Y C
see
;
below). A citizen of Jerusalem concerned in a deputation sent to the prophet Zechariah, Zech. 72 (see
S HAREZER, 2). Most probably (as Marquart suggests)
he is to be identified with RAAMIAH, one of the twelve (?)
leaders of the Jews (Ezra2 z and parallel passages).’
The present writer suspects, however, that both
‘ Raamiah ’ and ‘ Regem-melech ’ are simply corruptions
of ’ Jerahmeel.’
The Jew spoken of would be (like so
many others) partly of Jerahmeelite extraction.
It
would thus become unnecessary to explain Regem in
Regem-melech by the Aram. 011, jacuhri.
Marti now (1697)
reads, for ‘Reeem-melech and his men.’
.

[It is not surprising, considering the obscurity of the context,
that opinion should not be quite unanimous. Duhm thinks
that the swine is meant (cp 60 13 LI~]),as the symbol of a Syrian
population. Cheyne (Ps.P)) reads ]@g ’;lg n”n, ‘the wild
beasts of pointed horns.’
(6) By the &ineh of Cant. 4 ‘4 Is. 43 24 Ezek. 27 19,the

lifq722 of Jer. 620, and the @> me of Ex. 3023 is
meant some aromatic product. It formed an ingredient
in the holy anointing oil, the others being myrrh,
cinnamon, cassia, and olive oil. It came to the Jews
‘ from a far country ’ (Jer. 6 20, cp Ezek. 27 q),and was
costly (Is. 4324). The more general use of kineh in
other passages suggests that this ’ fragrant cane ’ was an
aromatic reed or flag, such as Arorus CuZuamus, L. :
others, however, prefer to identify the substance as
cassia bark, which is yielded by ‘ various species of cinnamomum occurring in the warm countries of Asia from
India eastward ’ (Fliick. and Hanb. P) 527).
z . niiy, ‘dv5th (&xc; Is. 1 9 7 t ) , which is in AV
rendered ‘ paper reeds,’ means properly ‘ bare places,‘
and (if not corrupt, see Che. SBOT, and Marti, ad loc.)
refers to the uncultivated and treeless meadows along
the banks of the Nile.
3. D ~ N ’Zgummim,
,
which generally means pools or
marshes, is in Jer. 51 32 (but d has uuurkpara [BKA]
or uuurfipara [BaPbQ]though Aq., Sym. translate Pi?)
applied to the clumps or beds of reeds (such as grow
on marshy spots), which are said to be ‘burned with
fire ’ (Gratz, however, would read rqble, ‘ castles ’).
Cp POOL, I.
4. ?ne, ’d&, is twice in RV text (Gen. 412 16) and
once in RVmS (Job 8 1 1 ) rendered ‘ reed-grass ’ : on
this see FLAG.
5. me, ’@eh, in Job9261. (Ixvos 66001) is rightly
rendered ‘ reed ’ in RVmg.. Cp Ass. ubu or upu. The
allusion is to the light canoes or skiffs of reed anciently,
and still, in use on the Nile ; cp Is. 182 (‘vessels of
papyrus ’) and SBOT ad Ioc.

‘ fourteen men,’ p

w i ~
i w i ny>ix, atrace of which he finds in
b @asrhnir. This accounts rather ingeniously for
a p p w r c p . But we have no right to eliminate -,bon. apgeuerp
may represent isK37Y (cp lrHiW&i.e., iWe 3>x (=Asshurite
Arabia). Cp SHAREZER,
2 ; RAB-SHAKEH.’
T. K . C.
e ’ s ap&mep

REHABIAH ([11?23n7, ‘Yah is a wide place,’ cp
the use of In? in Ps. 42 18 37 [36] or quite as possibly
an ethnic=’?nl, ’ Rehobite’ (Che.) ; paaBl~),b.
Eliezer b. Moses ( I Ch.2317 2421:
[L]; 2625:
PABIAC [B], ~ A A [A],
.
ABIA [L]). Cp MOSES, RECHABITES, REHOBOAM.

‘ broad place ’ ; powB [BAL]).
The northern limit of the ‘spies,’ apparently
Aramsean, and in the direction of Hamath (Nu. 7321
paap [B]. pow0 [F] 2 S. 1 0 6 poap [A], pac0paap [L]) ;
see BETH-REHOB.
In the context of both passages,
however (see NEGEB, M AMRE , Z OBAH ), there are
phenomena which suggest that both ’ Kehob ’ and the
‘ Beth-rehob ’ of 2 S. 106 are incorrectly or imperfectly
written for ’ Rehoboth,’ and that this ‘ Rehoboth’ is
the place of that name in the Negeb (see REHOBOTH).
’ Hamath ’ maybe miswritten for Maacath or M AACAH
(q.v,), not improbably the southern Maacah. It may
be added that, from this point of view, ‘ Aram ‘ in the
original narrative which underlies 2 S. 10 meant ‘ Jerahmeel,’ a still shorter form of which is RAM (4.v.) ; also
that ‘ben Rehob,’ the designation of Hadad-ezer in
[It is not strange that this rendering should be a distinctly
z S . 83 1 2 , probably means ’native of Rehoboth ’ (see
modern one. The explanation of P‘dz as ‘reed ’ only goes hack
to Hiller (Hieropltyticon, 1725) and Schultens (1737).
Vg.
ZOBAH).
T. K . C.
(following Tg.) gives poina jovtantes (cp XE); Symm. urd2. and 3. The name of two unidentified Asherite
cities. the one mentioned between Ebron and Hammon
Gouaar (AVmg. ‘ ships of desire ’) ; Pesh. and over 40 MSS read
”2’5, ‘(ships of) hostility’ ; and lastly Olshausen reads n p ,
(Josh. 1928, paap [B]), the other with Accho and Aphek
‘(ships of) wings.’ See OSPREY, ad$%., for a new emendation.]
(ib. 30, paau [B, see UMMAH], paup [A] - o p [Compl.],
N. M.
apwp [L]). There may well have been several Rehobs;
REEDS, WILD BEAST OF THE. See above I ( u ) . but the mention of two in the Asherite list seems
due to an error.
It is only the second one which
R E E W A H or rather, Reeliah (n$q ; p a a h a l ~ we
know to have existed. It is enumerated (with
[B], p e s h i ~ c[,AI,.]). Ezra2z=Neh. 7 7 , RAAMIAH= Aphek and Accho) in Judg. 1j r ( E ~ F W[B]) among the
I Esd. 5 8 where it IS corruptly REESAIAS
[AV], RESAIAS cities of Asher in which the Canaanites remained ; a n d
[RV], (pwacou [BA], G~prou[L = n’syi = nmyi]) ; the
again in Josh. 2131 (P, paaP [B]), I Ch. 675 [F] (om.
form REELIAS [q.v.], however, appears elsewhere in
L ) in a post-exilic list of Levitical cities assigned t o
the same verse.
Like ‘ Raamiah’ it may represent
theb’ne Gershon. a A possible connection with vu4u[du P ]
‘ Jcrahmeel ’ ; the existence of N. Arabian elements
in an Eg. list, may be mentioned (cp WMM As. u. Bur.
within the Jewish community can hardly be denied
394). Of more importance, however, is the occurrence
(Che.). Cp REGEM-MELECH.
of the name ruhuby (pap. Anast.) between K q n y . (see
H ERER , I ) , and Buyt&z’-d-ru (perhaps Beth-shean?),$
REELIUS, RV Raelias (Bopohsioy [Bl, psshioy
which is doubtless the same as the Rood, powp of the
[A]), a duplicate of the name of the fourth in the post1 4 5 z r 286 8 z J ).
Onom., situated near Beth-shean (OS2)
exilic list of leaders in I Esd. 58. which has by a scribe‘s
Now this Rehob in OT times must have been included
error been substituted for Bar01 (see v. 14 [A]) or
within the borders of Issachar. It seems not improbable
BAroybl [L], i . e . , Bigvai (see Ezra22 Neh. 77).
that the name in Josh. 1 9 28 (see above) has been
REESAIAS (PHCAIOY[BA]), I Esd. 58=Ezra2z,
accidentally transplanted from the list of cities of
REELAIAH.
Issachar once given by E in m.17‘23.* See BETHREHOB.
S. A. C .
REFINER (Tlyp), Mal. 3 ~ f . j . See F URNACE,
METALS.
1 Cp Ahijah ( I S.l43)=Ahimelech ( I S. 229-12).
REFUGE, CITIES OF (D>pv? ’>q), Josh. 202.
2 The criticism of Josh. 19 is difficult.
See J OSHUA ,
5 6 , Addis, Doc. Hex. 1230 f: 2467 A, and cp Oxf: Hex.
See ASYLUM, § 5 , and cp § 6 . 8 ; LEVITES.
REHOB
I.

ad loc.

P€. [AI, p € r M A [LI),
a Calebite name, one of the sons of Jahdai ; I Ch. 247.

3 WMM As. u. Eur. 753 : cp m&ba (SoEenk list) together
with Hapuvama (see H APHARAIM ).
4 01 the olde; document only v. 17a has survived. The rest
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REHOB (3hl). I . z S. 8 3 xz ; see REHOBi. I ;
BETH-REHOB ; HADADEZER.
2. A Levite signatory to the covenant (see E ZRA i., f 7);
Neb. 10 I X [ n ] (B om., pa06 [AL], poop [Hc.a mg.1).

hours SW. of Beersheba, at the point ' from which the
roads across the desert, after having been all united,
again diverge towards Gaza and Hebron.' Robinson,
who visited the place, hesitated to make this identification,
because ' this appears to have been nothing but a
REHOBOAM (Dq?n?, as if the clan is enlarged. '
well' (BR12g1). Rowlands' and Palmer saw more
But y i n i , R EHABIAH , favours the view that either ny is the
clearly. In the W5dy itself there is only one well ; but
divine name 'Amm [cp AMMI,N AMES IN], or [Che.] the name
is, or represents, one of the current modifications of ' Jerahmeel.'
on the sloping sides of the side-valley, in which the
Possibly the true form was Rehab'el, just as the true form of
ruins are situated, are many wells, reservoirs, and
J EROBOAM [ g a l may have been Jerubba'al; the origin of both
cisterns. ' A little beyond this the W&dy opens out,
names, however may be suspected to have been ' Jerahmeel.
and receives the name of BaFr 6eLa mi ( ' the waterless
Cp, however, G:ay HPN, 59 ; p o p o a ~[BAL]).
sea [lake]'), and on the left comes in a small valley
Son of Solomon, and first King of Judah (about 930
called Sutnet er-Ruhaibeh, in which names are preserved
B. c. ?). According to z Ch. 12 13 the queen-mother was
both the Sitnah and Rehoboth of the Bible' (Palmer,
' Naamah, an Ammonites.'
This supposed halfDesert of the Exodus, 385). Probably Ruhaibeh also
Ammonitish origin of Rehoboam would be important.
represents the 'Rehoboth by the River' of Gen.3627
were it probable (cp the -'am in the name). But we
(ip?nilin? ; powawe T+E ?rap& ?roTapbv, or TOO ?roTafioO
have no reason to think that Solomon's chief wife was
an Ammonitess. Much more probably he married the
[AL], om. 'B ; de$uvio Rohoboth, or de R. qua juxta
'companion' of David's old age, by an error (it seems)
amnem situ est [Vg.]). See S AUL ( z ) , PETHOR. The
of 6 and M T called Abishag. If so, nqiDy may be a
appended description distinguished this Rehoboth from
corruption of n - p t j , Sunammith, aud Rehoboam's
other places of the same name. The a River' is the
z b ; EGYPT, RIVER
River of MiSrim (see M IZRAIM ,
mother was probably Naamah the Shunamite (cp Cant.
OF).
For passages in the accounts of Bela, Balaam,
612 [r3]). The queen-mother, however, need not have
and
Elijah,
in
which
Rehoboth
appears
under disguises
been an Issacharite ; the Shunem from which she came
due to corruption in the text, see BELA, C HERITH ,
was most probably in the Negeb (see SHUNAMMITE).
PETHOR ; also MARCABOTH.
N EGEB , 5 z c.
Had it been otherwise, Rehoboam might have counted
This, however, does not exhaust the list of probable
on the support of the tribesmen of Issachar.
But
references to Rehoboth. It may have been displaced
Issacharites were certainly not among ' the young men
a. Further OT by ' Hebron ' in Gen. 23 z 35 27 Judg.
that had grown up with him and stood before him,' of
1 1 0 ~(see KIRJATH-ARRA);
in this
whom we are told in I K. 128.
references* case, it was at Rehoboth. not at Hebron.
The traditional story of the events which led to the disruption
is considered elsewhere (see JEROBOAM, I). It is necessary
that the famom cave of the MACHPELAH
' (? Jerahmeel,
however, to refer to it again in connection with the articl;
Gen. 23 17-20) was situated. The error may have been
SOLOMON. I t would seem that in spite of the compulsory (1)
a very early one (perhaps in the original P). No doubt,
cession of twenty cities to the king of Misgur, Solomon succeeded
in retaining a large part of the Negeb. I t also a p ears that ZXF
too, ' B n e Heth ' in Gen. 2 3 3 8 is miswritten for B n e
late as the time of Amos (see PKOPHET,
I 35) Israeites from the Rehoboth' (nn for $>]n[i]) ; so also Hittite' (mn) in
N. frequented the venerable sanctuaries of the Negeb-a region
Gen. 2634 and 362 should be ' Rehobothite' (vnini), and
which the second Jeroboam had recovered for Israel. I t is
a daughters of Heth ' (nn m j i ) in Gen. 2746 should be
further probable that the place-name which appears in Genesis
(MI)as ' Shechem' should rather be Cusham, and that a place
' daughters of Rehoboth ' ( n i n i mj>) ; see J ACOB , 2.
in the Negeb, on the border of the N. Arabian Cush is intended.
The Book of Ezekiel, too, yields one remarkable
See SHECHEhI. Very possibly it was there that the great
reference to Rehoboth, if in Ezek. 163 45, ' thy mother
assembly was held, which issued in the rejection of Rehoboam
by the larger part of Israel. That the story given in x K. 12 is
was a Hittite,'we should read Rehobothite'(I1' Amorite,'
correct, is intrinsically improbahle. We do not know what it
or rather ' Arammite ' = ' Jerahmeelite '). On the probwas that actually kindled the spark of disaffection, nor is it
ability that the early population of Jerusalem consisted
necessary that we should. The differences of N. and S. were
of Jerahmeelites or Rehobothites, see ZION, and cp
reasons enough for a separation ; in race and perhaps even in
matters of cultus there was by no means com lete unity among
Cn't. Bib.
t h e federated clans of Israel.
Was Rehogoam really fortyMost probably, too, ' URIAH the Hittite ' should be
one years old a t his accession? We may doubt it even without
' Uriah the Rehobothite.' and ' Haggith' (the name of
laying stresq on I K. 1 2 8 ; cp 2 Ch. 13 7. So far hs we can see
he displayed no vigour, even in the feud between himself and
Adonijah's mother) in z S . 3 4 should be Rehobith
Jeroboam ; the historians ascribe this partly to the intervention
(n-?h-l). ' Cherethite'
too, can at last be rightly
of a prophet named SHEMAIAH. And in spite of the cities in
read ; it should be ' Rehobothite' (*?in!). This, in
the S. which Solomon (and, as the Chronicler states, Rehoboam
himself) had fortified, he could not hinder the successful infact, is a necessary inference from the corruption of
cursion of ' Shishak, king of Egypt,' or rather ' Cusbi, king of
niani into n.13 in I K.1735 (see C HERITH , and cp
MiSrim' (see SHISHAK),which resulted in the loss of the
treasures which Solomon bad collected for the temple. This is
PELETHITES, ZAREPHATH). Thus David's faithful
the one great event recorded of his reign. See ISRAEL, 0 28
guards were not Philistines, but men of S. Palestine.
and on Rehoboam'swives(2 Ch. 1118 zo), MAACAH, MAHALATH:
That the Rehobothites and Sarephathites, however,
T. K. C.
were always friendly to David is more than can be
REHOBOTH (ni3nl; E~~~~~~~~
[ADLI), the
safely stated. Both tribes or peoples are apparently
name of one of the wells dug by Isaac (Gen. 2622).
referred to as hostile to David in z S. 21 15-22. ' PhilisRehabath was really,
tines ' should be ' Sarephathites,' and ' Gath ' (na) and
1. Identifies- however,
See G ERAR
an. important place, to which
' Gob ' (31) are probably corrupt fragments of ' Rehotion.
great kings and diviners appear to have
both ' (nrani). It will be remembered that the Misrites
traced their origin. and where great prophets took
were famous for their tall stature ( I Ch. 1123 ; cp IS.
refuge, and received messages from their God (see
4514?), and that the Anskim are connected with
below). It may perhaps be the city of Rubuta menKirjath-arba. Now Kirjath-arba ( y a i ~n'ip), or pertioned in the Am. Tab. (18213 18310), and once
haps -'ar%b(22y ' p ) is a t any rate not Hebron. but may
called apparently Hubuti (23947). In 1838-10 we read
be Rehoboth (cp SODOM).These conjectures favour the
that the warriors of Gazri, Gimti, and Kilti have taken
view that Goliath, David's antagonist in the legend,
the region of Rubuti.
Gimti is Gimti-Kirmil, L e . ,
was of Rehoboth, not of Gath.
Gath of J ERAHMEEL ( q . v . , § 4 Lf.]), Kilti is Keilah.
In short, it would appear that older and very different stories
The localities, except Gezer, lie pretty near together.
underlie the narratives in M T and 6 of I S. 17 and (especially)
Presumably the site is that of the mod. Ruhaibeh, 8
z S. 21 15-22 238-23 ; either there has been a confusion between
( q n - ~ p ) ,

has been rejected in favour of P s account of the tribal limits :
see Addis (Zoc. at.).
1 Cp the play on the name in Ecclus. 47 23 (Heb. text).

1 In Williams, H& City,1465.
a Canaanites ' here should be ' Kenizzites ' (as in some other
parls of Judg. 1 and elsewhere).
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REHOBOTH-IR
two wars of David-me with the 'Philistines ' and one with the
Sarephathites and Rehobothites, or there has throughout the
life of David been a great error of the scribes-o*n&a written
for c n a i s and oq-m for n'nml. If so, it becomes at once
probable that Sarephath and Rehoboth are also refcryd to in
ORED2 S 5 17-25 and 6 1-11 (see Z AREPHATH, ZIKLAC),
EDOM [q.v.] the Gittite' should be 'ArZb-edom thc Rchobotbite.' Only on this critical conjecture can we ex la& the
action ascribed to David in z S. 0 1.0 (cp ARK, $j5). h
!si'
may
be taken together with a less certain bot not unimportant conjecture relative to Baal-peragim and Peres-una (see PERAZIM,
ZAREPHATH).
The royal city of Achish ( I S. 27 5 ) was not
'Gath' but 'Repoborh. This would throw a light on the
story of Shimei's journey in I K. 2 39fi (see SHIME~).
Else;
where (SISERA)
it is suggested that both ' Ach~sh' and ' Nahash
probably come from 'Ashhur' (=' Asshur,' also= 'Geshur ') so
that 'Sisera' (=Asshur) may represent the Nahash, king of
Ammon (rather Jerahmeel), of I S. 11 I 2 S. 102.
Other disguised references to Rehoboth may perhaps
he found in I S. 1447 (where dL presupposes 3-17 n*g,
probably a corruption of nin?) and in 2 S. 8 3 12 106 8.
In I S. 14 the conquest of Rehoboth is ascribed to
Saul ; in 2 S., more correctly to David.
I n 2 S.
11I 1226-30 this important event is described ; the
phrases ' the royal city' and the city of waters' are
both the result of textual corruption (read ' the city of
Jerahmeel,' or ' of the Jerahmeelites '). See further C r i f .
Bid.,and cp S AUL , $ 3 ; U RIAH . See also M IZRAIM,
where it is argued that Gen. 1014 probably refers to
Rehoboth (not Caphtorim) as the starting-point of the
T. K. C .
Peligtim (cp zS.2118$).

REHOBOTH-IR
[AD1.. ;
.
*'

.PowBoe

(vv niir?;

POWBUC

ITOAIN

n.[Dl ; PowBwe n.[ELI) or ' the

city Rehoboth,' one of the four cities

Aes~rio?o@mentioned in Gcn. l 0 n t . The name
lnqulv* cannot be identified with any of the

cities in the neighbourhood of Nineveh and Calah, with
which it is associated. In the inscripions of Sargon
and Esarhaddon mention is made of the d d i t Nina^,as
a place in which was situated the old city Maganuba,
on the site of which Sargon founded his city of DtkSargon, the modern Khorsabad. Rehoboth-Ir might
represent RCbit-gli, and this might be equivalent to
R&bit-Nin& and be a popular name for DClr-Sargon
(cp Del. Par. 160f: L'alwer Bid.-Lex. 723b). The
word r2bitu (from ra'butu ?) denotes primarily the outskirts of a city, in some cases the fields and plantations
which were part of the city but lay outside its walls,
though possibly within the exterior circumvallation.
Thus it was in the r2dit of Dk-ili that Sargon fought
with Humba-nigaS king of Elam, at the commencement
of his reign : and it was in the rtdit of Nineveh that
Esarhaddon made his triumphal entry after his capture
of Sidon, KB2n6. There is evidence that &it is the
name of the farm or estate in the open country and was
usually followed by the name of its owner ; thus Rebit
Rimhi-ilu denotes the estate of Rimhi-ilu (seeAssyrian
Doomsday Book, 62). This would suggest that, if a
town-name, Rehoboth 'Ir iniplics a founder 'Ir. N o
such town name. however, has come down to us.l
The failure of attempts to explain Rehoboth-Ir and
Resen (not to add Accad and Calneh) from Assyriology
2. Text-critical compels biblical critics to look a t the
problem from a fresh point of view,
solution. sumested bv exDerience of the con- c.0
fusions and misunderstandings of biblical names which
abound in the traditional text. The problem thus viewed
is part of a much larger one which affects the whole of
the Nimrod passage, and indeed the context in which
that passage occurs.
It is far from unlikely that
Nimrod was really a N. Arabian not a Babylonian hero,
and ' Rehoboth-Ir and Calah' should most probably
give place to ' Rehoboth and Jerahmeel.' See N IMROD ,
C.H.W.J., 5 I ; T.K.C., $ 2 .
REHOBOTH.
REHUM (Dln? as if 'beloved,' an Aramaic word

[§ 561, but very possibly one of the popular transformations of ' Jerahmeel' ; cp Harim, Rekem, Raamiah,
and see SHIMSHAI
[Che.]).
I. A leader (see E ZRA ii., 5 6 e ) in the great post-exilic
list (EZRAii.. 5 9 ) Ezra22 ( I P ~ O Y M [AI, PEIOYM [Ll,
B om.); probably the same as (4) below. That the
form N EHUM (om] ; vaoup [BKAL]) in Neh. 7 7 is incorrect is shown by I Esd. 5 8 (posrpou [E], p o p ~ A ~ o v
[Aa], vaoup [L], EV ROIMUS).
2. b. Bani, a Levite. in list of wall-builders (see
N EHEMIAH , § I$, E z R A ~I$~ .16
, [ I ] r g d ) Neh. 317
(pauov0 [B], p a o w [KA]. p c o w [Ll).
3. Signatory to the covenant (E ZRA i., 5 7); Neh.
1025 [26] ( y o u ? [BRA], pc. [:I).
4. A priest In Zerubbabel s band (E ZRA ii., $ 6 b ) ,
Neh. lz3, miswritten for HARIMof v. 15 (so Guthe In
S B O T ; BKA om. ; pcoup [KC."mg.sup.L]).
5. The name of a high official (opt? sp?) who joined
with Shimshai the scribe and others' in making representations against the Jews to Artaxerxes (Ezra48 g 17 23).
EV, following the early Hebrew commentators, who
explain ' recorder,' calls him ' the chancellor ; a the
governor ' would perhaps more cxactly convey the force
of pypl
.. : sy? ( ' man of commands '), which is either the
translation of an old Persian title (Pahlavi frumdtdr-so
Andreas in Marti, Arum. Gram. ) or may even represent
a Greek title (e.g., h a p x o s ) . The latter alternative
assumes that the writer transported the political relations
of the Greek period into the Persian period to which
documents used by him belonged (so Marquart,
Fund. 60). It is desirable, however, that Ezra and
Nehemiah should be re-examined in the light of the
theory that the underlying original narrative related to
the N. Arabian, not to the Pcrsian, rule. This may
affect our conclusions in many minor points.
T. K . C.

The versions of Ezra leave the title untranslated (paouh
[Bl, p f o w B d r a p
eovp [AI, proup Brhrrsp [Ll, 6eeZteenz [Vg.]). In I Esd. 2 I G
@aevpos) called the ' news-writer' (v. 17, 6 [ r k ] r i
y o u d m o v r a , EV ' the story-writer '), cp Jos. (1st.xi. 2 I )
6. rr&v.m r d rrpar76prva ypL$ov. In other CLLSCShis titlc has
cen treated as a proper name BEELTzTHalUs, 2. scribe's corruption of Berhrerpos, v. 16 p. K& P E F A ~ C O ~[El,
O S paOVos K&
&fhTe@pM [Aal, pathpos K a ; Brrhrepos [L], 7. 2s [ZI]
pa%py
~ + y p + o v r r r b = p o u ~ i ~ ~ o Y r ( I K L ~ ~ p e ~ h r r l r s eLUI
py
p
c
r q ~ w 8 '[AI, p. yp. T . rp. K . Brehrfpy [L, 7. 181, a doublet).
Bdawrv,P ~ U B
P a d , p a o w @&yap, PMUP

GATHUMUS
g.

. ..

..
~

.

~

~

REI ('y? ; PHCEI [BA], also a Palm. name [VogiiB,
SjT. CenfY. nos. 16, 221. but 6
' [KAl] 01 E T A l p o l
~ y ~ owith
y , reference to Shimei ; cp Jos. Ant. vii. 144 :
'Shimei David's friend' and see Th.), coupled with
S HIMEI (q.v. n.), among those who did not favour
Adonijah ( I K 1 8 ) . Winckler (Gesch. 2 241) identifies him
with Ira, the Jairite. who was a ' priest to David ' ( 2 S.
20 26) ; he argues ingeniouslyto show that this Ira (or Jair )
was a priest of Bethlehem. But for pi^ we should
possibly read ]Jb ' a high officer ' (cp SHEENA).
Ewald
for ?yi and identifies (not plausibly) with
reads
David's brother R ADDAI [q.~.].
3-n

(n\?>q.

1 There was a district known as RabBte, near Nineveh (see
Assyrian Deeds and Documents, Nos. 278, 416) ; but this was
probably the ra6it of the ' magnates,' rabflte, of Nineveh.

REINS. I.
kchiy6th; N ~ C $ P O I[dand Rev.
2&] ; yenes), properly the kidneys (of animals offered
in sacrifice, except in Job 1613 Ps. 1 3 9 1 3 Lam. 313,
where the human kidneys are referred to). ' A not
less important seat of life [than the blood], according to
Semitic ideas, lay in the viscera, especially in the
kidneys and liver, which in the Semitic dialects are
continually named as the seats of emotion; or more
broadly in the fat of the omentum and the organs that
lie in and near it ' (Rel. Sem. P) 379). Consequently P
represents these parts as Yahwk's appointed share of the
sacrifices (cp LIVER). W e even find a peculiar symbolism connected with kidney-fat (see FOOD, $ I a , but
note that the text of the passages is doubted ; see M ILK ,
$ I ). It is much more natural to find the ' reins ' (as
EV calls the ' kidneys,' when used metaphorically)
employed as a term for the organ, not only of the
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REKEM

REPHAIAH

,
:
emotions(seePs. 7321 Job161319~7[notdbutTheod.]) [CE, Syrr., Memph. Theb. B t h . ] ; cp ~ A I @ A N [ANc]
~ A @ A N Just.
,
Dial 22,exAmos), occurs, with the prefix
but of the moral sentiments (see Jer. 1120 17x0 2012
'the star of the god ' (so RV with BD, Pesh., etc. and
Ps. 7 10 1ti 7 (?) 26 2). ' Trier of the reins and the heart '
d A Q * ) , or 'the star of your god ' (so AV, with AKCE,
is the characteristic and title of YahwB, not only in
Vg., Harcl., etc. ), in Acts 7 43. in a quotation from Amos
the OT, but also in the Hebraistic Book of Revelation
(Rev. 223). In Ps. 1 6 7 , however, ' yea, my reins instruct
526, d (where BA ~ A I @ A N Q
, ~ E @ A N ,Coniplut. P ~ M me in the night seasons' can hardly be right. It is
@A). T h e same Jablonski who ventured on a Coptic
explanation of B EHEMOTH (u.v.) explained Rempha or
Yahwk. not the 'heart ' or the ' reins,' who trains and
disciplines men (see Che. PJ.W ad Zoc.).
Rompha from the Coptic, as 'king of heaven,' nuZZo
plane apice immzrfuto ( Remphah. Egyptiorum Deus,'
2. o..~..
- r h , &-%is&%,
is in Is. 115 rendered 'reins' hv E V
in Opuscuh, ed. T e Water, 2 [1806], pp. 1-72). But
simply for want of a synonym for 'loins.'
3. The AVmg. of Lev. 15 2 Z?4 for I i y , z&, is not literal, aiid
' king of heaven ' in Egyptian would be suten ern pet.
is based on a long-exploded pathology (cp M EDICINE , 5 5).
Gloag (Cornm.on Acts 1249), Lumby ( A c t s , in Cambridge
Bible, ad Zoc.). and Merx (Schenkel's Bib.-Lez. 1517)
REKEM (PP3). I. Apparently a Benjamite placename, Josh. 1827 ( N A K A N [B?l, P ~ K C M[AI, P ~ K E N suppose Rephan to be the Egyptian name for Saturn.
So (besides Spencer and Kircher) Lepsius the Egypto[L]). but most probably a corruption of 'mnni', Jerahlogist, who says that Seb or Saturn is called repa-nnieel, and equivalent to n-innq, B AHURIM (another of the
neteru, 'the youngest of the gods,' and sugge'sts a
developments of JERAHMEE;).~
possible connection with Rephan (Die Chron. der E g .
2. A king of Midian. Nu. 318 ( P O K O ~[BAFL]).
Cp
93). On phonetic and other grounds this view is not
(3).
more acceptable than Jablonski's, and the simple ex3. One of the 'sons' of Hebron mentioned with
planation is that ps@av should rather be par@av-Le.,
T APPUAH and SHEMA[g.v.] in I Ch. 243 ; in 2 4 4
127, where 'I is perhaps a corruption of 3, and D (soft) a
[MT] he is father of Shammai father of h f a o n , but in
phonetic substitute for 1. See C HIUN .
T. K. C.
d ( ~ E K [B],
D ~ POKO,U [A], pwKqy [L]) it.is Shema who is
ancestor of Shammai, the intermediate links being
REPHAEL
as if ' God heals ' ; cp h a m .
RAHAMand J ORKEAM [pq.v.]; Rekem, Raham, Jorhl, h l ? , N AMES , § 3 0 ; ~ A @ A H A [BAL]), a
keam, and Carmel are all probably corruptions of
Korahite, b. Shemaiah ; I Ch. 2 6 7 1 .
J ERAHMEEL . Cp J OKDEAM .
Probably 'God heals' is a late popular etymology, devised
after the original name had become corrupted ; that It took hold
4. In pause R AKEM (so EV), a Manassite ; I Ch. 716
of
the imagination we see from the R APHAEL of Tobit and
(BA om., patcap [L]). Seemingly there was a strong
Enoch. The present writer suspects that Rephael Irpeel Raphu
Jerahmeelite element in the population of the Manassite
4.n.) dl come
[Beth-lrapha, and perhaps even REPHAIAH
territory.
ultimately from anethnic. See PEDAH-ZUR
; REPHAI;. Hommel

(hl,

These explanations suggest the true explanation of the phrase
013 3 3 2 ; see EAST, C H I L D R E N O F where the reader is referred
to 'the present article for textual Lriticism of the phrase. One
plausible view of the original form of the story of GIDEON
(q.u., $' 1 ) requires us, in Judg. 6 3 33 7 12 to read np-, $32 (see
This
Pesh.), i.e., 5Npny 9 ~ 2 : note the gloss '.4malekites.'
should be taken In connection with the Targumic use of p y i for
Kadesh ; here too 0p-j must come from 5Nnn.1. : the full name of
Kadesh was Kadesh-jerahmeel, barnea' and ' rekem ' having
the same origin. See SBLA. In fact, wherever we meet with
phrases like ' the sons' or 'the land' or ' the mountains of
Ken'em 'we may safely regard Kedem as a corruption of Re&nr,
Le., Jei-ahmreZ, with the doubtful exception of Gen. 1030 ( i k ,
if nyoo [EV 'toward Sephar 'I does not come from naiy, cp
SEPHARAI)).
c p O P H I R . See Gen. 256 291 N U . 23 I K 5 9
14 301 Is. 1114 Jer. 4Y 28 Ezek. 25 4 I O Job 1 3 . Similar$ in den.
15 19 KADMON~TES
must be a corruption of 'Jerahmeelites.'

T. K. C.

RELEASE, YEAR OF.
AND

J USTICE ,

5

See J UBILEE , also L AW

15.

(q?$Pl, 3 39 ; pOM€hlA[C]). father
of P EKAH (u.v.), 2K.1 5 ~ 5etc., Is. 74f: 86. Prob.
ably a corruption of SNnny., Jerahmeel. Pekah's Gileadites may really have come from the Negeb (on the
southern l y h , see Crit. Bib. on Jer. 822 226 Am. 1 3 ) .
Similarly, Jehuw as not improbably an Ishmaelite (see
N IMSHI ), and Joab a MiSrite (see Z ERUIAH ). It is easy
to understand that the boldest adventurers might be of
N. Arabian extraction.
T. K . C.
REMALIAH

REMEMBRANCE (]h?T),
Is. 578. See MEMORIAL.
REMEMBRANCER (2 S. 2024 etc., A V w ) , EV
recorder,' RVmg. a chronicler. '

See RECORDER.

REMETH (ng?),
Josh. 1921. See RAMOTH, I .
REMMON (]\?TI),
Josh. 197 AV; RV RIMMON (ii. ,I).

( E x p . T 8 [ 1 8 9 7 ] p .563) compares the name of an Arab, tem
Sargon, in a text transcribed by Winckler, Ya-ra-pa, also the
Arabian name Hi-rapa'a
T. K. C.

g:

REPHAH(n9Y; ~ A @ H[BA], pa@&[L]), mentioned
in the list of the B n e Ephraim I Ch. 7 25. Both Rephah
and R ESHEPH (p.v. ) occur nowhere else and are probably
corrupt. C p E PHRAIM, 3 12.
REPHBIAH (WQl, 30, 62,as if ' Yahwe heals ' ;
p a @ ~[BAL]).
l ~
On the ultimate origin of the name
see REPHAEL,and note in confirmation that in Neh. 39
Rephaiah ( 5 ) is a ' son of Hur ' - L e . , most probably.
of Jerahmeel. In I Ch. 219 Hur is the son of Caleb
and Ephrath. Who the Calibbites are, we know [see
CALEB] : Ephrath is probably a distorted fragment of
Zarephath. Cp P ARADISE, col. 3573, n. j. See below,
no. 5.
T. K. C.
I. b. Hananiah, mentioned in the genealogy in I Ch.
321 (pa@aX [B]), where, for 332 'sons of,' d and Pesh.
four times read in 'his son.' So Kittel; Bertheau
follows MT.
2. A Simeonite chieftain who attacked the Amalekites
of Mt. Seir (apparently in Hezekiah's time), I Ch. 44zf.
(pa@aras[L]). See ISHI, SIMEON.
3. b. TOLA(p...):
I Ch. 7 a (pa$apa [B]); cp
I SSACHAR , 3 7.
4. b. B INEA , I Ch. 943 (pa@arav [K], a p a p [L])=
I Ch. 837 ("$2, R APHAH ; p @ a r [B], apaxa [L]).
Cp
B EN J AMIN , § 9 ii. p.
j. b. H U R ( 4 ) . the ruler of half 'the district of Jerusalem,' and one of the repairers of the wall (Neh. 39 ;

pa@arar [L]).
[He was of Jerahrneelite origin (see above). According to
Meyer (Enfst. 119) the Calibbites and Jerahmeelites did not
become universally recognised as real Jews before the time of P.
REMMON-METHOAR
Josh. 19 13.
The study of proper names pursued in a series of articles in the
present work confirms this but with limitations. I n Neh.3
See R IMMON ii., 3.
Hur, Malchijah Paseah ~ e p h a i a h Urijah. in Ezra8 Elam
Michael, Jeliel, 'Ariel ; n: Neh. 11 Mahalale?el, Jeroham, Mali
REMPHAN ( ~ E M @ A N , Stephens with I , 31 etc.;
chiah, Micha.are transparent ' Jerahmeelite ' names. The JerCP ~ E M @ A M[D, Vg. Iren. ; ~ O M @ A N[K"] : ~ O M @ A ahmeelites became so prominent that the genealogists had to do
[B], EM@ [61, Arm.]), or ( M being intrusive, as in
them fuller justice. But the same study of names suggests that
clans were recognised both in Judah and elsewhere
NOMBA beside NOBA, IS.21 I), as RV, R EPHAN ( p e @ ~ Jerahmeelite
~
before the exile.-T. K. c.]

(lyhp;? ]h),

I

1

2 dropped out, and n became p (for the reverse process see
I S. 8 16).

H. P. Smith on
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1 From a private letter of Dr. Budge.
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REPHAIM

REPIXAIM

REPHAIH (P’K?? ; pA@&[€]lN [or -MI, and [Gm.
14 Josh. 1 2 13, and I Ch.], riraNTec [BAEL] ; Josh.
17, @PA om.), a race of reputed giants,
1. OT
references.
found by the Israelites in occupation of

There is, however, great difficulty in the text a6 i t now stands,
Surely the Philistines were quite formidable enough without
having to accept the assistance of the remnant of the Rephaim.
Are we to sup ose that the references to the Rephaites in z S.
211622are a kter appendage to the tradition suggested by a
reminiscence of the tradition respecting Og9 ’ Or is there not
soine explanation arising out of a somewhat more definite view
of the older populations of Canaan made possible by textual
criticism 1

territory on both sides of the Jordan.
Before attempting any linguistic or historical explanation, we must look into the several passages where the
traditional text recognises the name, viz., Gen. 145 1520
Dt. 211~o(pa~upa~~~[Fonce])31113
Josh. l2413121715,
to which we may add z S. 21 16 18 20 22, cp I Ch.
20 4 6 8 (children of HBrZphB).
The geographical
phrase ‘ valley of Rephaim’ will be treated only
incidentally here (see next article).
I . Gen. 145.
Chedorlaonier and his allies ‘smote
the Rephaim in Ashteroth-karnaim.’
No stress can he laid on this passage. I n its present form
Gen. 14 is probably later even than the archaeological notices in
Ut. 2
and the names at present found in Gen. 145 robahly
come from a very late editor who arbitrarily ‘correctef’ a very
corrupt text (see SODOM).

lox,

2. Gen. 1520.
The list of Canaanite peoples in
Gam 1519-21 comes apparently from a late redactor, but
has merely suffered from ordinary transcriptional corruption ; the redactor had no historical theory to serve,
and reproduced, though inaccurately, names derived
from earlier sources.

The order of the names is, Kenites, Kenizzites, Kadmonites
(from ‘ Jerahmeelites ’ I ) , Hittites (from ‘Rehobothites ’ ?), Perizzites (Zarephathites ?), Rephaim, Amorites, Canaanites, ‘+gash;
ites (from ‘Girshites’or ‘Geshurites’v, Jehusites (Ishmaelites?).
We may infer that, according to tradition, a people called
’ Kephaim WAS to be found in the far S. of Palestine.

3. Dt. 211 20 3 I I 13. A ’remnant of the Rephaim,’
under their king Og, survived in Bashan. which was
therefore called ‘ the land of the Rephaim.’ But we are
also told that the Emim of Moab and the Anakim (of
Hebron? or of Rehoboth?) were reckoned among the
Rephaim. The passage comes from a late editor (I&),
and ‘ Bashan ’ should certainly be ’ Cushan ’ (see OG).l
If ”2 (Gath) in 2 S. 21 za is miswritten for nzim (REHOBOTH)
this statement is confirmed for the warriors spoken of in tha;
passaqe were Repbaiter. 1; is true, in Nu. 15 33 the b‘nl ‘Anik
are said to belong to the Nephilim ; but we shall see presently
that the ‘Rephai?’ and the ‘ N e h‘ilim’ must have been closely
connected-i.c.,
Rephaim’ a n x Nephilim’ may have been
interchanged.

4. Josh. 124 1312depend on Dt.211, etc.; but 1714f:
has its own peculiarities. When purified from corrupt
repetitions 1 7 1 4 3 states that the tribe of Joseph ( b n 8
Joseph) complained to Joshua that it was too large to
have but one lot and portion. Joshua’s reply was, ‘ If
thou art a great people, go up to the forest-land, and
clear away (space) for thyself in the land of the Perizzites
and the Rephaim.’ The Josephites objected that access
to this region would be impeded by the Canaanites with
their chariots of iron, and Joshua rejoined that the forestland is not unattainable, and that their strength is equal to
the task of driving out the Canaanites.2 Here it would
appear that the forest-land spoken of means the hillcountry N. of Shechem : the view that trans-Jordanic
territory is intended is not plausible.3 But room must
be left for the possibility that ‘ Shechem’ should be
’ Cusham,’ and ’ Canaanites’ ‘ Kenizzites.’ There were
probably b’nE Ephraim in the Negeb (seeCrit. Bib.).
5 . In z S. 2122 (cp 20) four champions of the
Philistines are said to have been ’born (nt)to the
RBphZ (a&)
in Gath ’ (v. 22 : cp v. zo), while’of two’of
them it is said that they were ’of the descendants of
the RZphB’ (HPSm..
; cp I Ch. 204), or perhaps
rather (cp d in v. 22) ‘ of the R e ~ h a i m . ’ ~
1 There is no occasion to reject the second p p y > as an
erroneous repetition from the preceding clause.
2 In D. 16 read 1y;g X@$,
and in w. 18 7kWl: ly:: ’?
3 See Steuernagel, ad Zoc.
4 It is usual t o take 7mn. as an eponym ; hut the art. is
unfavourahle to this view.
surely comes from ~ n i which
,
originally had after it the stroke of abbreviation (’nmn=pwai;l).
I n z S.21 zz read O’?!
97k,‘were born to the (or, a)
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It would be tedious to sum up here all the evidence
directly or indirectly affecting the subject in hand
a. origia provided by our textual criticism. Two
of name. passages, however, are specially important.
In Josh. 1 7 x 5 it is evident that * p ~and
i
ow??? are two competing readings, and that the former
is more probably correct. And in z S. 5 18-20 it is plain
that the spot called o,~;s-$y? is in the valley of Rephaim.
It ismaintainedelsewhere(see PELETHITES, Z AREPHATH )
that the tribe whose centre on the S. Palestinian border
was at Zarephath ( = ZEPHATH) was prominent in early
Israelitish legend, and that its name underwent strange
mutilations and corruptions. Among these transformations may probably be included Zelophehad, Salhad,
names connected with the N.; and PeliStim’ and
LetuSim, names connected with the S. That ‘ Perizzi ’
and ‘ PeliSti ’ are connected is not a violent supposition.
Both are most probably corruptions of SBrephHthi (Zarephathite), and it is hardly less plausible to conjecture
that RephH’im is a corruption of Pera:im, though an
alternative derivation from Jerahme’elim is equally
possible. Thus-to return to the story in z S . 5 18-20
-instead of ’ Baal-perazim ‘ in the ‘ valley of Rephaim,’
the original tradition probably spoke of ‘ Baal-SZrtphathim in the valley of Jerahme’elim (or S%rgph%thirn).
’
That such long names were early corrupted, and
that the corruption took different forms in different
parts of Palestine, can easily be understood.
The result to which we are tending, and which it
would lead us into too many digressions to justify fully,
is that the SZrEphHthim or Jerahme’elim migrated into
many parts both of eastern and of western Palestine.
They started from the S. ; it is not a random statement
of Gen. 106 that P U T (a75 from nays) was the brother
of (the N. Arabian) Cush and Mizraim and the son of
Ham (Jerahmeel?), and of Gen.253 that LETUSHIM
was the brother of Leumrnim (Jerahmeelim ?) and the
son of Dedan (Le., S. Edom). The S5dphBthim were
in fact probably a branch of the Jerahmeelites, who, as
our textual criticism tends to show, spread over many
parts both of Western, and even of Eastern, Palestine
(note the Phmnician Zarephath, and cp J ERAHMEEL ;
EAST, C HILDREN OF). The Jerahmeelites or Sarephathites, according to the genealogies, became largely
fused with the Israelites, and how much truth there
may be in the statement that OG the Rephaite (Sarephathite? or Jerahmeelite?) and his people were smitten,
till there were no survivors (Nu. 21 35). it is impossible
to say.
It is hardly worth while to discuss the question
whether the representation of the Rephaim-Le.,
possibly the Jerahmeelites of SWphath-as giants (cp
Am. 29, where ’ the Amorite is thus described) is purely
mythical. Whether the Edomitish race (to which the
Jerahmeelites belonged) was taller than the later
Israelitish race or not, it is certain that the instinctiye
tendency of legend (both in Europe and in Asia) to
picture aboriginal races as of gigantic stature would
have led to such a representation.
According to
Robertson Smith,3 ‘ the giant-legends arose in part

.

house of the Rephaim’ (cp L’s r i obcy). [In 3 S. 21, ‘€5BA has
&a
and also yiyawrr with pa+ in 0 . 2 2 : BL yLyavrrs in nnr.
16, 18, T L T ~ Vv.
OC
20, yiyawrr and p + a v. 22, whilst in I Ch. 20
B has yiyavrrr in w. 4, 6, @%A pa+, b L &aw and also Q
yiyvnrl
The ‘Philistines’ of 2 S.21 15-22 were really the Zarephathita; ‘Gath’ should be ‘ Rehohoth.’ See PELETHITES,
REHOBOTH.
4 Note communicated to Prof. Driver, Deut. 40.
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REPHAIM, VALLEY OF

REPHIDIM

from the comtemplation of ancient ruins of great works
and supposd gigantic tombs.’ This may very well
have been the case, in view of the legends attaching
to huge sarcophagi, like that assigned to Og in Dt., at
the present day. See Oc.

REHOBOTH). The upland plain referred to seems to
be the BekB‘a, which stretches from the SW. side of
Jerusalem southwards as far as Mar Ely2s (3 hr. from
Jerusalem), which may indeed be the ‘ mountain ’ referred to in Joshua.
Eus. and Jer. (OS 288 22 147 6) lace the ‘ Valley of Rephaim ’
on the N. of Jerusalem and d t t e l (Gesch. dev He&. 2131)

A brief reference to other theories of the origin of the name
Re haim must suffice. The view that ic is connected with AI.
ra$‘a ‘to lift up,’ and means ‘ giants ’ is not at all plausible ;
no cognate of rafa‘a can be pointed tO) in Hebrew, Aramaic, or
Assyrian. Stade (GVJI 116 120) was the first to connect the
name with the Rephaim or ‘shades ’ (see DEAD and DEATH).
This has been taken up by Schwally ( D m Le6m nach de?%
To&, 64 n. I [1892]; Z A TW 18 1 3 2 [1898]). From thesense of
‘spirits Af the dead’ arose, it is supposed, that of ‘primeval
population.’ Schwally confirms this by a legend of the Hovas
!n Madagascar ( Z A TW Z.C.). This is surely most improbable.
The transition is difficuk, even if we do not hold, with,Stade,
that D * N ~ Ythe
, word for ‘the shades,’ means ‘the weak. It is
most reasonable therefore, to hold that, like a large proportion
of ethnic name: Rephaim has been worn down from a longer
form, and this iorm we may venture to trace either in Jeralp
me’elim or in SarepbHthim.
See also REPHAIM,
VALLEVOF, and on Job 26 3 see DEAD.
T. K. C.

REPHAIM, VALLEY OF, also V ALLEY

OF THE
G IANTS ( 0 ’ 5 ? ~ , Y;~Josh.
~
158 18 16 2 S. 518 22 23 13 I Ch. 1115
14 9 Is. 17 5 : Is. Iv ++;la
L urepsp^1 [BNAQr]; Josh. 15, yjr
p 9 a . r ~ !ALII -v [B], JosPl8 epfKpa$QeLV [BL], -,u [A] z S. 5,
q u K O ~ A ~r oQv r[f]iravov [BAL], 2 S. 23 + K O A
pa$pr& [B],
-v [AI, rirduov [Ll; I Ch. qj KOLA& TGU yiy&ov [BNAL];

valZis Raphaim and gigrntum).

According to the prevalent theory, which supposes
the same locality to be referred to in all the passages,
1. Prevalent the ‘ Valley of Rephaim ’ was an upland
plain near Jerusalem and Bethlehem (cp
theory
criticised.
z S. 2 3 1 3 f . ) where not only corn and
olive trees flourished (Is. 175f.), but the
so-called Baca trees (see M ULBERRY ) grew. At its N.
end was a hill over which ran the boundary of Judah
and Benjamin (Josh. 158 1816). The plain was famous
as the scene of fights between David and the Philistines,
(z S. 51822 2313: cp I Ch. 149 11 IS).
Elsewhere,
however, has been offered the theory that the enemies
referred to in 2 S. 5 18 22 and the related passages were
not the Philistines but the Zarephathites (see ZAREPHATH ), and that the place referred to in 2 S.2314
was not Bethlehem but Beth-jerahmeel (thus the whole
scene becomes historically and geographically more
plausible). Elsewhere, too (see REPHAIM) we have
urged that Rephaim, the name of an early population
of Canaan, is probably a much worn-down form either
of %rBph?ithim (Zarephathites), or perhaps more probably of Jerahme’elim.
It would seem, then, that in 2 S. 51822, etc., the
‘ valley (upland plain) of Rephaim (Jereme’elim) ’
a. David‘s cannot be a plain near Jerusalem, and
valley of that, like the ‘knzek hE-2ZEh of I S . 172 (see
Rephaim. ELAH,VALLEY O F ), it was one of the
‘ valleys or spaces between the low sloping
hills ’ (Palmer) in the neighbourhood of Ruheibeh
(Rehoboth), possibly indeed the W2dy Ruheibeh itself,
though the broad WSdy el-Milh may also come into
consideration (see N EGEB ).
In the case of Is. 175, when we consider the manifest
play on the name Ephraim in the next verse, it is possible
to suppose ( a ) that n y l (Rephaim)
3 ’ v ~ should
~ ~rather
t be~ o???
~ (Ephraim), and
aephaim? to identify this ‘Zmek with a part of the
Great Plain of Esdraelon. (6) There
are, however, also good critical arguments for identifying
this ‘Zmek with that in the story of David. The question is subordinate to the large inquiry, Does Is. 17 1-11
predict the ruin of Syria and Ephraim, or of the kingdom
of Jerahmeel? See C d . Bi6. But there is no objection to the view (c) that the ‘&zmek r@/zZim of Josh. 15 8
18 16 really did derive its name from the Jerahme’elim :
in fact, the early population of Jerusalem was probably
a combination of Amorites and Jerahmeelites (see
1 Cp @,

I

S. 4 8 d

v

e&

TGY wepcGv r o h w (@L sing.).
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follows them on grounds’derived from the (surely corrupt) text
of 2 S 5 2 2 8 Tobler’s main objection 1 to the ordina view is
that 6 n e k means a ‘valley ’ not a ‘plain.’ But * d m zis constantly used of plains shut fn by hills, and this is just what the
BekZ‘a is, ‘shut in on all sides by rocky hill-tops and ridges’
(Porter).
T. K. C.

REPHAN ( p c @ a ~Acts
) , 7 4 3 RV, AV R EMPHAN.
=PHIDIM ( P l ’ Q l , plain-country, ‘ d r a f u ’ ? ?;
PA@IA€IN [BAFL], EX. 171 8 192 Nu. 3314f.f), a

place where the Amalekites attacked the Israelites and
were defeated by Joshua with the aid of the wonderworking staff of Moses. As we see from his arrangement of the passages of diverse origin which he has
brought together, R considers this event to have occurred when, according to P, the Israelites encamped
at RBphidim immediately before entering the wilderness
of Sinai. He also thinks that the spot (spots?) called
Massah and Meribah was (were?) in the district of
Rephidim, which, in this case, must have extended to,
or perhaps even have been equivalent to, Horeb (see
Ex. 176, ‘the rock in Horeb’). On the analysis of
sources, see EXODUS (B OOK ), 5 3.
The existence of a popular tradition of a war waged
with varying fortunes by the early Israelites against the
1,Form and Amalekites may be assumed without
discussion (see A MALEK , 0 2 : MOSES,
contents of 5 12). But we have still to ask, Did
,---lU&;tirrU.
tradition connect this war, or an
episode of this war, with Rephidim? Some scholars
( O z f . Hex. 107) have doubted this: according to
them, the connection of the battle described in Ex.
178-16 with Rephidim is purely editorial.
Textual
criticism may contribute something to the decision of
this point. Among the names of the stations of the
Israelites there are only two which end in -im, viz.,
Elim and Rephidim. It is difficult not to conjecture
that both these names are corruptions of ethnics. That
Elim probably comes from Jerahmeel or Jeremeelim has
been suggested already (MOSES, 5 12). W e have also
conjectured that Marah (the reported name of the preceding station) has arisen out of another fragment of
Jerahmeel, viz., Mar+ (from Rehem : cp R EKEM ,
S ELA ). It may now be added that Rephidim is probably a corrnpt fragment of Jeremeelim.
~

‘

‘

RGphidim’(o.iyJ, we may suppose, comes from Rrphilim’
3 5 9 , which, through the intermediate stage o f ‘ RGphZelim’
(0,ND~),comes from ‘ Remaelim’ (&Nni), Le., ‘JPrahmBlim’
(03 Nnm-) ; the corruption is easier and not less certain than that
which we meet with sometimes, of Jeremeel into Ephraim.
Bacon (Ex. 8 8 , note *) has acutely conjectured that
(09

i

Ex. 1526 ( a passage .usually assigned to R,) may be
based on an earlier document which derived the name
Rephidim from rapha ( N B ~ ) .‘ to heal.’ The name presupposed in the early tradition may have been not
l naturally suggests the
Rephidim but Rephaelim : h
explanation, ‘ for I am Yahwe that heals thee.’ a In
short, the closing words of 21. 26 may originally have
stobd in a context relative to the name Rephaelim.
From this point of view we cannot question the fact
that early tradition connected the battle in Ex. 17 8-16
with RBphidim, the name of which place (like Meribah)
appears to be a distortion of the ethnic JErahm5Slim.
The truth is that there were traditional stories in circulation respecting two fertile spots in the Jerahmeelite
country occupied by the migrating Israelites.
One
appears in a double form in Ex. 1523-qa, and in a. 27 ;
another has also a double representation in Ex.
1 Dvitte Wanderung 202.
2 See R APHAEL, and’cp Bth. Enoch, 10 7, where Raphael k
commanded to proclaim that God will heal the earth.
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(part) and, in a very fragmentary form, in
The second certainly refers to the oasis
of ‘Ain Gadis (the fountain of the Jerahmeelite Kadesh).
And it is not unreasonable to hold that the Amalekite
attack spoken of in Ex. 1 7 8 was connected in the
original tradition with this fountain, the possession of
which was naturally grudged by the Jerahmeelites
(now become unfriendly ?-see MOSES) to the intruding Israelites. (In this case, the ‘ hill ’ spoken of in
w.gf. may be one of the earth-covered limestone hills
at the north-eastern sweep of the oasis ; cp Trumbull, Ka&sh-darnea, 273.) This, at any rate, is the
view suggested by the text of Ex.17 in its present
form ; but even if we reject it, there is strong probability in the opinion that the Amalekites attacked Israel
in Rdphidim-i. e . , JErahmGlim-because we have express evidence (Nu. 1329, cp Gen. 147) that the Negeb,
including Kadesh, was the region specially occupied by
the Jerahmeelite clans.
That the story of the Amalekite attack, not less than
that of the smitten rock (71. 6, ‘the rock i n Hored’), is
placed too early by R, seems beyond doubt. The
Moses who stood apart from the fight, holding the ‘ rod
of Elohim,‘ but who after a time was in danger of
letting his hand sink, and who committed the military
leadership to Joshua, is clearly an old m a n ; we are
placed by this story at the beginning of the various
wars which tradition referred to the close of the life of
Moses. See MOSES ; and cp JEHOVAH-NISSI, MASSAH
A N D MERIBAH.WANDERINGS.
In the above statement we have been compelled to
assume that Horeb or Sinai was not in the so-called
Peninsula, but in close proxEarlier Sinaitic
imity to Kadesh, ;.e., in the Jebel
Magrah, on the SW. frontier of the
theories.
Negeb (see MOSES, $5 514). If, however, we suppose that Sinai is either Jebel Serbs1 or
Jebel Miis5 (see S INAI,
IS), we may, with several
modern geographers (Lepsius, Ebers, Ritter, A. P.
Stanley, C. W. Wilson, E. H. Palmer), be tempted to
attach ourselves to the tradition, recorded especially by
Kosmas Indicopleustes (535 A. D. ) and Antoninus
Martyr ( c ~ r c a600 A. D . ) , which identifies Rdphidim
with FeirRn, the ancient Pharan, the ruins of which
stand at the junction of the WBdy ‘AleyBt with the
WBdy FeirBn, about 4 m. N. of SerbB1. Antoninus
Martyr speaks of an ’ oratorium,’ whose altar is set on
the stones which were put under Moses while he was
praying. Evidently he refers to the Jebel et-Tahtineh,
on the right bank of the WFtdy F e i r h , which is about
720 ft. high, and is covered with remains of Christian
tombs, cells, and chapels. This view was adopted as a
whole by the members of the Sinai Expedition, excepting F. W. Holland (see Ordnance Sumey of Penins. of
Sinai, 1 5 3 8 ) . More plausible, if the connection of
the story of the rock and that of the battle he maintained, is the view of Ebers (Durch Gosen sum Sinai.
2 1 2 ; cp Lepsius, Briefe, 3 4 9 8 ) that the biblical
Rdphidim is to be placed in the dry, north-western
part of the WHdy FeirBn, where the Amalekites might
be supposed to have gathered to prevent the Israelites
from entering the oasis. Robinson’s theory (BR1179),
adopted by F. W. Holland (Rpcovery of Jerusalem,
5 3 4 ~ ? ) ,that Rdphidim is in the narrow gorge of elWatiyeh m the great WHdy es-Sheikh-the WBdy by
which, according to this traveller, the Israelites approached Horeb-is less defensible, for reasons well
summed up by E. H. Palmer (Sinai, 2 0 2 ) ; cp also
Ritter (Palestine and the Sinaitic Peninsuh, 1323).
All these theories depend, as we have seen, on the
correctness of the traditional theory as to the general

position of Horeb or Sinai, which is open to much
question, and indeed appears to some scholars hardly
defensible.
T. K. C.
RESMds (p~ct,ioy
[BA]), I Esd. 5 8 RV=Ezra2z,
REELAIAH.
BESEN (ID? ; A&CEM [ADL] ; -EN [E] ; Resen) is
named in Gen. 1 0 12, as a city lying between Nineveh
1. dssyrio- and Kalah. Menant therefore considered
It to be represented by the ruin-heaps of
logical SelBmiye. Bochart and recently Noldeke
inqulrg* have connected it with the Larissa of
Xenophon (Anab.iii. 4 7), the site of which, however, is
uncertain, though Frd. Del. ( C a h e r Bid.-Lex. 731)
suggests identifying it with Nimriid (cp C ALAH ). In
the inscriptions, so far published, no city of any importance bears a name like Resen. A city of the name
RC-CS-C-ni (RCS-hi) appears as not far from Nineveh,
in the Bavian description of Sennacherih (KB 2116f..
cp Del. Par. 1S8261) ; but there is nothing to show that
it was an ancient foundation. There is little hope of
its identification till the district has been properly
explored.
C . W.H. J.
From an exegetical point of view the matter is further
complicated by the words which follow Resen-’ the
2,
same is the great city.’ Does this refer to
critical Resen? No one would have doubted Ihis.
solution. but for the silence of antiquity as to any
important city near Nineveh with a name
resembling Resen. RtS-&ni-i.e., ‘ fountain-head, place
of fountains,’ is not a probable name at all. T o suppose
a ‘ tetrapolis’ with two such doubtful names as RehobothIr and Resen is a desperate expedient. If, however,
Nimrod was a N. Arabian, not a Babylonian, hero, a
probable identification of Resen may be made. n h
(misread Calah) is in the view of the present writer one
of the many corruptions of ’xoni, (Jerahmeel) ; a1371
(which was read Nineveh) not improbably comes from
iiim (Hebron) ; and n h n i’yn w i i l is certainly a
corruption of $ w , m i * wrn (that is, Jerahmeel), a gloss
on nh. ‘Between Hebron and Jerahmeel’ appears
to be a suitable description of Beersheba, the name of
which is sometimes corrupted into j t q i i a and i$y.
See NIMROD.
s1,C.W.H.J.; s2,T.K.C.
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RESEBVOIR (3l!pp,Is. 2211, RV). See CONDUITS,

5 I [SI.

REsHEPH (Id?; cap& P I 9 pace+ [AIo pt,c~Q
[L]), a ‘son’ of Ephraim, I Ch.725 (see EPHRAIM.
5 12). The other names include SHEERAH
(Le..
Ashhur ?), Ammihud ( L e . Jerahmeel?) Elishama (i.e..
Ishmael?). ’ Resheph’ therefore should perhaps be 7%
(cp
and mean ‘ Zarephathite’ ; cp - D i m 11,Neh.
331- Le., a Zarephathite. Clermont-Ganneau, however, suggests that Arszif ( = the Apollonia of Jos. ),
about 7 m. N. of Jaffa, may correspond to an ancient
town Resheph. Resheph (identified with Apollo) was
the Phenician and N. Syrian fire-god and war-god (cp
CZS 1 n. I O , and Hadad-inscr. from Zenjirli, ZZ. 3, II),
whose cultus was introduced into Egypt during the
eighteenth and nineteenth dynasties (see list of gods
on altar in Turin Museum, TSBA 3 429, Z. 67, and
plate; and cp E. Meyer, ZDMG 31719 7 2 8 f . ) . l Close
to Arszif is an extraordinary holy place-a ?L/ar&m,
which, under Moslem forms, possibly continues a primitive cultus (C1.-Ganneau, Horus e t saint Gorges, 1 7 ;
cp Baed.(2)239). See, further, PHCENICIA,
5 12,end.

aB),

T. K. C.

RESURRECTION. See ESCHATOLOGY (index).
1

For futher references see Maspero, SfruaZe of Nations,

156, n.
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